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ABSTRACT 

Fundamental observations of molecular hydrogen (H2) in dark clouds, star 

forming regions, and radiation-dominated environments are presented, mod

eled, and interpreted. Through a weak iiifrared absorption line spectrum, the 

abundance of cold H2 in dark molecular clouds and star forming regions is mea

sured directiy and compared with the abimdance of its most commonly dted 

surrogate, CO. The derived abundance of CO is between 1.5 and 2.5 x 10"'* for 

the sample. The CO molecule thus represents about Va of the total carbon budget 

in dense clouds. Also detected via irtfrared line absorption is the pivotal molec

ular ion Hj, yielding a direct measure of the cosmic ray ionization rate of H2 in 

dark molecular clouds (between 1 and 5 x 10"^^ s~^), a process that instigates 

the complex ion-neutral chemical pathways that form many of the 120+ known 

molecular species deep inside interstellar clouds. These timely tests of theory are 

applied to the detailed submillimeter-wave study of the p Ophiuchi star forming 

cloud and photodissodation front, allowing partial disentanglement of the com

plicated physical and chemical structure of a star forming doud. Yet H2 and H3 

continue to surprise and delight us with more mysteries. The formation, exdta-

tion and survival of molecules in unusual & hostile environments is highlighted 

by the discoveries of in drcumstellar disks of early-type stars, and of fluo

rescing H2 in two harshly-irradiated filaments of the Crab Nebula. The role of 

as a possible tracer of planet formation, and the evolution of H2 in the inter

stellar medium is discussed. The study of H2 in hostile envirorunents is extended 

to the ensemble properties of extragalactic star forming regions, and applied to 

the Arp 299 merger system as a imique probe of the feedback of newly-formed 

hot stars, their fossil remains, and the molecular material which formed them. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

I write about molecules with great diffidence, having not yet rid myself of the tradition 

that atoms are physics, but molecules are chemistry, but the new conclusion that hydrogen 

is abundant seems to make it likely that the above-mentioned elements H, O, and N will 

frequently form molecules. 

Sir Arthur Eddington (1937) 

Recognitiorx of the existertce of mterstellar molecules and their importance to 

all aspects of astrophysics has reached a critical mass. The humble begirinings 

of astrochemistry, marked by the detection of interstellar CN, CH and CH"^ ab

sorption lines at visible wavelengths toward background stars in the late 1930's, 

have given way to a renaissance of discovery and the formation of an interdis

ciplinary field, astrochemistry, whose grasp reaches from comets to cosmology, 

from meter-wave radio wavelengths to X-rays, fi:om simple diatomic molecules 

to orgaiuc species approaching the complexity of amino adds, in environments 

ranging from cold and quiescent to violently hostile and dynamic. It is now well 

accepted that molecular interactions, both with radiation and each other, provide 

a unique observational and theoretical tool of unprecedented diagnostic power. 

It is less often realized that the mere existence of molecules, through their pivotal 

effects on their environment's ionization and thermal balance, can strongly regu

late their dynamical and chemical evolution. Indeed, exploration and definition 

of this facet of molecular astrophysics may well be its ultimate contribution to the 

whole of asfrophysics. 
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1.1 Importance of H2 ar\d its ions and 

Theoretical and observational evidence has established that 90 percent (by num

ber) of the known baryonic matter in the Universe is composed of elemental hy

drogen (Boesgaard & Steigman, 1985; Peebles, 1993). The astronomer's periodic 

table is therefore an unusual sight to traditional physicists and chemists (Fig

ure 1.1). Therefore, of the 123 interstellar molecules reported to date (Wootten, A., 

2002), it is fully expected that the hydrogen molecule (H2) is by far the dominant 

constituent of astrophysical plasmas. Indeed, the contribution of H2 to the total 

baryonic mass of the Universe is predicted to be secondary only to atomic hydro

gen, helium, and their ions. Furthermore, molecular hydrogen has the unique 

and pivotal distinction of being the gaseous state of hydrogen that gives rise to 

the formation of stars. 

Figure 1.1: Weighing the elemental universe. Big Bang nucleosynthesis formed 

hydrogen, helium, and a small amount of lithium. 10^° yr of stellar evolution 

and enrichment of the interstellar gas has added carbon, rutrogen, oxygen, mag

nesium, silicon and iron to the scales, in addition to trace amounts of nimierous 

other species - but hydrogen still outweighs them all. 
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Interstellar gas is continuously replenished by the final phases of stellar evo

lution, principally the mass loss of asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars and 

envelope ejection of supemovae explosions (Spitzer, 1978). The conversion of 

interstellar gas from atomic to molecular form depends primarily upon suffi

cient gas and dust density and the strength of the ambient interstellar radiation 

field. The phase transition from atomic to molecular gas in interstellar clouds is 

sharply defined, generally dictated by radiative processes, and hence described 

as a photon-dominated region, or photodissodation region (PDR) (Tielens & Hol-

lenbach, 1985; Black & van Dishoeck, 1987; Draine & Bertoldi, 1996). Not only 

does H2 dominate the mass of such molecular clouds, but the thermal balance 

of its formation energy and emission of radiation at infrared wavelengths plays 

a significant role in the physical state and evolution of such clouds. Indeed, the 

formation of all stars from dense condensations in molecular clouds gives H2 spe

cial importance in the complicated symbiosis of the interstellar medium (ISM) of 

the Galaxy and the stars that form from it. As primordial species in the gas dom

inated post-recombination Uruverse, Ha provided new mechanisms of heating 

and cooling which played a role in the formation of the very first star forming 

structures which led, either eventually or contemporaneously, to the formation 

of the first galaxies (Arminos & Norman, 1996; Norman & Spaans, 1997; Haiman, 

Abel, & Rees, 2000; Hutchings, Santoro, Thomas, & Couchman, 2002). The critical 

role of H2 as star-forming fuel therefore has significant cosmological implications. 

The role of the ions derived from H2 are no less important. The ionization of 

Ha by photons of energy 15.4 eV or greater, most typically by the local production 

of X-rays and energetic cosmic rays, results in the creation of HJ • Hj is very short 

lived in the interstellar mediiun, reacting with nearly every collision partner it 

encounters. In dense molecular clouds, the most probable reaction is with H2, re-
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suiting in the production of (Martin, McDaniel, & Meeks, 1961), which in turn 

represents the cornerstone of the gas phase reaction networks that initiate the for

mation of most other molecules in interstellar space (Figure 1.2). In the absence of 

ultraviolet (UV) radiation in the dark interiors of molecular clouds, the H2 ioniza

tion rate therefore defines the energetic chemical processes that form most other 

molecules (Herbst & Klemperer, 1973). Therefore, the measurement of in con

cert with Ha represents the most direct confirmation of the gas phase production 

of molecules by measurement of the cosmic ray ionization rate of H2 that iiuti-

ates these chemical networks. Similarly, H2, and their daughter ions partially 

control the ionization fraction in molecular clouds, which in turn regulates the 

ability of a molecular cloud condensation to withstand self-gravitational collapse 

to form new stars and planets due to interaction with magnetic fields. Owing 

to their relative simplicity among molecules, H2, and H3 also represent our 

best theoretical models of the quantum mechanical structure of molecules, and 

the subsequent spectroscopic tests of such theories in both Earth-based and inter

stellar laboratories have an important, ongoing history. 

1.2 Spectroscopy of H2 and its Ions: Observational Challenges 

The direct detection of H2 and its ions and have represented a frustrating 

spectroscopic challenge, long after the recognition of their astrophysical impor

tance. It is critical to precede discussion of the indirect measures of Hj and its 

ions with a brief summary of their physical and spectroscopic properties. The 

physics of diatomic molecules is discussed at length in Herzberg (1950) and the 

case for Ha is summarized in Field, Somerville, & Dressier (1966). 
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Figure 1.2: Simplified chemical networks for carbon (overlap with oxygen in red), 

nitrogen (overlap with carbon in red) and oxygen (overlap with carbon in red), 

adapted from Prasad, Tarafdar, Villere, & Huntress (1987). The role of H2 and 

as the initiators of the gas phase chemistry in each network is highlighted in blue 

bold strokes. 
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1.2.1 H2 Spectroscopy 

The potential energy curves of the ground and first two excited electronic states of 

Ha are projected in Figure 1.3; the total energy is plotted against the intemuclear 

distance r. At r = 0.7416 A, the ground state potential is minimized and at r = cxj 

the ground state energy corresponds to that of two separate hydrogen atoms. 

15 

c-n, 

10 

5 

0 

0 

R (Angstroms) 

Figure 1.3: Potential energy curves for the ground state and first two bound ex

cited states of the hydrogen molecule. Spectroscopic notation for the electronic 

states are labeled, as are the vibrational levels for J = 0. Vibrational level repre

sentations for the overlapping excited states are shortened for readability. 

The spectroscopic notation for molecular electronic states is in direct analogy 

with that used for atoms. The symbob E, 11, A, etc... represent the total electronic 

angular momentum (A = 0,1,2...) in uruts of h, projected along the intemuclear 

axis, fc - in direct analogy with the atomic angular momentum representations of 
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S, P, D, and so forth. Triplet and singlet states are denoted as with atoms, with 

the additional properties of wavefunction symmetry represented by subscript g 

(gerade, or even) or u {ungerade, or odd) and in the case of E states, also by the 

superscript + or The electronic states are labeled alphabetically, historically 

beginning with X and then A, B,... with capital letters representing singlet states 

and lower case letters for multiplet states. As described, the ground state of H2 

is a state, the first bound excited states labeled as and C^n„ are the 

Lyman and Werner bands, respectively, at energies 11.2 and 12.3 eV above the 

ground state. Permitted electronic transitions therefore occur in the vacuum ul

traviolet between ~ 840 and 1130 A, wavelengths which do not penetrate the 

Earth's atmosphere and therefore require measurement via rocket experiment or 

satellite. 

Numerous selection rules govern the observability of the myriad of possible 

combinations of electronic, vibrational, and rotational states: 

AA = 0, ±1 

AS =0 

g  ̂ u ,  g  ̂  g ,  u  u  

AJ = 0,±1;  0^0 

Note that there are no selection rules that apply to change of vibrational energy; 

however the probability of transition depends upon vibrational wavefunction 

overlap in accordance with the Franck-Condon principle. 

Although electronic transitions of H2 are strong (Ay 10^ s~^ they lie at 
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wavelengths of radiation that are both readily extinguished by dust and inacces

sible to ground-based observatories. Thus, rotational and vibrational transitions 

within the ground electroruc state might seem more energetically feasible. Sev

eral factors enter the fray to make such detections rather difficult, however: 

• Electric dipole (El) trai\sitior\s require A J = ±1, but these transitions vio

late nuclear symmetry. 

• El transitions are forbidden by vibrational selection rules since H2 has no 

permanent dipole moment 

• El transitions require g  ^  u ,  which is violated in transitions within the 

electronic ground state 

Magnetic dipole (Ml) trai\sitions are also forbidden by symmetry. The first 

non-zero term in the series expansion is the electric quadrupole term (E2), which 

allows 9  ̂g, and has A J = 0, ±2. Sets of transitions between two vibrational 

levels with A J = —2, -1,0, +1, +2 are called the O, P, Q, R, and 5 branches, 

respectively. Therefore, in H2 the O, Q, and S branches are observed; a pictorial 

example of a rovibrational energy digram and the corresponding notation for the 

i; = 0 and u = 1 bands of H2 is shown in Figure 1.4. 

As is a diatomic molecule with nuclei of identical fermions, the total wave-

function must be antisymmetric with respect to interchange of the nuclei - space 

functions and spin functions must have opposite symmetries, a result of Fermi-

Dirac statistics. Addition or cancellation of nuclear spin jrields / = 0 (antisym

metric) or / = 1 (symmetric) for the nuclei, which yields two modifications of 

the H2 molecule, described as para and ortho, respectively. Ortho and para H2 

can essentially be treated as separate forms; no radiative or coUisional processes 

exist which interchange para-H2 and ortho-H2 - instead, they are brought into 
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equilibrium only by nuclear exchange with passing hot protor\s or ions like Hj. 

At high temperatures, > 500K, the ratio of ortho-to-para H2 will be ~ 3 in ther

mal equilibrium, reflecting the relative degeneracy in spin states (2/ +1). At cold 

temperatures, < 100 K, the population of excited rotational levels is very small, 

leaving H2 mostly in the J = 0 para- form. 

6950 
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170 . 
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3 

V = 1 

1-0 S(l) 
2.I22UIII 

etc... 
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J 

Figure 1.4: Partial energy level diagram for corrunon rotational and rovibrational 

lines of Ha-

These points underlie the difficulties of measuring Ha in astronomical sources. 

Electric quadrupole transitions are typically ~ 10^'' times less likely than electric 

dipole transitions in the vacuum ultraviolet. One additional factor conspires to 
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Table 1.1. Thermalized H2 line emission 

T(K) /S(0) 

0
 1 ^tol 

10 5.9248e-25 0.0 5.9248e-25 

20 6.9748e-14 0.0 6.9748e-14 

50 2.3665e-07 0.0 2.3774e-07 

100 1.8863e-05 0.0 3.2499e-05 

150 6.7871e-05 9.9590e-18 3.4086e-04 

200 1.2315e-04 8.1477e-13 1.3739e-03 

300 2.1476e-04 6.0481e-08 7.5244e-03 

500 3.2295e-04 3.9785e-04 6.2136e-02 

1000'' 4.2691e-04 2.1145e-01 2.1839e+00 

2000'' 4.8601e-04 3.3212e+00 3.9504e+01 

3000'' 5.0667e-04 6.7842e+00 2.2498e+02 

''All intensities in erg s~^ cm~^ sr~^ for a 

N(H2)= 10^^ cm"'^ thick plane-parallel slab 

''High temperatures are likely to only apply 

to the surfaces of interstellar clouds, not to an 

entire "dark" cloud 
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make H2 even more difficult to detect in cold molecular clouds - H2's low inertial 

mass creates very widely-spaced rotational energy levels that are not populated 

at the cold temperatures prevalent in dark molecular clouds. For example. Fig

ure 1.4 shows the lowest-energy pure rotational Ha transition u = 0 — 0 5(0) (i.e. 

I) = 0 -> 0, 7 = 2 -> 0), which lies 510K above the J = 0 ground state, at an 

observed wavelength of 28 fj,m, inaccessible to ground-based telescopes. To illus

trate this point, the total H2 line emissivity of a thick plane-parallel slab of H2 of 

column density N(H2)= 10^^ cm"^ is calculated in Table 1.1 at several tempera

tures of astrophysical interest. The line emissivity of two characteristic spectral 

lines, the 28 /xm v = 0 — 0 5(0) line and the 2.122 /xm v = 1 — 0 5(0) line is 

also computed: at T < 100, H2 is essentially invisible even to the observation of 

the pure rotational transitions. Indeed, this property has even prompted several 

authors to evaluate the possibility of H2 as a repository of baryonic "dark mat

ter" on large scales (Shchekinov, Dettmar, & Shchekinov, 1999; Schaefer, 1999; 

Kalberla, Shchekinov, & Dettmar, 1999), although difficulties with this interpre

tation remain (Black, 1999). 

1.2.2 Spectroscopy of and H3 

has the distinction of being the simplest molecule; with only one electron, 

it can be solved exactly under the approximation that the nuclei are fixed (i.e. 

slow) relative to the electron's frame of reference. The energy structure of is 

coarsely similar to H2, and references to its energy level structure and transition 

probabilities can be found in Somerville (1970). The detection of is not only 

complicated by its weak electric quadrupolar interaction with radiation, like H2, 

but also by its rapid chemical interaction with nearly everything else (typically 

electrons, hydrogen atoms, heliiun atoms and hydrogen molecules) that leave its 

abimdance substantially exhausted in most interstellar envirorunents. 
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Production of any in the interstellar mediuni rapidly leads to reactions 

that generate a stable population of (i.e. protonated H2)/ a cornerstone of 

ion-molecule chemistry (Martin, McDaniel, & Meeks, 1961; Herbst & BQemperer, 

1973). The equilateral sjoiunetry of eliminates a permitted rotational spec

trum at millimeter wavelengths and a sharply defined electronic spectrum in the 

ultraviolet, leaving only a weak vibrational spectrum at infrared wavelengths as 

its only signature. The energy level structure and notation is more complicated 

than that of H2; the relevant quantum numbers this dissertation must consider 

a r e  J ,  t h e  t r a n s l a t i o n a l  a n g u l a r  m o m e n t u m  o f  t h e  n u c l e i ;  k ,  t h e  p r o j e c t i o n  o f  J  

o n t o  t h e  m o l e c u l a r  a x i s ;  / ,  t h e  v i b r a t i o n a l  a n g u l a r  m o m e n t u m ;  a n d  G  =  k  —  L  

Rovibrational P, Q and R branches are defined as A J = -1,0, +1 as with H2, but 

instead of being specified as {P, Q, R}{J), with J sufficient to define the rotational 

transition within the branch, the combination quantum number G is also needed: 

{P, Q, R}{J, G). The vibrational structure of is also more complex. Unlike the 

simple harmonic oscillator vibrational modes of Ha, has multiple vibrational 

modes, depicted coarsely in Figure 1.5. The vi mode represents "breathing" mo

tions of the molecule, where the nuclei all move in and out together; it is infirared 

(IR) inactive and will not come into discussion further. The IR-active V2 mode 

is multiply degenerate, resulting from several different nuclear motions. The vi

brational band is designated by the notation The mixing of these various 

motions will lead to broken degeneracy for G > 0, thusly doublets with the same 

J and G in a transition are specified by superscript/subscript u and I to high

light the upper or lower energy states, respectively. The notation and depiction 

of all lines discussed in this dissertation are summarized in Figure 1.6, for 

reference. 
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t t 

a b c 

Figure 1.5: Principal vibrational modes of HJ. a: "Breathing" vi mode; infrared 

inactive, b & c: Irifrared active, degenerate U2z and v^y vibrational modes. These 

occiir in combination and are therefore collectively referred to as the V2 mode. 

1.3 Observations of H2 and 

Eddington (1937), Stromgren (1939) and Gould & Salpeter (1963) were among 

the first to suggest that Ha might exist in abundance in the interstellar medium. 

Gould & Salpeter (1963) predicted large fraction of hydrogen in molecular form, 

but the calculations were uncertain by an order of magnitude (Field, Somerville, 

& Dressier, 1966). Uncertainties aside, the derived abundances were due largely 

to the recogiution that dust grains catalyzed the formation of H2(van de Hulst, 

1949; Gould & Salpeter, 1963; Stecher & Williams, 1966; Hollenbach & Salpeter, 

1971). The prediction of solid Ha in exceptionally cold environments was made 

by Solomon & Wickramasinghe (1969). The dissociative processes that govern the 

destruction of Ha were not solidified until Solomon pointed out (Field, Somerville, 

& Dressier, 1966) that absorption into the Lyman and Werner bands resulted in 

the possibility of deexdtation into an unbound vibrational continuum. This no

tion was then modeled and refined by Stecher & Williams (1967), Werner (1969) 

and Dalgamo & Stephens (1970), who demonstrated that this process provided 
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Figure 1.6: Energy level diagram of the V2 vibrational mode transitior\s of as 

observed near 4 ̂ m. These five transitions represent all observed lines discussed 

in this dissertation. 

an efficient mode of H2 dissociation in interstellar environments. The detection 

of H2 itself still remained elusive. It was not until the launch of a rocket-bome UV 

spectrometer (Carruthers, 1970) that the detection of cold Ha in diffiise molecu

lar gas was successfully achieved. The launch of the Copernicus satellite in 1972 

(Rogerson et al., 1973) opened the sky to study at vacuum UV wavelengths, and 

nimierous detectioris of the Lyman and Werner absorption systems along ap

proximately 100 lines of sight toward bright early-type stars were made in the 

following years, resulting in measurements including the molecular gas fraction 

in diffiise clouds, the gas-to-dust ratio, and the formation and destruction rates 
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of H2 in diffuse clouds (Spitzer, Cochran, & Hirshfeld, 1974; Spitzer & Jenkins, 

1975; Jura, 1974,1975,?,?; ShuU & Beckwith, 1982). Owing to the very high dust 

opacity presented to 1000 A photons, UV absorption line studies were limited to 

v e r y  d i f f u s e  l i n e s  o f  s i g h t ,  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  a  v i s u a l  e x t i n c t i o n  a t  V - b a n d  ( A y )  

of about unity and N(H)= 1.8 x 10^^ cm~^, far less than the dark clouds of mi

crowave CO line emission that were also being detected at that time (Wilson, Jef-

ferts, & Penzias, 1970). Since Copernicus, several short-term missions have been 

launched, such as the Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope (HUT) (Blair, Long, & Ray

mond, 1996), the Orbiting and Retrievable Far and Extreme Ultraviolet Spectrometer 

(ORFEUS) (Bamstedt, Gringel, Kappelmarm, & Grewing, 2000), and the Inter

stellar Medium Absorption Profile Spectrograph (IMAPS) (Jenkins & Peimbert, 

1997). Ground-based studies of redshifted absorption of the Lyman and Werner 

bands in quasar absorption line systems have been difficult (Levshakov, Chaf

fee, Foltz, & Black, 1992), mostly due to selection effects against reddened quasar 

lines of sight, and spectral confusion with the Lyman alpha forest. However, 

detections of Ha in damped Lyman-alpha systems at high redshift (z ~ 2 — 3) 

are now being made (Foltz, Chaffee, & Black, 1988; Ge & Bechtold, 1997,1999; 

Bechtold, 1999; Ge, Bechtold, & Kulkami, 2001). 

In the Galactic realm, however, the first long-term space mission launched 

since Copernicus and the first to provide significant new surveys of H2 in diffuse 

and translucent clouds is the Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) (Moos 

et al., 2000). FUSE is currently surveying several dozen translucent {Ay « 1 — 4 

mag.) clouds and a larger number of diffuse clouds {Av « 1 mag.) for H2 content, 

and some of the results are now being published (Snow et al., 2000; Rachford et 

al., 2001,2002). A sample spectrum firom FUSE, and initial derived data regarding 

H2 is shown in Figure 1.7. Despite the sigruficant improvements of sensitivity that 
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FUSE offers over Copernicus, sources with Av > ^ are still generally too faint to 

be observed. Ultraviolet techniques fall short of measuring the abundance and 

excitation of H2 through dark, fully molecular star-forming clouds by nearly an 

order of magnitude. 
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Figure 1.7: Sample FUSE spectra of the Lyman (2,0) through (5,0) bands at high 

and low S/N, from Rachford et al. (2002). Top: HD 210839 with a peak S/N of 

24 pixel"^ Av = 1.57 mag., log N(H2)= 20.84. Bottom: HD 210839 with a peak 

S/N « 2 pixel"^ Av = 2.48 mag., log N(H2)= 21.16. Note that the J = 0,1 levels 

are heavily damped and blended, and careful curve fitting is necessary to extract 

column densities. 

While the results from Copernicus were being interpreted, the detection of 

hot H2 via rovibrational z; = 1 —^ 0 emission lines in the photometric K-band 

at 2.2 ^m by Gautier et al. (1976) and Treffers et al. (1976) opened a new win

dow onto shocked and UV-illuminated H2. Predicted by Gould & Harwit (1963) 
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and modeled in detail by e.g. Black & Dalgamo (1976), Black & van Dishoeck 

(1987) and Draine & Bertoldi (1996), infrared molecular hydrogen emission has 

been observed in a variety of disturbed Galactic regions such as planetary nebu

lae (Treffers et al., 1976; Dinerstein et al., 1988), Herbig-Haro objects (Elias, 1980; 

Schwartz, 1983; Schwartz, Cohen & Williams, 1987; Schwartz et al., 1988; Wilking 

et al., 1990), star-forming complexes (Gautier et al., 1976; Luhman et al., 1994), su-

pemovae remnants (Graham, Wright & Longmore, 1987; Burton et al., 1988), and 

the Galactic Center (Gatley et al., 1984; Pak, Jaffe & Kellner, 1996). Similarly, in

frared Ha emission is a common feature of disturbed extragalactic environments 

such as starbursting, merging, and/or Seyfert galaxies (Thompson, Lebofsky & 

Rieke, 1978; Fischer et al., 1983,1987; Kawara, Gregory & Nishida, 1987; Rieke 

et al., 1985; Lester, Harvey & Carr, 1988; Puxley, Hawarden & Mountain, 1988, 

1990). The mechanisms that lead to H2 line emission stem from very different 

kinds of regions, and can be discernible spectroscopically, allowing uruque diag

nostics of the environments in which H2 finds itself. However, the highly excited 

gas that leads to near in^ared line emission is a tiny fraction of the total expected 

mass of H2- most of the quiescent gas has no emissivity at 2 /xm (Table 1.1). To 

partly address this point, the launch of the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) in 

1996 opened the mid-infrared sky to spectroscopy and allowed access to the pure 

rotational lines of H2. Although this permits the probing of warm (T > 150 K) 

versus hot (T ~ 2000 K) gas, the abundant cold (T ~ 10 - 50 EC) Ha synonymous 

with millimeter-wave CO line emission remained invisible. 

The landmark detection of cold H2 toward the dark cloud NGC 2024 by ob

serving rovibrational line absorption at near-infrared wavelengths toward a deeply 

embedded infrared continuum source by Lacy, Knacke, Geballe, & Tokunaga 

(1994) was a great triumph, as it had been sought unsuccessfully by numerous 
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previous studies (Black & Willner, 1984; Black, vaii Dishoeck, Willi\er, & Woods, 

1990). Probing cold Ha in rovibrational absorption in the near inhrared is analo

gous to the absorption of the Lyman and Werner electroruc systems at vacuum 

ultraviolet wavelengths with the following chief differences: 

• the very weak quadixipole interaction of Ha's ro-vibrational spectrum re

quires Ay > 10 mag. for detectability; narrow interstellar features require 

high spectral resolution (AA/A > 40,000) 

• the observed spectral lines are optically thin; typically indicated by a 

1-4% departure from the continuum flux at line center. High sensitivity 

observatioris with substantial S/N are mandatory. 

• near-infrared H2 lines are widely spaced and unblended 

• extinction at 2 /zm is » 30 times lower than at 1000 A; observability of em

bedded or background infrared sources with Ay > 30 is commonplace. 

In a similar vein, the careful laboratory measurement of the spectrum of H^ 

by Oka (1980) led to the detection of H^ in the ionosphere of Jupiter and the other 

Jovian planets shortly thereafter (Drossart et al., 1989; Maillard et al., 1990; Miller, 

Tennyson, & Joseph, 1990; Oka & Geballe, 1990; Trafton et al., 1993; Geballe, 

Jagod, & Oka, 1993), although detection of Hj in the interstellar medium would 

have to await the development of more sensitive high-dispersion infrared spec

trometers on large telescopes (Geballe & Oka, 1989; Black, van Dishoeck, Willner, 

& Woods, 1990). Detection of the absorption lines of the V2 band of H^ was fi

nally achieved by Geballe & Oka (1996) toward young stars embedded deep in

side molecular clouds (Geballe, McCall, Hinkle, &c Oka, 1999). It has now been 

observed with surprisingly large abundances toward several diffuse cloud lines 
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of sight (Geballe, McCall, Hinkle, & Oka, 1999; McCall, Geballe, Hinkle, & Oka, 

1999; McCall et al., 2002). 

These successes have not yet applied to however, which still eludes detec

tion. 

1.4 Dissertation Overview and Direction 

This thesis encompasses and extends the study of many aspects of the forma

tion, abundance, excitation, and survival of Ha and its ions in a wide range of 

astrophysical environments. With the advent of cryogenic, sensitive, high resolu

tion spectrometers operating in the infrared at the focus of large telescopes, it is 

now clearly possible to detect cold H2 and H3 directly along lines of sight where 

other molecules are already detected. Chapter 2 describes the first simultane

ous detections of H2, and CO in absorption against the infrared continuum 

of a small sample of young stellar objects deeply embedded in dense molecular 

clouds. Fundamental measurements are possible from these data, such as the 

cosmic ray ionization rate of H2, the abundances of H2 and , and the relation 

of these abundances to other observed species along these star-forming lines of 

sight. In particular, the CO molecule represents the species most often used as a 

surrogate for H2, and is observable toward such lines of sight both in emission 

at millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths and in absorption against the same 

infrared continuum that H2 and are observed. This happy coincidence allows 

the testing of over 30 years of [sublmillimeter observations of CO as a quanti

tative fracer of H2 in interstellar clouds. It also allows testing of the recently 

exploited method of near-infrared extinction mapping as a means of imaging the 

column density structure of molecular clouds. 

The exterision of these infrared data to the more coherent interpretation of ra
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dio observations of molecular clouds is described in Chapter 3, where large-scale 

submillimeter observations of CO and atomic carbon are performed toward the 

nearby p Ophiuchi star forming cloud. Coupled with the inhrared observations 

of H2 and from the previous chapter, the radio observations allow the physi

cal and chemical structure of the cloud and its photoilluminated surface layers to 

be uncovered in greater detail than ever before. The diagnostic power of H2 line 

emission is discussed as a diagnostic of both the shocked material in protostellar 

outflows and the photodissodated skin layers of the p Oph cloud. 

In Chapter 4, the drcumstellar environments of young stellar objects are dis

cussed in light of the infrared detections of H2, and CO toward T Tauri and 

Herbig AeBe stars. In particular, the surprising detection of toward the Her-

big Ae star HD 141569 by Brittain & Rettig (2002) raises the possibility of as 

a tracer of the planet-building process. We explore the mechanisms of exdtation 

in the HD 141569 system and attempt to understand how has evolved in the 

disk, and suggest future observations to answer many new questions that come 

to discussion. 

Most studies of molecules in astrophysics center upon moleoilar douds and 

star forming regions, and for good reason. After all, most aspects of astrochem-

istry find expression in these regions. However, it is becoming dear that molecules 

are also found in the most extraordinary, inhospitable places. The detection of H^ 

in the HD 141569 preplanetary disk introduces the notion of molecules in hostile 

environments - but perhaps the most intriguing (and long-standing) of these pos

sibilities has been the tentative detection of molecular hydrogen in two filaments 

of the Crab Nebula by Graham, Wright, & Longmore (1990). In Chapter 4, we 

also provide new observations of the imaged distribution and specfroscopic exd

tation of H2 in this violently hostile environment. Detection of H2 in this unique 
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astrophysical laboratory raises exceptional questions about its formation, excita

tion, abundance and continued survival in an environment characterized by an 

enormous flux of ultraviolet and x-ray radiation. 

Application of all of these notions takes extragalactic form in Chapter 5, where 

the excited gas of ensembles of thousands of molecular clouds are captured in the 

near-infrared light of molecular hydrogen emission from nearby starburst galax

ies. Fifteen H2 lines, the most yet detected in an extragalactic source, are detected 

from Arp 299, one of the nearest examples of an evolving galaxy merger system. 

The wealth of observed H2 lines leads to a clean disentanglement of excitation 

mechanism and derivation of the ultraviolet radiation field felt by H2 at the sur

faces of molecular clouds in the merging galaxies, which may be compared to 

the evolution of the underlying stellar population. Combination of these infrared 

observations with the millimeter-wavelength observations and modeling of the 

interiors of these clouds permits an additional determination of the mass of gas in 

luminous infrared galaxies to be made, one which is more consistent with non

standard conversion factors from I(CO) to M(H2) as seen from C^®0 and dust 

continuum observations. 

Clearly, the critical role of H2 as the fuel of star formation and the primary 

constituent of molecular clouds is highlighted by these studies. We: (1) confirm 

the expectation of H2 as a significant repository of mass in the Galaxy and be

yond; (2) assess the role of its ions in driving the gas phase chemistry that forms 

many other molecules; and (3) connect observations of H2 and with the realm 

of radio-wavelength molecule studies that have propelled the maturing field of 

astrochemistry for the last 30 years. In a final conclusion, we propose how the 

observations we have partly pioneered here may be ultimately made routine and 

a comparable tool to fraditional mapping techruques at radio and near-infrared 
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CHAPTER 2 

OBSERVATIONS OF MOLECULAR HYDROGEN AND ITS IONS IN 

INTERSTELLAR CLOUDS AND STAR-FORMING REGIONS 

Unfortunately, because they are mostly composed of molecular hydrogen (H^) and also 

because they are so cold, 99% of a molectdar cloud's mass is virtually undetectable by 

means of direct observations. 

ESQ Press Release 29a-c/99 

To date, over 120 different molecules have been detected in the interstellar 

medium, and some, such as the common molecular ion HCO"^, have been iden

tified in space before being synthesized on Earth. Through their spectra, these 

interstellar molecules provide a wide range of diagnostic probes of conditions in 

molecular clouds and star-forming regions; through their interactions with radi

ation and with each other, they also partly regulate the dynamical evolution of 

interstellar clQuds. 

Although most interstellar molecules have been detected through emission 

line spectroscopy at millimeter wavelengths, this technique is inapplicable to 

non-polar molecules like H2, CO2, C2H2, and H^, which are thought to be cen

tral to our understanding of interstellar chemistry. In particular, H2 comprises the 

vast majority of the mass in star-forming molecular clouds, a large fraction of the 

interstellar mass of the Galaxy, and plays a significant role in the heating and cool

ing, and hence evolution of interstellar gas. All stars, as far as we know, are bom 

from derise, dark molecular clouds whose hydrogenic contents are composed al
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most entirely of H2. In a similar vein, or protonated H2, is a cornerstone 

of interstellar chemistry; it is respor\sible for irutiating the gas-phase chemical 

networks that form many of the observed molecules in dark clouds (Herbst & 

Klemperer, 1973; Watson, 1976). forms from Ha by the cosmic ray ionization 

ofHztoHj:  

H2 + c.r. + e" (2.1) 

H+ + H2 -> H+ + H (2.2) 

The first reaction is slow; a typical H2 molecule in the ISM will be ionized once 

every billion years. Once HJ forms however, only 10® seconds elapses before it 

reacts with the first available species, typically another H2 molecule. Thus, the 

ionization of H2 results in the efficient and rapid production of H^. Measurement 

of H^ provides the most direct measurement of this fundamental process that 

initiates chemical models of interstellar clouds and star forming regions. 

The physical symmetry of Ha and H^ give them vanishingly small perma

nent dipole moments and therefore do not allow for a traditional rotational emis

sion line spectrum at radio wavelengths. Hopes for detecting the dominant H2 

molecule in cold clouds are ^strated further by its low moment of inertia, which 

yields large rotational energy level spadngs that are energetically imreachable to 

cold hydrogen molecules in molecular clouds (see Introduction). Direct mea

surements of H2 in its ortho- and para- ground states are made possible by a 

dipole-permitted electronic absorption line spectrum in the vacuum ultraviolet 

between 912 and 1130 A. Although such observations, made possible by space-

bome telescopes like Copernicus and FUSE, are critical to assessing the chemistry 

and contents of di^se clouds, they are inapplicable to studies of the dense, dark 
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clouds where stars are formed. Thus, indirect measures of the abundance of H2 

have been necessary. 

2.1 Indirect Measurements of H2 & 

2.1.1 CO as a tracer of H2 

The most commonly adopted tracer of H2 in the interstellar medium is the CO 

molecule. CO is readily observable, has a chemistry that is thought to be rela

tively straight-forward, and has numerous rare isotopomers that allow the phys

ical properties of different depths of a cloud to be examined. The abundance of 

CO, relative to H2, is measured directly to be a few times 10"^ in diffuse clouds, 

a few times 10~® in translucent clouds, and is expected to rise as high as about 

10"'' in dark clouds. Establishing this relation in dark clouds is difficult, even if 

the chemistry that maintains the abundance of CO in dark clouds is relatively 

stable. For example, typical millimeter-wavelength observations of the main iso-

topic species, ^^CO, ortly probe the surface layers of dark clouds due to high line 

opacity. Lines of ^^CO are also typically optically thick; only through observa

tions of the very rare isotopomers C^®0 and C^^O do the millimeter and submil-

limeter lines of CO become optically thin through the cloud, allowing the total 

column dei\sity of CO to be estimated. Unfortunately, isotopic species like ^^CO 

and C^®0 have slightly different zero-point energies that can cause asymmetries 

in chemical reactior\s at low temperatures. A commorUy-dted example involves 

^2CO and ^^CO: 

13C++12CO ^ -t-36K (2.3) 

The reaction going in the forward direction is exothermic, allowing efficient 

production of ^^CO at cold temperatures, but stifling the reverse reaction back to 
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^^CO. This causes fractionation in favor of at cold temperatures. 

The dissociation rate of and its isotopomers depends upon the absorp

tion of line radiation in the 912-1200 A wavelength interval, where the ionization 

of carbon, the rapid continuum attenuation of UV photons by dust graii\s, the 

strong absorption lines of H2 and other molecules all contribute to protect 

from dissociation. The level of self-shielding depends upon the col

umn of foreground absorbing ^^CO. Owing to their rarity, isotopomers like 

and C^®0 require much larger column densities to take advantage of their self 

shielding properties than does ^^CO. This isotope-selective dissociation rate also 

serves to fractionate the populations of the rarer isotopomers, particularly near 

the surfaces of dark clouds. 

Radio measurements made with single antennas are also limited in angular 

resolution and bandwidth; comparison of several lines of ^^CO, for example, typ

ically require separate observations with different instruments, different beam-

sizes on the sky, and even different telescopes! 

2.1.2 Extinction Mapping of Molecular Clouds 

One of the major contributions of the Copernicus satellite, dating to the mid-

1970's, was the establishment of the relation between the total column density 

of hydrogen nuclei (NH = N(H) + 2H2) through a diffuse cloud line-of-sight and 

the measured reddening, E(B-V) (Bohlin, Savage & Drake, 1978). This fundamen

tal result is being extended to more franslucent clouds with E(B-V)~1, or a total 

extinction at V-band (Ay) of about 3 magrutudes (Rachford et al., 2002). With the 

advent of sensitive cryogenic near-infrared detectors with large fields of view (10* 

- SC), it is now possible to differentiate interstellar reddening from intrinsic color 

in a statistical way. The intent is to make extinction maps over large portions 

of dark molecular clouds, thereby yielding an estimate of Av, which correlates 
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with NH W 2H2/ since in dark clouds nearly all of the elemental hydrogen is in 

the form of H2. Although this technique is very powerful and promising, it relies 

upon the extinction properties of dust in diffuse clouds. It is well known that the 

properties of dust grains at visible wavelengths, such as grain size, coarsely pa

rameterized observationally as Rv = Av/E(B - V), varies within a single cloud 

and from cloud to cloud. It is fully expected that at infrared wavelengths, these 

variations are less discemable, but the connection between the obscuring prop

erties of the dust and the intervening gas content needs to be better established 

toward denser, more obscuring lines of sight. 

2.1.3 Submillimeter continuum emission from dust as a probe of H2 

The blackbody enussion from dust grains at the optically-thin long wavelength 

limit near 1 mm =1000 /im is now becoming more observationally feasible with 

the development of imaging bolometer arrays such as SCUBA (Gear & Curming-

ham, 1995), SHARC, and the IRAM bolometer arrays in use at the 30-meter and 

the 10-meter HHT (Kreysa, 1992). The relation between the brightness of ther

mal dust emission at submillimeter and nullimeter wavelengths and the beam 

averaged column density of H2 can be expressed as: 

obeam 

~  ^ ^  „  , T  ,  (2.4) 
''beam niH '^A I J-dust J 

where ^^eam represents the beam-averaged flux density, fibeam the beam solid an

gle, ^ the mean molecular weight, mn the mass of an atonuc nucleus, kx the 

dust n\ass opacity, and BA(Tdust/ the Planck function at the dust temperature) 

(Motte, Andre, & Neri, 1998). Of these, the dust opacity (in the range of 0.005 -

0.02 cm^/g) and temperature are the least well-characterized (Ossenkopf & Hen-

ning, 1994; Beckwith, Sargent, Chini, & Guesten, 1990; Preibisch, OsserUcopf, 

Yorke, & Henning, 1993). In particular, kx varies significantly from envirorunents 
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with dense molecular cloud matter, to material associated with Class 0 proto-

stars, to material bound in more evolved drcumstellar disks. The dust tempera

ture is often left imcorxstrained, as observations are frequently made at only one 

wavelength band, which generally conforms to the widths of the atmospheric 

windows at millimeter and submillimeter frequencies. 

2.2 Outline: Direct Observations of H2 and 

Direct measurement of the relationship between H2 and CO, and the abundance 

and excitation of represent critical tests of our current theoretical understand

ing of gas-phase chemistry in the interstellar medium and accounting for a signif

icant component of the Galaxy. Although both hydrogenic species can be made to 

emit line radiation in energetic environments, the vast majority of cold H2 and 

in dark interstellar clouds are in their respective ground states and hence invisi

ble to traditional emission line techniques. The case for is even more difficult; 

not only does it suffer from the lack of a permanent dipole moment, but it also 

lacks a well-defined electronic spectrum, so UV observations are not possible as 

they are for H2. Despite these setbacks, it is possible to observe in absorption 

through lines of its 1^2 vibration-rotation band in the "photometric" L-band at 

3.5 — 4.0 nm. Furthermore, the ground states of ortho and para H2 can be probed 

by weak absorption line measurements of its rotational-vibrational spectrum at 

2-2.5 fj,m toward heavily reddened lines of sight. The ro-vibrational u = 0 ^ 1 

and t; = 0 <— 2 bands of both ^^CO and ^^CO lie at 4.6 and 2.3 /xm, respectively, 

and urUike radio observations, entire ro-vibrational bands can be observed si

multaneously. Since the chemistries of H2, and CO are intricately related, and 

the abundances and physical conditior\s derived from such observatiorw refer

ence the very same parcel of gas, this technique represents a very powerful probe 
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Figure 2.1 for a range of cloud depth and spectral resolving power, defining the 

need for high dispersion and sensitivity that will be exploited in this dissertation. 
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Figure 2.1: Synthetic Ha spectra of the u = 1 — 0 5(0) line at 2.223 /xm for H2 col

umn densities of 1 x 10^^, 5 x 10^^, and 1 x 10^^ cm~^ with T = 20 K and an intrin

sic linewidth of 1.6 km s~S corresponding to a Doppler parameter 6 = 1 km s~^ 

Spectra include a specified amount of Gaussian noise, and are convolved to spec

troscopic resolving powers R = A/AA of 5,000 and 50,000. The weakness of H2 

spectral features, and the necessity of high resolving power is emphasized. 

The advent of NOAO's Phoenix spectrometer at the Kitt Peak 2.1-meter and 

4-meter Mayall telescopes in 1997-2001 provided our main motivation to search 

for weak H2 and lines toward bright, obscured infrared sources. The Phoenix 

spectrometer offers the unique blend of high throughput 10% optical effi-
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dency), large format array detectors with high quantum efficiency, and resolving 

powers as high as 75,000. 

This chapter relates important new observations of H2, and CO absorption 

toward a sample of luminous embedded sources in nearby moleciilar clouds that 

represent significant new tests of theoretical models of molecular clouds and star 

forming regions. 

What will we measure, and why? H2 column densities as small as N{H2) = 

1 X cm~^ will be measured by observing the (1,0) S(0) line at 4497.8391 

cm~'(2.223 /xm). The J = I ground state for ortho-H2 can be probed via the 

(1,0) S(l) line at 4712.9054 cm~H2.12183 ^m). The [J = l\/[J = 0] population 

ratio will show how well the ortho and para forms of H2 are coupled to the gas 

temperature, thus reflecting the rate of reactive collisions with protons and HJ. 

The rotational population distribution of can be measured for states J > 5, 

where it should begin to depart from local thermodynanuc equilibrium (LTE) in 

dense molecular clouds: the total coluirm density, temperature, and der^ity can 

thus be inferred. In thick clouds where iV(CO) > 10^^ cm~^, will be mea

surable through its u=(l,0) lines at 4.7 /xm while can be measured without 

large saturation corrections in the (2,0) band at 2.3 /xm. For each of the distinct 

velocity components seen toward some young stellar objects (YSO's), we will be 

able to determine temperature, der\sity, and a ^^CO/^^CO abundance ratio, thus 

unravelling some of the internal structure of a star-forming cloud. The abun

dance of measures the ionization rate due to penetrating cosmic rays inside 

molecular clouds (Black, van Dishoeck, Willnei;. & Woods, 1990). The data on 

the abundances and excitation of H^, H2 and CO allows us to assess the role of 

in driving the ion-molecule chemistry that forms many other molecules: in 

particular, we can constrain the gas-phase sources of H2O in regions where it is 
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observed in both solid and gaseous forms. All of these points represent important 

new tests of theory. 

In Section 2, we present our observations performed at BCitt Peak National 

Observatory with the Phoenix spectrometer and a brief overview of the reduc

tion steps needed to optimally process the data. In Section 3, we present the 

analysis and results for our sample of molecular clouds. In Sections 4 and 5, we 

discuss the implications of our findings, compare them to indirect estimates of 

the abundance and excitation of Ha and afforded by infrared photometry and 

(sub)millimeter-wave spectroscopy, and discuss future prospects for performing 

even more sensitive measurements of Ha and HJ in dense and translucent molec

ular clouds. 

2.3 Presentation of Observational Data 

2.3.1 Source Selection 

This paper presents high resolution in^ared spectroscopy towards a sample of 

bright iii^ared sources obscured by molecular material. Suitable astronomical 

targets for this project must therefore satisfy several criteria. Published in^ared 

photometry is used to construct a sample of bright (m/f < 9), highly obscured 

(Av > 10 mag.) and well-studied infrared point sources; generally very young 

protostars or cocoon stars. We require embedded sources to ensure a substantial 

column of molecular material for intrinsically weak Ha and H^ absorption lines. 

We have placed special emphasis on sources with existing ii\frared absorption-

line observations or complementciry submillimeter/ISO spectra. Our dense cloud 

sample includes AFGL 490, AFGL 2591, AFGL 2136, AFGL 961, NGC 2024 mS2 

and B197, NGC 2264 IRS 1 (a.k.a. AFGL 989, Allen's infrared star: (Allen, 1972)), 

Elias 29 in the p Ophiuchi dark cloud, M17 B189, NGC 7538 IRS 9, S140 IRS 1, Mon 
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R2 IRS 2 and SVS 20 in the Serpens Molecular Cloud. We have also performed 

^^CO absorption measurements in the u=(l,0) R-branch toward the archetypal 

diffuse cloud C Oph. A complete log of our observations follows in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1. Log of Infrared Observatiorts by Object 

Object Date of Telescope Line Total integration 

Name Observation Used Observed time (min) 

AFGL 2591 Jun30 1997 KPN02.1m i3c0(l,0) R(3-5) 45 

Jul 11997 KPN02.1m R(1,0) 40 

Oct 13 1997 KPN02.1m Hz 1-0 S(0) 60 

Oct 13 1997 KPN02.1m Ht R(1,0) 45 

Oct 14 1997 KPN02.1m Ht R(l,l)' 30 

Oct 151997 KPN02.1m i2c0(2,0) R(0-5) 45 

Nov 19 1998 KPNO 2.1m H2l-0S(0) 60 

Nov 211998 KPN02.1m ^2c0(2,0) R(6-ll) 60 

Sep 18 1999 KPNO 2.1m H2 1-0 S(l) 90 

Jul 15 2000 KPNO 2.1m H2l-0S(0) 120 

AFGL 490 Oct 13 1997 KPNO 2.1m H+ R(1,0) 45 

Oct 141997 KPNO 2.1m Ha 1-0 S(0) 90 

Oct 15 1997 BCPNO 2.1m ^2c0(2,0) R(0-5) 45 

Oct 151997 BO'NO 2.1m i2CO(2,0) R(6-ll) 45 

Nov 211998 BCPNO 2.1m HjR(l,iy 60 

NGC2024IRS2 Oct 141997 KPNO 2.1m H2l-0S(0) 45 

Oct 13 1997 BCPNO 2.1m H+ R(1,0) 240 

Oct 141997 BCPNO 2.1m H2 1-0 S(l) 90 

Oct 151997 BCPNO 2.1m i2c0(2,0) R(6-ll) 45 

Nov 19 1998 BCPNO 2.1m H+R(l,l)' 60 

Nov 211998 BCPNO 2.1m ^3CO(1,0) R(3-5) 60 
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Table 2.1—Continued 

Object Date of Telescope Line Total integration 

Name Observation Used Observed time (min) 

Mar 15 2001 BCPN04m H2l-0S(0) 45 

Mar 15 2001 KPNO 4m ^2c0(2,0) R(0-5) 45 

Mar 16 2001 KPNO 4m H2l-0S(1) 60 

NGC 2024ID197 Mar 15 2001 KPNO 4m H2 1-0 S(0) 60 

Mar 15 2001 KPNO4m '2CO(2,0) R(0-5) 45 

AFGL 961E Nov 211998 BCPNO 2.1m H+ R(l,l)' 75 

NGC 2264 Oct 141997 KPNO 2.1m Ha 1-0 5(0) 60 

Oct 13 1997 KPNO 2.1m at R(1,0) 45 

Nov 19 1998 KPNO 2.1m H+ R(l,l)' 60 

Nov 211998 KPNO 2.1m i3CO(l,0) R(3-5) 60 

Sep 18 1999 BCPNO 2.1m H2 1-0 S(0) 120 

Mar 15 2001 KPNO 4m ^2CO(2,0) R(0-5) 45 

Mar 16 2001 KPNO 4m H2l-0S(1) 60 

M17B189 Oct 15 1997 KPNO 2.1m ^2c0(2,0) R(0-5) 45 

Sep 19 1999 BCPNO 2.1m H2l-0S(0) 75 

MonR2IRS3 Nov 211998 BCPNO 2.1m H^R(1,1)' 60 

NGC 7538 mS 9 Sep 19 1999 BCPNO 2.1m H^R(1,1)' 90 

SVS20 Jul 15 2000 BCPNO 2.1m H2l-0S(0) 90 

Jul 17 2000 BCPNO 2.1m ^2CO(2,0) R(0-5) 90 

SUO IRS 1 Jul 16 2000 BCPNO 2.1m ^2c0(2,0) R(0-5) 90 

Elias29 Jul 17 2000 BCPNO 2.1m Hz 1-0 S(0) 90 
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Table 2.1—Continued 

Object Date of Telescope Line Total integration 

Name Observation Used Observed time (min) 

Mar 15 2001 KPN04m H2l-0S(0) 75 

Mar 16 2001 KPN04m i2c0(2,0) R(0-5) 60 

AFGL 2136 Mar 15 2001 KPN04m H2l-0S(0) 90 

COph Mar 15 2001 KPN04m ^2c0(l,0) R(0-2) 90 

Mar 16 2001 KPN04m i2CO(l,0) P(l-3) 90 
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2.3.2 Observations 

All infrared observations presented in this paper were taken with the Phoenix 

spectrometer at the f/15 Cassegrain focus of the 2.1-meter and 4-meter telescopes 

of the Kitt Peak National Observatory during the period of 1997 through 2001. 

In 1997 and 1998, Phoenix's 3-pixel, 1.1" wide slit was used, yielding a resolv

ing power of ~ 45,000-50,000 (6 km s~^) as measured by the built-in Th-Ar cali

bration lamp. With improvements to the spectrometer's optical performance in 

early 1999 and careful focusing of the instrument collimator at the telescope, all 

subsequent observations at the 2.1-meter adopted the 2-pixel, 0.7" wide slit, for 

a measured maximum resolving power of 70,000-75,000 (4 km s~^). Observa

tions made in March 2001 at the 4-meter Mayall telescope adopted the 4-pixel 

slit (R=50,000; 6 km s~') to compensate for the finer plate scale, thereby mini

mizing slit losses due to atmospheric seeing. The March 2001 observing run also 

greatly benefitted from the installation of a second-generation Aladdin InSb de

tector array, which dramatically reduced the number of warm pixels (i.e. pixels 

with erratic or high dark current), greatly improving sensitivity during long ex

posures. The closed loop guiding capabilities offered at the 4-meter telescope 

with Phoenix minimized tracking errors and subsequent slit losses. 

Because the Phoenix spectrometer is not cross-dispersed, bright telluric OH 

airglow lines are typically not seen in our observations, and therefore long expo

sure times are possible. Integration times in the K-band (2.2 /im) were selected to 

provide a sufficient number of separate data frames to eliminate transient events 

such as cosmic rays and allow for the careful masking and elimination of bad 

pixels in the processing phase; typically 5-10 minute exposures were adopted, 

with 20 minute exposures used for the faintest sources. At L'-band (3.8 ^m) and 

M-band (4.7 /xm), the thermal backgroimd typically limits the integration time to 
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~ 240 and 90 seconds with the 2 pixel slit, respectively. 

All observations of scientific targets were bracketed by observations of bright 

early-type stars at the same airmass, generally only a few degrees away in the 

sky, to correct the spectra of the science targets for telluric absorption (see Ta

ble 2.2. At the longest wavelengths (4.7 nm), the number of sufficiently bright 

early-type stars is low, and thus observatiorw at differing airmasses must some

times be made and scaled by Beer's Law. In general, the signal to noise ratio 

(S/N) of the comparison stars exceeds that of the scientific targets by a factor of 

2 or more; 200 < S/N < 1500. 

2.3.3 Data Reduction 

The spectral data presented here are analyzed using the Image Reduction and 

Analysis Facility (IRAF) software. A set of processing scripts based largely upon 

standard IRAF tasks were integrated into a separate IRAF package for the pur

pose of reducing Phoenix spectra. A rigorous treatment of the data reduction is 

not described in this Chapter, however the interested reader is recommended to 

Appendix A, which pictorially describes the process in full detail. Appendix A, 

sample images and reduction scripts are also available and updated online at: 

http: //loke. as. arizona. edu/~ckulesa/phoenix/reduction/ 

A brief summary of the processing steps follow: 

Dark current and fiat field images are constructed in the standard fashion, the 

latter produced by images of an out-of-focus lamp in the Phoenix telescope in

terface unit All data firames are then flat-fielded by the appropriate calibration 

image and then sky-subtracted from adjacent images. The images are then ex

panded and shifted to account for any residual grating creep (generally zero, but 

measured to be as high as 1 km s~^ in some firames) and then combined into a 
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Table 2.2. Comparison Stars for Telluric Absorption Correction 

Target Comparison Star 

AFGL 490 a Cyg 

AFGL 961E a CMa 

AFGL 2136 /3i Sco 

AFGL 2591 a Cyg, a Lyr 

NGC 2024 C Ori, a CMa 

NGC2264 7 Gem, a CMa 

NGC 7538 a Cyg 

M17 77 0ph 

MonR2 a CMa 

SVS20 a Oph 

S140 a Cyg 

EUas 29 /5i Sco 

COph Q Vir 
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single 2-dimensional image. The expansion of the images allows for the more 

accurate alignment of data frames, and allows bad pixels to be more easily re

jected rather than interpolated-over. Since the first-generation Aladdin detector 

in Phoenix contained a large number of pixels with high dark current, up to 5% of 

the pixels may need to be eliminated to prevent contamination of the data. Since 

the astronomical target was generally wobbled onto a slightly different location 

on the detector array, any discarded bad pixel in one frame is replaced by good 

data in the remaining frames. The combined data are therefore not seriously com

promised by bad pixels. The images are then contracted to the original 1024 x 256 

array format and a one-dimensional aperture is then extracted from the image-

combined two-dimensional spectrum. During the extraction, a second pass for 

residual warm pixels is made, and remaining flagged bad pixels are replaced by 

a smooth fit to the spatial and spectral profile of the two-dimer\sional spectrum. 

The aperture width corresponds to the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 

the observed brightness profile. 

Telluric absorption lines are used for wavelength-calibration of the data. Vac

uum wavelengths for these lines are obtained from the HITRAN database (Phillips 

et al. 1996), with updates adopted as of March 2001. 

To correct for telluric absorption, a corrective template at each grating setting 

is assembled. The comparison hot star spectra are reduced in the same manner 

as the spectra. We confirm that the stellar spectra are intrinsically featureless at 

the wavelengths of interest by identifying all features with the HITRAN molec

ular database and comparing our specfra with those of the atlases of Hinkle and 

Livingston (1991). By dividing these specfra into the object specfra, a spectrum 

free of atmospheric features is obtained. 
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2.3.4 Presentation of Spectra 

The final ratioed spectra are presented in Figures 2,2 through 2.11, with both the 

final spectrum and the comparison spectrum of the early-type star for reference. 

The effectiveness of the telluric correction is clearly demonstrated; residual at

mospheric featiures are usually no more than <1% of the normalized continuum. 

Unless specifically noted, all spectra are unsmoothed, at the full resolution of the 

original data. Any noted smoothing is for presentation only, and uses a 3-pixel 

boxcar algorithm, resulting in a resolving power of R=30,000-40,000. Specific re

gions of the spectrum are marked, where the atmospheric transmission is near 

zero, or where the spectrum is nearly unreducible due to the spectral mutilation 

by telluric absorption lines, especially O3 in the vicinity of 2110 cm~'= 4.73 /im. 
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Figure 2.2: Spectra of in the (2,0) R-band; R(0) through R(5). The uppermost 

spectrum is a typical comparison spectrum of the B2V star Sco that depicts 

the atmospheric transmission. The spectra are the ratioed (corrected) spectra of 

obscured (young) stellar objects that demonstrate prominent absorption. 

The observed velocity shifts are due to the orbital motion of the Earth along the 

line of sight. 
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Figure 2.3: Spectrum of GL 490 ii\ the ^^C0(2,0) R-branch. This represents the 

combination of two integrations with different grating angles. 
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12 C0(2,0) R(0)-R(10) in GL 2591 
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Figure 2.4: Spectrum of GL 2591 in the ^^C0(2,0) R-branch. This represents the 

combination of two integrations with different grating angles. 
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12 C0(2,0) R(6)-R(11) toward NGC 2024 IRS 2 
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Figure 2.5: Spectrum of NGC 2024 IRS 2 in the ^^C0(2,0) high-J R-branch. This 

spectrum extends Figure 2.2 and the spectrum depicted in Black & Willner (1984). 
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Figure 2.6: Portion of the spectrum of NGC 2264 IRS 1 in the vicinity of the 

(1,0) R(3) and R(4) lines at 4.73 nm; the comparison spectrum is of a CMa. The 

effectiveness of the telluric correction is evident here; atmospheric features are 

canceled to better than 1 part in 200, with the S/N of the spectrum merely going 

to zero in saturated telluric lines. 

2.4 Analysis and Results 

Even at the resolving power of the Phoenix spectrometer, the narrow interstellar 

lines detected are typically unresolved or marginally resolved. Therefore, the 

equivalent width of the spectral line is measured to extract information regarding 

the level populations from each spectral line. 
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^^C0(1,0) R(0)-R(2) toward zeta Oph 
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Figure 2.7: Spectrum of C Oph in the (1,0) R-branch. Symbols depict "fea

tures" of low S/N due to telluric absorption lines. The R(0) and R(l) lines of 

are clearly observed. 
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Figure 2.8: Detections of H2 (1,0) S(0) absorption in dark molecular clouds: the top 

plot represents the atmospheric transmission, ratioed astronomical spectra follow. The 

spectra obtained toward NGC 2024 IRS 2 at two different epochs can be compared to the 

landmark observations performed by Lacy, BQiacke, Geballe, & Tokunaga (1994). In this 

plot and those to follow, asterisks show the VLSR of CO absorption in each source. 
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Figure 2.9: Sample observations of H2 (1,0) S(l) in dark molecular clouds: the 

top plot represents the atmospheric transmission, ratioed astronomical spectra 

follow. NGC 2024 IRS 2 and GL 2591 show H2 absorption at the VLSR of the 

absorption; other sources show H2 emission from hot gas along the line of sight. 
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Figure 2.10: Observations of the ortho-para doublet of at 2725.9 cm~^ and 

2726.2 can"^ in dark molecular clouds: the top plot represents the atmospheric 

transmission, ratioed astronomical spectra follow. NGC 2264 IRS 1 does not show 

any absorption. 
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The equivalent width of a line is: 

= 1.0645 cm"^ (2.5) 

where AI/Iq = (/o — I)/Io is the amplitude of the line as a fraction of the fitted 

continuum level in the vicinity of the line and At/ is its full width at half-peak in 

cm~^ Equivalent widths of absorption line profiles are measured from the com

bined, ratioed, and normalized specfra as displayed in Section 2.3.4, and are mea

sured in one of two ways; by summing the absorption area, or via least-squares 

fits of Gaussian functions to the line profiles. When possible, both measurements 

are performed to assess the validity of the computed uncertainties. 

The measured line parameters for each source are listed in Tables 2.3 through 

2.11. Uncertainties in measured equivalent widths are determined from the fit

ting errors in the Gaussian parameters, the uncertainties in the fitted continuum 

level, and uncertainties in the telluric absorption correction if the specfral line 

falls into a region of telluric contamination, and are quoted at the combined level 

of one standard deviation (1 a). All upper limits are quoted as 3cr limits for lines 

of width comparable or somewhat smaller than the resolution interval. 
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Table 2.3. Observed Absorption Lines Toward NGC 2024 IRS 2 

Equiv. Width 

Band Transition (cm~^) 

^2CO (2,0) R(0) 0.014 ± 0.001 

R(l) 0.0192 ± 0.0007 

R(2) 0.0208 ± 0.0007 

R(3) 0.0209 ± 0.001 

R(4) 0.0184 ± 0.0008 

R(5) 0.015 ± 0.001 

R(6) 0.0117 ± 0.0007 

R(7) 0.008 ± 0.0011 

R(8) 0.004 ± 0.0009 

R(9) <0.0008 

i^CO (1,0) R(3) 0.014 ± 0.002 

R(4) 0.013 ± 0.002 

R(5) 0.01 ± 0.002 

H2 (1,0) S(0) 0.0023 ± 0.0001 

S(l) 0.00060 ± 0.00008 

Htu2 R(l,l)' 0.00049 ± 0.0002 

R(l,l)" 0.00031 ± 0.0001 

R(1,0) 0.00045 ± 0.0001 
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Table 2.4. Observed Absorption Lines Toward NGC 2024 ID 197 

Equiv. Width 

Band Transition (cm~^) 

(2,0) R(0) 0.013 ± 0.001 

R(l) 0.0178 ± 0.0007 

R(2) 0.0176 ± 0.0007 

R(3) 0.0198 ± 0.001 

R(4) 0.0162 ± 0.0008 

R(5) 0.0103 ± 0.001 

H2 (1,0) S(0) 0.00096 ± 0.0002 
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Table 2.5. Observed Absorption Lines Toward NGC 2264 IRS 1 

Equiv. Width 

Band Transition (cm~^) 

^2CO (2,0) R(0) 0.025 ± 0.005 

R(l) 0.0438 ± 0.001 

R(2) 0.0413 ± 0.001 

R(3) 0.0346 ± 0.001 

R(4) 0.0236 ± 0.001 

R(5) 0.0159 ± 0.001 

^^CO (1,0) R(3) 0.030 ± 0.002 

R(4) 0.026 ± 0.002 

R(5) 0.021 ± 0.002 

H2 (1,0) S(0) 0.00073 ± 0.00007 

H3+1/2 R(l,l)' < 0.00018 
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Table 2.6. Observed Absorption Lines Toward AFGL 2591 

Equiv. Width Equiv. Width 

Band Transition Cloud (cnn~^) Outflow (cm~^) 

^2CO (2,0) R(0) 0.0197 ± 0.003 0.003 ± 0.001 

R(l) 0.0464 ± 0.001 0.016 ± 0.002 

R(2) 0.0534 ± 0.001 0.030 ± 0.003 

R(3) 0.0465 ± 0.001 0.033 ± 0.003 

R(4) 0.0406 ± 0.001 0.030 ± 0.003 

R(5) 0.0248 ± 0.001 0.025 ± 0.003 

R(6) 0.0298 ± 0.002 0.030 ± 0.004 

R(7) 0.0251 ± 0.002 0.035 ± 0.004 

R(8) 0.0242 ± 0.002 0.025 ± 0.003 

R(9) 0.0149 ± 0.001 0.019 ± 0.003 

R(10) 0.0089 ± 0.001 0.019 ± 0.003 

R(ll) 0.0080 ± 0.001 0.018 ± 0.003 

H2 (1,0) S(0) 0.0022 ± 0.0002 

S(L) 0.0014 ± 0.0002 

Htu2 R(1A)' 0.0012 ± 0.0001 

R(1A)" 0.0013 ± 0.0002 

R(1,0) 0.00014 ± 0.0003 
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Table 2.7. Observed Absorption Lines Toward AFGL 490 

Equiv. Width 

Band Transition (cm"*^) 

^2CO (2,0) R(0) 0.0225 ± 0.005 

R(l) 0.0403 ± 0.001 

R(2) 0.0504 ± 0.001 

R(3) 0.0445 ± 0.0013 

R(4) 0.0307 ± 0.0011 

R(5) 0.0232 ± 0.0012 

R(6) 0.0169 ± 0.0012 

R(7) 0.0137 ± 0.001 

R(8) 0.0127 ± 0.0011 

R(9) 0.0066 ± 0.0009 

R(10) 0.0044 ± 0.0009 

R(ll) < 0.0009 

H2 (1,0) S(0) 0.0021 ± 0.00004 

Hfi/2 R(l,l)' 0.00078 ± 0.0003 

R(l,l)" 0.00082 ± 0.0003 

R(1,0) 0.00077 ± 0.0003 
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Table 2.8. Observed Absorption Lines Toward S140 IRS 1 

Equiv. Width 

Band Transition (cm~^) 

^2CO (2,0) R(0) 0.0138 ± 0.005 

R(l) 0.0573 ± 0.001 

R(2) 0.0732 ± 0.0011 

R(3) 0.0720 ± 0.0013 

R(4) 0.0614 ± 0.0011 

R(5) 0.0563 ± 0.001 

Table 2.9. Observed Absorption Lines Toward SVS 20 

Equiv. Width 

Band Transition (cm~^) 

^2CO (20) R(0) 0.0079 ± 0.002 

R(I) 0.0180 ± 0.0012 

R(2) 0.0194 ± 0.001 

R(3) 0.0127 ± 0.0009 

R(4) 0.0050 ± 0.0008 

R(5) 0.0020 ± 0.0007 
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Table 2.10. Observed Absorption Lines Toward Elias 29 

Equiv. Width 

Band Transition (cm"^) 

(20) R(0) 0.0355 ± 0.0004 

R(l) 0.0412 db 0.0004 

R(2) 0.0469 ± 0.0004 

R(3) 0.0386 ± 0.0004 

R(4) 0.0252 ± 0.0003 

R(5) 0.0139 ± 0.0003 

H2 (1,0) SCO) 0.00062 ± 0.00015 



Table 2.11. Absorption Lines Observed Toward Other Sources 

Equiv. Width 

Band Transition (cm~^) 

AFGL 961E 

R(l,l)' 0.0016 ± 0.00005 

NGC7538IRS9 

R(l,l)' 0.0019 ± 0.00004 

AFGL 2136 

H2 (1,0) S(0) 0.0012 ± 0.0002 

S(l) -0.024 ± 0.001 

MonR2IRS3 

H^I/2 R(l,l)' < 0.002 (3(7) 

COph 
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Table 2.11—Continued 

Equiv. Width 

Band Transition (cm~^) 

^2co (1,0) R(0) 0.00918:83? 

R(l) 0.00518;88O5 

R(2) < 0.0025 (3a) 

An unsaturated line has an equivalent width: 

2 

W^ = ^Nif = 8.853 X (2.6) 
mcf 

where Ni is the column density in the lower state in cm"^ and / is the absorption 

oscillator strength of the line. Data for H2, HJ, and are computed in 

Table 2.12. Frequencies of the CO lines are computed from Farrenq (1991) and os

cillator strengths are calculated from the tables in Goorvitch & Chackerian (1994). 

The line frequencies and the oscillator sfrengths of H2 are derived from the most 

recent transition probabilities of Wolniewicz, Simbotin & Dalgamo (1998). For 

the line frequencies and fransition probabilities are calculated from Neale, 

Miller, & Tennyson (1996). 
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Table 2.12. Transition Frequencies and Oscillator Strengths for CO, H2 & 

Spedes Transition Frequency f 

(2,0) 

i^CO (1,0) 

R(0) 4263.837402 8.957e-08 

R(l) 4267.541992 6.007e-08 

R(2) 4271.176758 5.439e-08 

R(3) 4274.740723 5.212e-08 

R(4) 4278.234375 5.098e-08 

R(5) 4281.657227 5.036e-08 

R(6) 4285.008789 5.002e-08 

R(7) 4288.289551 4.985e-08 

R(8) 4291.499512 4.979e-08 

R(9) 4294.637695 4.981e-08 

R(10) 4297.704590 4.988e-08 

R(ll) 4300.699707 4.999e-08 

R(12) 4303.623535 5.014e-08 

R(0) 2099.709961 1.092e-05 

R(l) 2103.320312 7.291e-06 

R(2) 2106.897705 6.575e-06 

R(3) 2110.442139 6.274e-06 

R(4) 2113.953125 6.111e-06 

R(5) 2117.430664 6.011e-06 

R(6) 2120.874756 5.946e-06 
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Table 2.12—Continued 

Species Transition Frequency / 

R(7) 2124.285156 5.900e-06 

R(8) 2127.661865 5.868e-06 

R(9) 2131.004639 5.844e-06 

R(10) 2134.313232 5.827e-06 

R(ll) 2137.587646 5.815e-06 

R(12) 2140.827881 5.806e-06 

H2 (1,0) S(0) 4497.8391 9.37e-14 

S(l) 4712.9054 5.46e-14 

at U2 R(l,l)' 2691.4515 1.78e-05 

R(l,l)" 2725.9063 2.02e-05 

R(1,0) 2726.2271 3.32e-05 

2.4.1 Curve of Growth Analysis for the CO Lines 

2.4.1.1 Dark Clouds 

Lines of the ^^CO (1,0) and ^^CO (2,0) bands are often slightly saturated, so that 

column densities must be determined from curve of growth analyses (Spitzer, 

1978). In general, the measured equivalent width (W^) is a function of the line 

center opacity, F(ro): 

W, = cm-' 
c 

where the value of F{to) is related to the line center optical depth tq: 
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F{TQ) = ^ 1 - exp (—ro e dx (2.8) 

We solve this integral numerically using parabolic interpolation (Simpson's method) 

and iteratively solve for the appropriate TQ, which is directly related to the level 

column density: 

N, = cm-' (2.9) 

The Doppler broadening parameter, defined relative to the RMS linewidth, 

O^RMS/ as 6 = CTRMS/1-665, is inferred via several complementary methods. Al

though the lines are unresolved for all sources except for AFGL 2591 and possibly 

GL 490, the infrared absorption line widths can be carefully measured and com

pared to contemporaneous measurements of the line widths of intrinsically nar

row lines from Phoenix's built-in Th-Ar calibration lamp. The carefully-measured 

difference between the instrumental profile and the astronomical profiles yields 

a useful measure of the unresolved line width. Secondly, when P-branch obser-

vatioiis are available from the literature (Mitchell et al., 1989, 1990, 1995; Lacy, 

BCnacke, Geballe, & Tokunaga, 1994), a unique value of b can be determined that 

allows both branches to arrive at the same level populations. Thirdly, line widths 

of submillimeter-wave observations of isotopically-rare (and generally optically 

thin) C^®0 and J = 3 2 in a 22" beam were taken of many of our infrared 

sources at the 10-meter Heinrich Hertz Telescope on Mt. Graham, Arizona. Fi

nally, in the rare instances when the three measurement of line widths fail to agree 

sufficiently, the Doppler broadening parameter that best thermalizes the CO level 

populations to a single rotational temperature is adopted. The choice of Doppler 

parameter dominates the uncertainty in the derived column densities for these 

sources, but is well constrained by the available observations. 
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The strongest CO lines, typically R(l-4) in the (2,0) or (1,0) bands 

typically have central optical depths of 0.5-2.5; therefore, the full corrections for 

saturation are at worst a factor of 2 in derived colunm density. The total column 

density is then simply 

N{CO)^'£^J (2.10) 
J 

Figures 2.12 through 2.22 show the dependence of column density in level 

J upon the excitation energy of the level. Plotted in this logarithmic form, the 

slope of a best-fit straight line yields a uniform rotational excitation tempera

ture (Goldsmith & Langer, 1999). For many sources, such a fit matches the data 

perfectly, yielding rotational temperature uncertainties of approximately 1 K. 

NGC 2024 IRS 2 provides such an example; its first 9 energy levels are thermal-

ized at a temperature of 50.0±0.8K. It is with upper limits on the population of 

the J = 13 level via v =(1,0) band observations that the subthermal departure 

from a thermal population is demonstrated. 

The cases of AFGL 490 and AFGL 2591 bear special mention, as the single lin

ear fits of thermal level populations provide a poor fit to the data (Figures 2.14 

and 2.16). As it is known firom a siniilar analysis of (1,0) data from Mitchell 

et al. (1989,1990) that multiple temperature components exist in the absorbing 

gas, we perform a two-component fit to the data. First, we perform two linear fits 

to the data and observe that the quality of fit improves dramatically (Figures 2.14 

and 2.16, right-hand figure). This is insufficient, however, because the two fit

ted components are not independent; the thermalized hot gas contributes to the 

populations of the "cold" J<5 levels, and vice-versa. A variational algorithm was 

written to minimize the residuals (x^) of a dependent two-component fit, opti

mally solving for the level populations and temperatures of the hot and cold gas. 
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Figure 2.12: Curve of growth analysis for CO along the line of sight toward 

NGC 2024 IRS 2, for b = 0.55 km s'^ 
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Figure 2.13: Curve of growth analysis for CO along the line of sight toward 

NGC 2024ID197, for 6 = 1.5 km s-^ 
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Figure 2.14: Linear curve of growth analysis for CO along the line of sight toward 

AFGL 490, for b = 0.55 km s~^. The fit's poor quality suggests multiple excitation 

components along the line of sight, demonstrated in the right figure by a simple-

minded but incorrect two-component fit. 
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Figure 2.15: Complete two component curve of growth analysis for AFGL 490. 

Note that the cold gas is 20K colder, and the warm gas lOK warmer than by 

blindly fitting two independent temperature components to the derived column 

densities (Figure 2.14). 
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Figure 2.16: Lir\ear curve of growth ai\alysis for the ambient cloud CO at a 

Vlsr =-7 km s~^ along the line of sight toward AFGL 2591, for 6 = 4.5 km 

The poor fit quality suggests multiple excitation components along the line of 

sight, demonstrated in the right-hand figure by a simple-minded but incorrect 

two-component fit 
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Figure 2.17: Complete two component curve of growth analysis for AFGL 2591. 

Note that the cold gas is lOK colder, and the warm gas 30K warmer than than by 

blindly fitting two independent temperature components to the derived column 

densities (Figure 2.16). 
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Figure 2.18: Single component curve of growth analysis of the high velocity 

(VLSR =-25 km s"*^ gas associated with the protostellar outflow of AFGL 2591. 

The derived CO temperature agrees with the v =(1,0) data of Mitchell et al. 

(1989). 
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The results of such a fit are tabulated in Figures 2.15 and 2.17 for AFGL 490 and 

AFGL 2591, respectively. The quality of fit results in a reduced of less than 1.5 

and the solutions are verified to be unique. The most sigruficant effect of the two-

component fit is the reduction in the temperature of the cold component - from 

41K to 28K in AFGL 490 and ftrom 43K to 32.5K toward AFGL 2591. This effect is 

due to the aforementioned "contamination" of the low-J level populations from 

much warmer gas. With a multi-component model and such high-quality data of 

broad energy coverage, these components can be neatly differentiated. 

If) 

0 60 100 20 40 80 

Ej/k (K) 

Figure 2.19: Curve of growth analysis for CO along the line of sight toward 

NGC 2264 mS 1, for 6 = 3.0 km s-^ 

We do not observe the very hot (T~1000K) gas toward AFGL 2591 that is ob

served by Mitchell et al. (1989), however our data do not extend to the J> 12 lev

els that provide optimal sensitivity to the hottest gas. We however uncover warm 

gas at T=150K that is unobserved by Mitchell et al. (1989), raising the possibility 

that a continuous distribution of gas temperatures and excitation exists along the 
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Figure 2.20: Curve of growth analysis for CO along the line of sight toward 

S140 IRS I, for b = 3.0 km s~^ 
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Figure 2.21: Curve of growth analysis for CO along the line of sight toward 

Elias 29, for b = 1.6 km s~^ 
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complicated line of sight toward AFGL 2591 (van der Tak & van Dishoeck, 2000). 

It is also important to point out that the line of sight toward the luminous 

young stellar object S140 IRS 1 also is observed to have associated multiple tem

perature components. As our data do not extend above J=5, we do not 

detect a contribution of hot gas directly; however as we observe a cold compo

nent that is much warmer than the observed by Mitchell et al. (1990) (41K 

versus 28K), we conclude that we are observing the effect of warm gas altering 

the level populations at low-J. A two-component model is fit to the data such 

that the temperatures of the components match the published data (28K 

and 390K) of Mitchell et al. (1990). The resulting column densities derived from 

this "forced" two-component fit match the warmer single-temperature fit within 

20%, though naturally the physical interpretation differs. Future followup data 

taken at higher J-levels will clarify the excitation conditions for S140 IRS 1. 

Table 2.13 summarizes the resulting total column densities of and 

derived from the curve of growth analysis described above. Supplementary 

data from the literature are added to the table (Mitchell et al., 1989,1990,1995). 

The derived column densities and line widths of CO imply large line-center op

tical depths in the pure rotational lines at (sub)millimeter wavelengths. For ex

ample, the derived N(CO)= 5.9 x 10^® cm~^ toward NGC 2024 IRS 2 indicates 

l i n e - c e n t e r  o p t i c a l  d e p t h s  o f  5 4 ,  1 8 0 ,  3 1 2 ,  3 7 7 ,  2 8 3 ,  a n d  1 8 9  f o r  t h e  7  =  1 — 0 ,  

2 — 1, 3 — 2, J = 4 — 3, J = 6 — 5 and J = 7 — 6 lines that are observable 

from ground-based (sub)millimeter telescopes. These estimates are derived us

ing a simplified escape-probability radiative transfer and molecular excitation 

code that is described in more detail in Chapter 3. The result of this calculation 

demonstrates that a uniform thermal distribution is maintained by (rotational) 

line trapping even well below the nominal "critical" der\sities for thermalized ex-
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Table 2.13. ^^CO, Column Densities and Temperatures 

T(i2co) N(12CO) T('3CO) NC^CO) 

Source (K) (an~^) (K) 

NGC 2024 mS 2 50.0±0.8 5.9 ±0.5 X 10^® 47±3 1.05 ±0.3 X 10'^ 

NGC 2024 ID 197 46.9±2.1 2.5 ±0.5 X 10^8 . . .  . . .  

NGC 2264 mS 1 34.3±1.1 4.6 ± 0.3 X 10^® 28±6 6.0 ±0.4 X 10'® 

AFGL 2591:cloud 32.5±0.8 3.3 ±0.4 X 10'® 38±3 8.8 X 10'® 

152±9 5.2 ±0.4 X 10'® ~1000 9.3 X 10'® 

AFGL 2591:outflow 192±21 7.3 ± 0.8 X 10'® 201±11 1.1 X lO"' 

AFGL 490 28 ± 0.9 3.2 ±0.3 X 10'® 24 5.6 X 10'® 

108±0.7 3.4 ± 0.4 X 10'® 107 6.9 X 10'® 

S140 IRS 1 41.6 ± 0.9 6.7 ±0.8 X 10'® 28 5.1 X 10'® 

SVS20 20.7 ±0.5 1.75 ±0.3 X 10'® . . .  . . .  

EUas 29 28.1 ±0.8 6.4 ± 0.4 X 10'® . . .  . . .  

COph 3.718;^ 2.3 ±0.2 X 10'® . . .  . . .  

citation. Indeed, for the example of NGC 2024 IRS 2, rotational LTE is preserved 

up to J = 9 for densities as low as n = lO"* cm"^, up to J = 12 for n = 10® cm~^, 

and J = 14 for n = 10® cm~^, which permits limits on the measured v = (1,0) 

high-J transitions to constrain the CO gas to a density of n = 5 ± 3 x 10** cm~^. 

If radiative trapping is neglected however, sigruficant departure coefficients (fac

tors of > 2) are predicted as early as J > 5 for densities of n = 10"* cm~^ and J >6 

for n = 10® cm~^. 
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2.4.1.2 The Diffuse Cloud C Oph 

A sinular curve of growth analysis was carried out for the v =(1,0) band of at 

2150 cm~^ for the archetypal diffuse interstellar cloud toward the 09 star C Oph 

and presented in Figure 2.23. This source, more than any other, represents the 

best characterized (Morton, 1975) and modeled (Black & Dalgamo, 1977) dif

fuse cloud, and serves as the basis for many aspects of the physics, chemistry 

and evolution of both diffuse and dense clouds. Surprisingly, the abundance of 

some of its simpler molecules, such as and ^^CO, observed at ultraviolet 

wavelengths, are still enthusiastically debated. Much of the uncertainty in the 

CO column densities is due to wildly varying published oscillator strengths for 

electronic transitions of CO (Lyu, Smith, & Bruhweiler, 1994; Lambert, Sheffer, 

Gilliland, & Federman, 1994), but much still is due to the observation of opti

cally thick UV CO lines, where saturation corrections are unknown or difficult to 

account for (Waruiier, Penzias, & Jenkins, 1982; Lambert, Sheffer, Gilliland, & Fed

erman, 1994). Additionally, high spectral resolution is required to cleaiUy resolve 

the closely-spaced rotational structure of the bands at ultraviolet wavelengths 

(Lambert, Sheffer, Gilliland, & Federman, 1994). At infrared wavelengths, all of 

these problems are solved; the oscillator strengths are well characterized, sat

uration corrections are small or negligible, and the rotational structure is very 

widely separated. The atmospheric transmission at 2150 cm~^ is rife with telluric 

absorption features however, not least of which are due to atmospheric CO. Our 

observations of C Oph at the BCitt Peak 4-meter on March 15, 2001 were made at 

a favorable time of year when features from C Oph were blueshifted 42 km s~^ 

from the telluric CO features. The pivotal R(0) line is unfortunately shifted in

stead into a less saturated atmospheric feature, but is still observable, along with 

the minimally-affected R(l) line. No detection of the R(2) line was made. A single 
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component curve of growth analysis was carried with 6=0.8 km s~^ the combined 

width of the two known velocity components along the line of sight (Le Bourlot, 

Gerin, & Perault, 1989). Line center optical depths for b =0.8 km s~^ are 1.3 and 

0.6 for the R(0) and R(l) lines, respectively - yielding an excitation temperature of 

3.7K and Ar(CO) = 2.33 x 10'® cm~^, accounting for the population in the J >2 lev

els assuming a uniform excitation temperature of 3.7 K. Enforcing Tex = 4.0-4.2K 

from Wannier, Penzias, & Jenkins (1982); Lambert, Sheffer, Gilliland, & Federman 

(1994) by reducing the R(0) equivalent width by la reduces the CO column den

sity to 2.14 X 10'® cm~^. Given a H2 column density of 4.2 x 10^^° cm~^ by Morton 

(1975), the '^C0/H2 abundance is demonstrably established: 5.5 ± 0.5 x 10~®. 

2.4.2 Analysis of H2 Detections in Dense Clouds 

The weak H2 lines detected in this study are unsaturated and can therefore be 

transformed into hydrogen column densities as described in Equation 2.6. As 

H2 comes in both ortho- and para-modifications due to Fermi-Dirac statisics of 

its nuclear spins, populations of both forms must be accounted for, and many 

of our detections probe para-H2 only. However, the level populations betwen 

ortho and para H2 are expected to be thermalized by reactive exchanges with 

hot protons, processes that are directly implied by the presence of H3 in many 

of these sources. Under the assumption of a thermalized ortho-to-para ratio, the 

expected total column density of H2 as determined by the equivalent width of a 

weak (1,0) S(0) para-H2 line is: 

The only uncertainty in this relation is T, the kinetic temperature of the gas, 

which can be gleaned from the CO observations analyzed previously in Sec

tion 2.4.1, since the assertion that the CO rotational levels are thermalized in LTE 

(2.11) 
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is 1) easily verifiable firom the rotation diagranis, 2) expected firom the low critical 

density of CO in the low-J transitions, and 3) amplified by radiative trapping due 

to high rotational line opacities. 

The only remaining assumption to test is the thermalization of the ortho-

and para- forms of Hq at the kinetic temperature. With the data presented in 

Section 2.3.4, this assertion can be tested directly, as the ortho modification of 

is detected toward NGC 2024 IRS 2 via observations of the (1,0) S(l) line. 

From the (1,0) S(0) equivalent width of 0.0023 cm~^ a column in the J = 0 

level of No = 2.77 x 10^^ cm~^ is measured, and a total H2 column density of 

Ar(H2) = 3.60 X 10^2 cm~^ is estimated at r=50K, from the best fit CO temperature. 

From the (1,0) S(l) equivalent width of 0.00060 cm~^ a column in the J = 1 level 

of Ni = 1.24 X10^^ cm~^ is measured, for a total of Ar(H2) = 4.01 ±0.19 x 10^^ cm~^. 

This measurement of N(H2) is only 11% higher than derived under the assump

tion of H2 thermalization. From the measured J = 0 and J = I column densities, 

a kinetic temperature of 57±3 K is derived, within 7 K of the CO temperature. 

AFGL 2591 provides another detection of ortho-H2, yielding Ni = 2.89 x 

10^^ cia~^, while para-H2 accounts for Nq = 2.64 x 10^^ cm~^, resulting in a to

tal H2 column density of iV(H2) = 5.5 ± 0.4 x 10^^ cm"^. The resulting kinetic 

temperature is 80±20 K. Given the CO temperatures of ~30K and ~150K at the 

cloud velocity, the average H2 temperature predicts a ~0.65 column density ratio 

for the cold:hot components - which is very nearly what is derived firom the CO 

measurements: 0.6. The CO abundance is therefore slightly lower in the cold gas, 

consistent with physical processes such as depletion of CO onto dust grains. 

All other sources with (1,0) S(0) detections were either not observed at (1,0) S(l) 

or show small amounts of H2 emission at that firequency. For the former, we as

sume that the ortho- and para- forms of H2 are thermalized at the temperature 
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indicated by CO, as this assumption seems to be valid for at least some lines of 

sight. For the latter, it is important to correct the (1,0) S(0) detections for con

tamination by emission. For AFGL 2591, the observed H-a emission is sufficiently 

broad that self-absorption occurs and the emission can be neatly accounted for. 

Extended Ha line emission can also be observed along the slit of the spectrometer 

and subtracted from the on-source spectrum. However, other sources show rela

tively narrow Ha emission that masks absorption in the (1,0) S(l) line, nor do we 

expect to see significant ortho-Ha absorption due to the low temperatures preva

lent in the (CO) gas. Only a very small column of hot (T~2000K) Ha is necessary 

to mask the absorption of Ha in the ortho-line, as the elevated ortho/para ratio of 

hot gas, coupled with the intrinsic brightness of the (1,0) S(l) line, makes that line 

up to 30 times more sensitive to line emission and hot gas than does the (1,0) S(0) 

line. Indeed, columns of hot gas as small as 10^^ cm"^ will be pronounced in our 

spectra, although a corresponding amount of hot CO would be difficult to detect. 

A thermal spectrum of Ha is calculated to model the effects of emission in the 

(1,0) S(l) line on (1,0) S(0) absorption lines, based on the traiisition probabilities 

of Wolniewicz, Simbotin & Dalgamo (1998). The S(1)/S(0) line ratio is approxi

mately 4 for a wide range of temperatures >1000K, gas which is likely to be the 

source of significant ro-vibrational Ha emission.- The S(l) spectrum is then scaled 

by the modeled line ratio and then subtracted from the S(0) spectrum. The S(0) 

equivalent widths are then remeasured and the ortho/para populations assumed 

to be thermalized at the cold CO temperature, as usual. Although the hot gas giv

ing rise to the line emission has an ortho/para ratio of ~3, it comprises a negligi

ble fraction of the total Ha column der\sity. In this fashion. Ha column der\sities 

for nonemitting gas of T < 500K are computed for all sources with measured 

equivalent widths of the (1,0) S(0) line; the results are provided in Table 2.14. 
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Figure 2.22: Curve of growth analysis for CO along the line of sight toward 

SVS 20, for b = 1.0 km s~^ 

Table 2.14. Measured H2 Column Densities 

It 0
 N(H2) 

Source (xl022cm-2) (xlO^^ cm~2) (xl0^2 cm~2) T(K) 

NGC 2024 IRS 2 2.8 ± 0.2 1.2 ±0.1 4.0 ±0.2 57±3 

NGC 2024 ID 197 1.16 ± 0.3 1.44 ± 0.3 

AFGL 490 2.5 ± 0.4 4.6 ± 0.8 

AFGL 2591 2.6 ± 0.3 2.9 ± 0.4 5.5 ± 0.5 80±20 

NGC 2264 mS 1 2.9 ± 0.3 3.1 ± 0.4 

Elias 29 1.8 ± 0.3 2.6 ± 0.5 

AFGL 2136 3.0 ± 0.5 5.6 ± 0.9 
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Figure 2.23: Curve of growth analysis for ^^CO (1,0) along the line of sight toward 

the diffuse cloud C Oph, for 6 = 0.8 km s~^ A 3a upper limit on the detection of 

the R(2) line is plotted. We do not expect to have observed this line. 
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2.4.3 Analysis of Detections in Dense Clouds 

The weak H3 lines detected in this study are also unsaturated and can therefore 

be transformed into colvimn densities as described in Equation 2.6. comes 

in ortho and para modifications, like H2, and measurement of the column den

sity of each form's ground state provides a measure of the total column density 

of the molecule at cold interstellar temperatures (T<100K). As with Hg, the 

populations of ortho and para are expected to be in thermal equilibrium at 

the kinetic temperature of the gas; indeed, proton hop reactions of the type: 

are thought to keep the forms of in thermal equilibrium, and partially re

sponsible for the thermalization of the o/p ratio of H2 (Oka, 1981; Geballe & 

Oka, 1989; Black, van Dishoeck, Willner, & Woods, 1990). Thusly, as with H2, the 

measurement of the ortho/para abundance ratio provides a sensitive interstellar 

thermometer which can be compared with thermalized low-J level populations 

in CO and H2. It is even more fortunate that two transitions, corresponding to 

the R(1,0) and R(l,l)" lines, probe the ground states of ortho and para and 

lie only 35 km s~^ apart from each other, though in a region rife with telluric ab

sorption features of HDO and CHj. A third line of para-Hj, the R(l,l)' line at 

2691.45 cm~^ lies in a region of rather better transparency and stability; indeed, 

only on one lught (October 13th) was the water vapor content low enough (1 mm 

predpitable H2O) to stably observe the ortho-para doublet at 2726 cm~^ When 

only the R(l,l)' singlet is observed, the ortho/para ratio can be computed from 

the equilibriiim relation: 

H3+ + H2 Ĥ+ + H2 

•^ortho ^ortbo (2.12) 
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Table 2.15 contains a listing of the derived level populations and a total 

column density of . When ortho and para forms are directly observable, a 

temperature is computed and compared with that estimated from ^^CO. Data 

for AFGL 2136 is taken from McCall, Geballe, Hinkle, & Oka (1999). Three of 

our sources overlap the sample in that paper; our derived column densities 

differ somewhat toward AFGL 2591 and AFGL 490, where our derived column 

densities are 2/3rds as large. The uncertainties in the McCall, Geballe, HiiUde, 

& Oka (1999) measurements toward those two sources are large, however, as the 

two line measurements of the population of para-Hj differ by a factor of 2 for 

AFGL 2591, and the measurements of AFGL 490 are marginally significant at 

the 2-3cr level. Ours vary by only 10-25%, although our measurement of ortho-

has large systematic uncertainties by falling near a strong telluric CH4 line. 

This uncertainty will only bear upon our observations if the ortho/para ratio is 

strongly nonthermal, which is unexpected and so far unobserved. Indeed, our 

derived ortho & para abundances appear thermally equilibrated, in spite of the 

systematic uncertainties in the ortho-Hj abundance. 

2.5 Discussion 

2.5.1 The Abundances of ^^CO, ^^CO, H2 and 

A summary of the derived physical conditions and abundances is presented in 

Table 2.16. It represents the first simultaneous measurements of the physical con

ditions and abundances of ^^CO, ^^CO, Ha and in dense interstellar clouds, 

and allows calibration of the various indirect methods typically used to measure 

N(H2)andN(Hj). 
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Table 2.15. Measured Column Densities 

Npara Nort/io N(H3+) 

Source (xlQi^ cm-2) (xlO^^ cm~2) (xlO^^ cm~^) T(K) 

NGC 2024 IRS 2 1.5 ± 0.4 1.7 ±0.5 3.2 ±0.7 58±8 

NGC 7538 IRS 9 11 ±2 15±2 

AFGL 961E 10 ± 1.5 16±2 

AFGL 490 4.9 ±1 2.6 ± 0.6 7.5 ± 1.5 25±4 

AFGL 2591 8.3 ± 0.6 5.4 ± 1.2 14 ±2 33±5 

NGC 2264 IRS 1 < 9.3 (3o-) < 10 (3cr) 

MonR2 IRS 3^'') < 11 (3ir) < 19 (3(T) 

AFGL 2136(''> 19 19 38 47 

^"^McCall, Geballe, Hinkle, & Oka (1999) detect at N(HJ)=1.4 x 

10^"* cm"^ toward MonR2 IRS 3 

Measurements of from McCall, Geballe, Hinkle, & Oka (1999) 
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2.5.1.1 

The abundance of relative to provides a central indicator of the amount 

of primary versus secondary processing of carbon in stars and a diagnostic of 

Galactic chemical evolution. However, the abundance of can also fraction

ate at cold temperatures (T< 30K) from its commonly quoted interstellar abun

dance [^^CO/^^CO]« 60 or solar system abundance [^^CO/^^CO]= 89 due to the 

reactions described in Equation 2.3. The [^^CO/'^CO] abundances derived here 

are not expected to suffer significantly from fractionation as the kinetic temper

atures for all of these sources are >30K (see Figure 2.24). Indeed, only one sight 

line, toward AFGL 2591, contains ^^CO-deficient gas. The gas at Vlsr=-7 km s~^ 

contains a very hot (T~1000K) excitation component observed via very high-J 

lines in (Mitchell et al., 1989), but which we have not detected in ^^CO. 

As we have not recovered this hot component entirely, we consider the resulting 

[^^CO/'^CO] values a lower limit. The remaining sightlines demonstrate more 

typical [^^CO/^^CO] values. No correlation is observed among [^^CO/^^CO], CO 

rotational temperature, or CO column density. 

The [^^CO/^^CO] ratio was measured to be approximately the solar system 

value, 94, by Mitchell & Maiilard (1993) toward NGC 2264 IRS 1. We have re

peated their observations with a more coherent set of observations from a single 

instrument and telescope, with greater sensitivity and higher resolving power. 

We find uniformly higher equivalent widths in the ^^CO R-branch lines; mea

surements which ultimately lower the [^^CO/^^CO] abundance for this line of 

sight to 76. Such results are not atypical for microwave isotopic surveys; how

ever, infrared absorption measurements of ^^CO and ^^CO have previously orUy 

returned results consistent with the (high) Solar value (Scoville, Hall, Ridgway, 

& Kleirunann, 1979; Mitchell & Maiilard, 1993). Now, infrared absorption line 
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observations are finally cor\sistent with numerous other measurements of the 

['^CO/'^CO], [^2ch+/^3CH+], and ['-C/^^C] abundances that have been per

formed at (sub)millimeter and visible wavelengths (Stahl, Appeiizeller, Wilson, & 

Henkel, 1989; Wilson et al., 1992; Langer & Penzias, 1993; Wilson & Rood, 1994). 
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Figure 2.24: Plot of [^^CO/'^CO] abundance as a function of CO excitation tem

perature for several lines of sight. Error bars reflect la uncertainties mostly in the 

comparison of observations made one decade ago with a facility FTS at the 

CFHT by Mitchell et al. (1989, 1990); MitcheU & Maillard (1993); Mitchell et al. 

(1995). 

2.5.1.2 [12CO/H2] 

Since the discovery of interstellar CO via its rotational spectrum at microwave 

frequences (Wilson, Jefferts, & Penzias, 1970), it has been heralded as most ap

propriate surrogate for the Ha molecule in probing dense, dark molecular in

terstellar material. The only systematic surveys of H2 have been performed at 
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Table 2.16. Abundances of ^^CO, ^^CO, H2 and 

[12CO/H2I [H+/H2] 

Source T(12CO) (K) [12CO/13CO] 1 0
 

X
 (xl0-i°) 

NGC 2024 IRS 2 50±0.8 56±17 1.5±0.2 8±2 

NGC 2024 ID 197 46.9±2.1 . . .  1.7±0.4 . . .  

NGC 2264 IRS 1 34.3±1.1 76±12 1.9±0.5 <45 (3<T) 

AFGL 490 (28±0.9)(108±0.7) 57,49±15 1.4±0.2 16±6 

AFGL 2591: cloud (32.5±0.8)(150±9) 38,56±7 1.5±0.2 <25±8 

AFGL 2591: outflow 192±21 66±11 

AFGL 2136 . . .  . . .  1.6±0.6(") < 82±20 

5140 ms 1 41.6±0.9 54±8 . . .  

Elias 29 28±0.8 2.4±0.5 <90 (3a) 

Assuming ^^CO/ ^^C0=60 and the measurements of Mitchell et al. (1990). 

vacuum ultraviolet wavelengths, where H2 may be probed via a permitted elec

tronic absorption-line spectrum. However, these surveys may only be carried out 

for diffuse or somewhat translucent clouds, through which 1000 A photor\s can 

be observed. Represented here for the first time is a sample of dense clouds with 

detected H2 infrared absorption along the same line of sight that other important 

molecules such as may be observed. Table 2.16 highlights these measure

ments: for example, the [^^CO/Hz] abimdance, previously only indirectly esti

mated, appears to now be constrained tightly to (1.5-2.5) xlO""*. 

How do our measurements of and Ha compare with indirect measure

ments of the and H2 abvindances in molecular clouds over the past two 
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decades? Dickman (1978) produced the first quantitative comparison between 

microwave emission at 2.6 mm wavelength and Av, thought both then 

and now to be directly related to Nh over a wide range of cloud depths. The 

relation N(H2) = 5 x 10® N(^^CO) was established, which for [^^CO/^^CO]=60 

leads to ['^2CO/H2]=1.8 x The study was expanded by Frerking, Langer, 

& Wilson (1982) by correlating rarer isotopes like to A^. They established 

[^^CO/H2l=8 X 10~®, which became widely recognized as the canonical abun

dance of until recent years. Meanwhile, Watson, Genzel, Townes, & Storey 

(1985) directly measured ['^CO/H2l=1.2 x 10"'* using H2 emission line techniques 

to probe small amounts of hot, shocked gas in Orion. However it was recog

nized that the physical conditions in such shocked gas might not be applicable 

elsewhere, and especially not to cold quiescent interstellar gas. Indeed, Wilson, 

Serabyn, Henkel, & Walmsley (1986) probed similar warm gas in Orion using 

C^®0 J = 1 -> 0 line emission, and estimated [''^CO/H2]=5 x 10~®. Finally, Lacy, 

Knacke, Geballe, & Tokunaga (1994) performed the landmark measurements of 

[^^CO/H2l toward the dense cloud NGC 2024 via infrared H2 line absorption, 

estimating it to be 2.5 x lO""*, albeit with large error bars. Most recently, Lee, 

Bettens, & Herbst (1996) performed a suite of chemical models that converge to 

[^^C0/H2 1=1.5 X lO""* for normal metallidties, densities of 10^~® cm"^ and kinetic 

temperatures between 10 and 50K. 

Compared to these measurements, our estimates of the ^^CO abundance come 

out near the top of the stack, though comparable with the original estimates of 

Dickman (1978) and precisely in line with the latest chemical models of Lee, Bet-

tens, & Herbst (1996). There are no startling surprises here. 

What implications do our measurements have for the accounting of elemental 

carbon in the dense interstellar medium? The most recent abundance measure
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ments of carbon in the diffuse ISM (Cardelli, Meyer, Jura, & Savage, 1996) suggest 

that C/H is (2.4 ± 0.2) x lO"**, 60% that of the Solar System value of 4 x lO""* of 

Grevesse et al. (1991). Within this restricted budget, with ([CO/H2]) = 1.7 x 10"'*, 

and assuming that in dense, dark clouds that >95% of elemental hydrogen is 

bound up in H2, we conclude that 35% of elemental carbon is tied up in the form 

of CO. As the contributions of atomic carbon and C""" can equal CO m some cir

cumstances Qaffe et al., 1994), the fraction of elemental carbon available for the 

production of graphite and carbonaceous dust grains may be as low as one-third 

to one-half. 

2.5.1.3 H2 

How does the total column density of molecular hydrogen compare to dust ex

tinction measurements? The principal motivations for exploring this question 

are the recently-exploited techniques of near-IR multicolor imaging and extinc

tion mapping as a meai\s of deriving the high-resolution physical structure of 

molecular clouds (Alves, Lada, & Lada, 1999). 

Diffuse cloud measurements of atomic and molecular hydrogen, made pos

sible for numerous sources by the Copernicus mission, established the dust-to-

extinction ratio for Au < 1 (Bohlin, Savage & Drake, 1978): 

y. = 5.8 X 10^'cin-2 mag-' (2.13) 

= 1.9 X 10^' mag-' (2.14) 
Ay 

Expectations have been raised that this relation should extend deeply into 

the dark cloud regime without significant modification (Dickman, 1978), but ob

servational proof remains elusive. Recent results from FUSE, however, have ex

tended the Bohlin, Savage & Drake (1978) relation without modification to < 3 
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(Rachford et al., 2002). With infrared absorption-line spectroscopy, we now have 

the capability of extending this relation to Ay ~ 60. Estimating Ay for compli

cated sources like AFGL 2591, AFGL 490, and even NGC 2024 IRS 2 has proven 

difficult however. Indeed, consider the example of NGC 2024 IRS 2. Suggested to 

be a comparatively simple background source by Black & Willner (1984), Jiang, 

Perrier, & Lena (1984) measure Ay = 21.5 ± 5 based on speckle interferometry 

and photometry. However, measurements of the BO star's stellar wind in near-IR 

atomic hydrogen recombination line emission results in ~ 12 by Thompson, 

Thronson, & Campbell (1981). Meanwhile, far-ir\frared photometry by Thronson 

et al. (1984) suggests Au ~ 50 with large systematic uncertainty. To add insult 

to injury, Nisini, Smith, Fischer, & Geballe (1994) highlight that IRS 2 is highly 

variable, both in continuum flux and line emission. Their photometry with small 

aperture size shows that in "quiescence", E(J-H)=4.0 mag, and E(H-K)=2.9 mag. 

Interpolating the Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) infrared extinction law from their pho

tometry yields Ay 41 from the J-H color and Ay ~ 38 from the H-K color. 

Similar stories exist for most of our other sources; NGC 2264 IRS 1 in the near-

IR is not spatially coincident with the same source at mid-infrared wavelengths 

(McGregor, Persson, & Cohen, 1984), and AFGL 490, AFGL 2591, AFGL 2136, and 

Elias 29 have outflows, shocks, and complicated disk and envelope structure that 

contribute many different physical envirorunents to the absorbing column along 

the line of sight 

We calculate Ay from the latest available infrared photometry for each of our 

objects, and assign error bars that extend across all other known measures of Ay 

in the literature. As with NGC 2024 IRS 2, we use the Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) 

extinction law to derive the A„'s from the published observations independently, 

compute Nff « 2H2, and graph the results on a linear plot in Figure 2.25 with the 
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Bohlin, Savage & Drake (1978) relation overplotted independently, not fitted. 

in 
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Figure 2.25: Photometrically-derived estimates of for each source are plotted 

against the column of hydrogen nuclei estimated from the cold absorbing H2 de

tected in this study. The straight line is the standard dust-to-extinction conversion 

of Bohlin, Savage & Drake (1978), simply plotted (unfit) across the data. 

Although there is significant scatter and uncertainty in the estimates of 

the Bohlin, Savage & Drake (1978) relation established for diffuse clouds appears 

to independently fit the data up to Ay ~ 60 (AFGL 2136). This is a significant 

and important empirical test that verifies the theoretical underpirmings of the 

extension of this relation to high (Dickman, 1978) and validates the use of 

interstellar extinction mapping as a means of probing the H2 structure of in

terstellar dark clouds. Nevertheless, the error bars are quite large; a joint col

laboration of infrared H2 absorption line work with large infrared imaging and 

extinction-mapping surveys would be an exceptional, productive way to cali

brate the method, and the ^i,-to-N(H2) relation with a minimum of systematic 
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uncertainties. 

2.5.1.4 and Co: the cosmic ray ionization rate of Ha 

As described in the Introduction of this Chapter, the formation of is a two 

step process involving the cosmic ray ionization of H2 into and the latter 

reacting with the very next available H2 to form H3 (Equation 2.1). Once is 

formed, it serves as the basis upon which the carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen ion-

molecule networks initiate their chemistries, leading to the formation of many of 

the known interstellar molecules in dark clouds. Thus, the abundance of is a 

critical measure of the gas phase chemistry of molecular clouds. 

The rate of cosmic ray ionization of H2 has been estimated indirectly to be 

around 10"^^ s~' (Herbst & Klemperer, 1973), so that the average H2 molecule is 

ionized once every billion years. The formation of H3 from occurs quickly 

however, at the Langevin rate ~ 2 x 10~® cm"' s~^ At a typical cloud density of 

n ~ lO"* cm"', the rate of reaction is about 2 x 10~® s"^ Inverting, we see that 

the average is converted to within half a day. Clearly, the ioruzation of H2 

limits the rate of formation. 

The destruction of HJ is more complicated however. Interactions with atomic 

or molecular hydrogen do not alter the number density of H3; thusly the next 

most abundant collision partner is CO. Interaction of and CO yields HCO"^, 

representing one of the few ways in which the robust CO molecule can be de

stroyed deep inside dark molecular clouds: 

Hj-f-CO-)-HCO-^ + H2 

Interactioris with atomic oxygen, nitrogen, free electrons, etc. all constitute 

common pathways by which may be destroyed. 
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The concentration of in steady state in a molecular cloud is expected to be 

(Black, van Dishoeck, Willner, & Woods, 1990) 

/rr+N 0.9Con(H2) p . 
7^113 ; - g ^ + 1.8 X 10-9 n(CO) + ... ^ 

where n{X) is the density in cm'^ of species X, kpR is the rate coefficient of 

dissociative recombination of that species with H^, and Co is the ionization rate 

per hydrogen nucleus due to penetrating cosmic rays. Although the dissocia

tive recombination rate of electrons with is high (Sundstrom et al., 1994), the 

abundance of free electrons in dark molecular clouds is low - hence it is CO that 

is the most significant destroyer of . The reaction of with CO alone is al

ways a lower bound on the removal of the ion, and the observations presented 

here supply direct measurements of the thickness of the absorbing column L and 

the Ha/CO ratio; therefore the theoretically predicted column density of H3 is 

N{Ut) < 5.3 X 10®Co^n(H2)/n(CO) (2.16) 

< 5.3 X 10'̂  r ^ ) ( 3 ) cm-2 . (2.17) 
s-iy VlO^Scm/ V 10 / 

Upper bounds on the removal of can be derived by adapting the maxi

mal equilibrium abimdances of CO, O, e" for molecular clouds calculated by the 

chemical models of Lee, Bettens, & Herbst (1996). We provide a list of the most 

relevant species and their adopted dissociative recombination rates in Table 2.17. 

For NGC 2024 IRS 2, ti(H2) is estimated from the J = 11 level of CO where 

the level populations depart from LTE, resulting in n(H2) = 5 x IC* cm"^, as de

scribed previously in Section 2.4.1.1. For AFGL 490, AFGL 2136, and AFGL 2591, 

the sources for which we have measured CO, H2 and we measure the gas 

density via selected submillimeter transitions using the 10-meter Heinrich Hertz 

Telescope on Mt. Graham. The relative contribution of H2CO in the Sos — 4o4 

(362.736 GHz) and 3o3 — 2o2 transitions (218.222 GHz) probes the contribution of 
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Table 2.17. Adopted maximal abundances for destroying 

Max. Abund. koR 

Species [n/n(H2)l (cm^s~^) 

O 1.51(-4) 8.0(-10)('') 

e" 2.31(-7) 3.6(-7)('=) 

Nz 1.92(-5) 1.8(-9)('') 

O2 5.92(-5) 2.7(-10)('') 

H2O 2.32(-6) 5.9(-9)(") 

N 3.08(-5) 4.5(-10)(^^ 

CO2 9.45(-7) 2.0(-9)('') 

From Anidch & Huntress 

(1986) 

From Felisenfeld (1976) 

From Sundstrom et al. (1994), 

r = 50K 

From Adams & Smith (1984) 

From Scott et al. (1997) 
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warm (T > 50K), dense (n// > 5 x 10^ cm"^): see Figure 6 of Helmich et al. (1996). 

For sensitivity to somewhat lower temperatures and densities, the J = 4 -> 3 

(346.998 GHz) and J = 3 -> 2 (260.255 GHz) transitions of H^^CO"^ are also ob

served, and analyzed using the escape probability formalism for radiative trans

fer developed in Chapter 3. A sample calculation appropriate for NGC 2024 IRS 2, 

plotting the relative intensities of H^^CO^ J=l->0, J = 3-^2 and J = 4 3 

with a single kinetic temperature T = 50K for a range of densities is shown in Fig

ure 2.26. The rarer isotopomer is selected to eliminate optical depth and radiative 

trapping from the calculation. Resulting densities range from n(H2)= 5 x IC* 

for AFGL 490 and 2591, to 10® cm~^ for AFGL 2136. With an estimate of n(H2) 

and a measurement of N(H2), the path length L can be estimated and a lower 

bound on the cosmic ray ionization rate can be computed via Equation 2.16. As 

we have established the CO abundance relative to H2, we can also compute an 

upper bound on Co by substituting [^^CO/H2l and the maximal abundances for 

the additional species in Table 2.17; the principal recombining agents remain CO, 

O, and e"^. For AFGL 2591, a full chemical model already exists in the form of 

that specified by Doty, van Dishoeck, van der Tak, & Boorunan (2002), and we 

will use it to compute Co directly, as with the other limiting cases in Table 2.18. 

The derived values of Co vary from (1—7)xl0~^^ s~^ within the range expected. 

Were Co to be less than 10"^^ s~^ numerous observed molecular ioi\s like N2H'^ 

and HCO"*" would not be produced in sufficient quantities. At the other end of 

the scale, were Co to be significantly greater than 10~^® s~^ cosmic ray heating 

would elevate the temperature of dark cloud cores to unobserved levels. The de

rived values of Co confirm the balancing role of cosmic rays in producing H^ and 

forging ion-molecule chemistry in dark clouds. 
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Figure 2.26: Integrated line intensity ratios for the J = l->0, 3->2 and 4 -> 3 

transitions of as applied to NGC 2024 IRS 2 (T=50K), in the optically-

thin limit. 

Table 2.18. Measurements of Co in Dense Clouds 

Min Co Max Co 

Source (xlO~^^s~^) (xlO'^^s""^) 

NGC 2024 ms 2 > 1-1 <3.5 

AFGL 490 >2 <4 

AFGL 2591 >4 = 5.3 

AFGL 2136 > 4.5 <8 
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2.6 Conclusions 

Interstellar absorption line spectroscopy has been applied to numerous sources 

with Phoenix: a new generation infrared-optimized cooled echelle grating spec

trometer. These observations have enabled for the first time the direct, simultane

ous detection of H2, the principal molecular component of dark clouds; HJ, the 

pivotal molecular ion that initiates the chemistry that forms many other known 

interstellar molecules; and CO, which allows comparison and calibration of long

standing indirect measures of Ha. All three species allow independent determina

tion of the gas temperature, the abundances of ['̂ CO/Hal and the colunm density 

of Hj. The CO abundance falls within the bounds of (1.4—2.4) x 10"'' for all seven 

sources where H2 is detected along with CO. For several sources, we are able to 

measure a ^^CO/̂ ^CO abundance ratio; for the first time, infrared measurements 

yield values consistent with measurements made at radio wavelengths. The col

umn density of H2 fracks A„ in the same relation as the gas-to-extinction relation 

of Bohlin, Savage & Drake (1978), confirming the validity of infrared extinction 

as a measure of the column density of hydrogen for dense clouds. A simple 

representation of the principal formation and destruction mechanisms of H3 al

lows significant constraints upon the cosnuc ray ioiuzation rate to be made. All 

sources fall within the extremes of 10"^  ̂< Co < 8 x 10~^  ̂s~K We resolve multiple 

kinematic components toward AFGL 2591, and multiple excitation components 

toward most of our sources. 

These observations exploit the power of a modem high resolution infrared 

specfrometer on 2 to 4-meter class telescopes. Now that such instruments are 

finding their way to 6.5-10 meter telescopes, the scientific throughput will be im

proved by a factor of 4-25. This will make it possible and efficient to measure 

directly the abundances of cold, quiescent H2 and for a variety of fainter. 
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true background sources within a single molecular cloud complex; sources which 

are less likely to have the additional complications of the current crop of YSO's: 

drcumstellar disks, winds, outflows, and intervening hot H2 partially contami

nating the IR absorption spectrum with H2 line emission. We are at the dawn of 

establishing infrared absorption line spectroscopy as a technique capable of map

ping molecular clouds as subnullimeter telescopes and ir\frared imaging arrays 

are capable of doing today, but with far greater accuracy and with the capadty 

to observe pivotal spedes like H2, and CO, which are unobservable by any 

other technique in star-forming douds. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PHOTODISSOCIATION MODELS AND PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF 

THE p OPHIUCHI MOLECULAR CLOUD 

Astrochemistry has come of age. I recall questioning in 1986 whether or not interstellar 

chemistry was useful, useful in the sense that it taught us something about astronomy 

that we did not already know. I concluded then that the answer was yes, it was useful 

but not very. It was intellectually interesting that molecular observations could more or 

less be accomodated by conventional models and that was all. My answer now is quite 

different... 

A. Dalgamo (1999) 

With the advent of millimeter-wave spectroscopy, comprehensive surveys of 

the 115 GHz CO (7 = 1 -> 0) line (e.g. Dame et al. 2001) have revolutionized our 

understanding of molecular clouds, which constitute the birthplaces of all stars. 

Yet, in terms of clouds' physical structure, many elementary questions remain 

whose answers should illuminate a more complete understanding of how stars 

form (e.g. Bally et al. 1987). Optically thin spectral line diagnostics of CO, for 

example, typically probe the contents of the entire cloud, entangling many struc

tural cloud components along any given line of sight. One diagnostic solution to 

this problem is to constrain one's view to particular structural regions of a cloud; 

for example a cloud's "surface", where ambient ultraviolet (UV) photons have 

not been entirely absorbed by dust grains and (e.g. H2) molecules. 

Photodissociation regions (PDR's) are these boundary interfaces between the 
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atomic and molecular phases of the interstellar medium (ISM), in which UV pho

tons from nearby O- and B-type stars dictate physical structure and dominate 

chemical processes. Most models invoked to explain the physics in these regions 

assume molecular clouds of uniform properties surrounding the UV radiation 

source (Tielens and Hollenbach 1985; van Dishoeck & Black 1988; Burton, Hol

lenbach, & Tielens 1990; Hollenbach et al. 1991; Le Bourlot et al. 1993; Koster 

et al. 1994; Kauhnan et al. 1999). The UV photons with energies greater than 

the hydrogen ionization threshold of 13.6 eV create the H II region surrounding 

the young star(s). Any UV photons with energy less than this threshold escape 

from the H n region into the molecular cloud beyond, where photodissociation 

of dominant molecules like H2 and CO takes place, as well as photoionization of 

atoms with an ionization threshold lower than that of hydrogen. 

The carbon atom provides an important example, having an ionization thresh

old of 11.26 eV. The combined effect of CO photodissociation and C° photoioniza

tion by these UV photons produces a layered structure of C"*"/C°/CO surround

ing the H n region and extending into the molecular cloud. This interface struc

ture is intimately connected to the equivalent structure for H and H2; indeed, the 

ultraviolet excitation of H2 occurs in the same 912-1110 A interval as does the 

photoionization of C° and the photodissociation of CO. Thus, proper modeling 

of the C'̂ /C" /CO interface structure in PDR's also requires accurate modeling of 

the H/H2 interface. 

The basic picture of a C'̂ '/C /̂CO interface structure, as modeled for homo

geneous cloud structures, is not in very good agreement with observations of 

edge-on PDRs (i.e. M17); in general it is unable to account for the extended distri

bution of [C nj and [C I] emission seen in these regions (Stutzki et al. 1988, Keene 

et al. 1985). However, models of inhomogeneous photodissociation regions have 
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proven capable of accounting for the extended [C n] and [C I] distribution ob

served in Sonne PDR's (Stutzki et al. 1988; Boisse 1990; Tauber & Goldsmith 1990; 

Howe et al. 1991; Pineau Des Forets, Roueff, & Flower 1992; Meixner and Tielens 

1993 [MT93]; Spaans 1996; Plume et al. 1999). The inhomogeneity, or "dumpi

ness", of molecular clouds is well recognized (e.g. Blitz & Williams 1987); it seems 

only natural that such clouds' UV-illuminated surfaces should bear similar phys

ical traits. 

An ideal observational target for such studies is the p Ophiuchi molecular 

cloud. It is one of the nearest and most active star-forming clouds, at a dis

tance of W 130 pc, and has a rich and varied environment that largely serves 

as the observational basis for the current "standard model" of low-mass star for

mation (Shu 1977; Shu, Adams, & Lizano 1987). The region hosts three hot B-

type stars, although HD 147889 appears to dominate the heating and excitation 

of the cloud's atomic and molecular "surface" (Liseau et al. 1999). HD 147889 

is the most-embedded (EB-V=1-09; AV « 4) optically-visible star that has been 

studied by high resolution ultraviolet and optical spectroscopy; the line of sight 

passes through the diffuse atomic and molecular "halo" of the p Oph cloud (cf. 

van Dishoeck & de Zeeuw 1984; Crutcher & Chu 1985; Cardelli & Wallerstein 

1986). Because of its deep obscuration and periphery to the main molecular 

cloud, HD 147889 is thought to lie beyond the molecular cloud, illuminating it 

from behind. Modeling of the 158 yizm [C n] line intensity as a function of pro

jected distance from HD 147889 led Liseau et al. (1999) to the conclusion that the 

UV-illuminated PDR back surface of the p Oph cloud is approximately concave. 

Study of such a varied and complicated environment as p Oph is challenging. 

High spectral and angular resolution is required to disentangle the complicated 

structure of actively star-forming environments, but simultaneously the overall 
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smaller-scale maps with a global view of the entire cloud, further enhancing the 

analysis of existing observations, such as those of Liseau et al. (1999) with ISO 

and large scale submillimeter continuum mapping observations such as Motte et 

al. (1998) and Johnstone et al. (2000). 

3.1 Submillimeter Spectral Line Mapping of the p Oph Cloud 

Although the infrared absorption line observations of Chapter 2 provide accu

rate measurement of physical conditions in milliarcsecond absorbing columns, 

one is typically restrained to a relatively small number of bright infrared sources 

in a molecular cloud, and the necessary observations and data analysis present 

substantial challenges. In confrast, more traditional emission line techniques at 

radio wavelengths can be used to easily map an entire cloud, and are vastly more 

sensitive to more and rarer species, as over 120 different molecules have been so 

detected in the ISM with abundances as low as 10"^  ̂ that of H2. Both techniques, 

therefore, are fully complementary and can be united to assemble a comprehen

sive view of molecular clouds. 

3.1.1 Presentation of Observations 

Several large-scale studies of the p Oph cloud have been performed, from spec-

fral line maps of C^®0(1 0) at 3-nim pioneered by Wilking & Lada (1983), to 

infrared studies of the embedded stellar cluster such as Barsony et al. (1997), to 

(sub)millimeter continuum studies, most recently Motte, Andre & Neri (1998), 

Wilson et al. (1999), and Johnstone et al. (2000). Our observatior\s extend the in

terpretation of these studies; thus observations were chosen to maximize overlap 

with published data. For exeimple, Liseau et al. (1999) used the Long Wavelength 

Specfrometer (LWS) on ISO to obtain continuum fluxes and integrated intensities 

for the far-infrared (FIR) atomic fine-structure lines of [C II](158 nm) and [O I](63 
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and 145 /xm) toward several positior\s of the p Oph cloud and PDR. We chose 

several of their east-west strip positions for spectral line mapping. We have also 

mapped over much of the p Oph A cloud core, and toward denser portions of the 

stellar cluster. 

The observations were obtained using the AST/RO telescope at the South 

Pole, the Heinrich Hertz Telescope (HHT) on Mt. Graham (Arizona), the Caltech 

Submillimeter Observatory (CSO) on Mauna Kea (Hawaii), and with published 

data from ISO (Liseau et al. 1999). These data are summarized in Table 3.1 and 

described in detail below. Figure 3.1 provides an overview of our submillimeter 

spectral line maps in the overall context of the p Oph cloud. 
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Table 3.1. Summary table of submillimeter observations. 

Position^") Line Telescope Map Size O F W H M  

(arcmin) (arcsec) 

WLl CO(4-> 3) AST/RO 40x40 180 

[C • ' P o )  AST/RO 40x40 210 

Elias 29 '̂') CO(3-> 2) HHT 5x5 23 

1 

0
 ->3) HHT 21 

WL16(''' CO(2 -> 1) CSO 5x5 34 
1 (M
 

o 
00 u >1) HHT 5x5 34 

1 C
O

 o 
00 u >2) HHT 5x5 23 

HCO+(3 --^2) HHT 6x5 28 

ISO-EW4 C^80(2 ->1) HHT 5x5 34 

1 C
O

 o 
00 u >2) HHT 5x5 23 

^3CO(2 1) HHT 5x5 34 

CO(2 1) HHT 5x5 33 

HCO+(3 -->2) HHT 6x6 28 

Hi3co+(3 ->2) HHT 1.5x1.5 28 

HCO+(4 -•^3) HHT 5x5 21 

CS (5-> 4) HHT 5x5 34 

[Oll(3Po-» • 3Pi) ISO 62 

. 3P2) ISO 83 

[CE](2P3/2- ISO •  • •  68 
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Table 3.1—Continued 

Position^"' Line Telescope Map Size ^ F W H M  

(arcmin) (arcsec) 

ISO-EW5 T 
C

O
 o 00 u
 .2) HHT 5x5 23 

HCO+(3 -•>2) HHT 8x5 28 

HCO+(4 -•>3) HHT 3x6 28 

^"'Equatorial coordinates of central positions in epoch J2000: 

"WL1"= (16''27^01\5, -24°26'41"7), WL16=(16''27^02M, 

-24''37'25".5), ISO EW4=(16''26'"21^92, -24''25'40".4), 

ISO EW5=(16''26"'35M, -24°25'40".9), Elias 29=(16''27^09^6, 

-24''37'14".0) 

('•'Note that maps for Elias 29 and WL16 highly overlap 

^®'Data taken from Table 2 of Liseau et al. 1999 

Large 40' x40' maps of the p  Oph dark cloud were made in the 492,1607 GHz 

(609 ^m) fine-structure neutral carbon line and in the 461.0878 GHz (650 //m) 

CO(4 -> 3) line with AST/RO in October 1998 (Figure 3.2). The maps were cen

tered near the source WLl (Wilking & Lada 1983) with grid spacing of 1' in both 

RA and Dec. These observations were taken in position switching mode and the 

total integration time (on and off) per position was 1 minute for CO(4 3) and 3 

minutes for [C I]. The [C I] observations were taken with a 492 GHz quasi-optical 

receiver (Engargiola, Zmuidzinas & Lo 1994; Zmuidzinas & LeDuc 1992) and the 

CO(4 3) observations with a 461 GHz SIS waveguide receiver (Walker, Kooi 
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and Jacobs 2001). The beam size at the time of the 492 and 461 GHz observations 

was « 3.5' and « 3' respectively. The line strengths were calibrated using hot and 

cold loads, coupled with sky measurements at the reference position (see Stark et 

al. 2001). A velocity resolution of 0.4 km s~  ̂ was achieved for these spectra us

ing a 2048 channel acousto-optical spectrometer (Schieder, Tolls & Winnewisser 

1989). The main beam efficiency for both receivers was « 0.7. An instrumen

tal velocity offset of 3 km sec"  ̂at both frequencies was removed by comparison 

with observed CO and [C I] lines toward infrared source WL16 from the HHT 

and the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory (CSO). Calibration uncertainty for 

the AST/RO, HHT and CSO data is estimated to be ~20%. 

We used the HHT to obtain overlapping CO isotope maps (C^®0 and ^^CO) 

for two of the east-west ISO strip positions of Liseau et al. (1999). Roughly 5'x5' 

maps were made in C^®0(2 -> 1), C^®0(3 -> 2), ^^CO(2 1), CO(2 1), 

HCO''"(3 -4 2) and HCO'̂ (4 3) toward the east-west strip position EW4 of 

Liseau et al. (1999), and a limited subset of observations toward EW5 and toward 

ir\frared source WL16 and nearby Elias 29 (Figures 3.5-3.4). The maps were taken 

in March 1999, May 1999, and April 2001 using the spectral line on-the-fly map

ping capabilities at the HHT with facility 230 GHz and 345 GHz SIS waveguide 

receivers. A 2048 channel, 250 KHz resolution acousto-optical spectrometer was 

used as a backend for both receivers, as were three filterbanks of 1 MHz, 250 KHz, 

and 62.5 KHz resolution. Our reference off-source position for these observations 

was tested to be free of measurable CO line emission at these frequencies. The 

half-power beamsize was ~30" for the 230 GHz band observations and ~20" for 

the 345 GHz band. The adopted beam efficiencies for an extended soiurce were 

0.8 for the 230 GHz receiver and 0.7 for the 345 GHz receiver, interpolated from 

measurements of point sources and the full moon. 
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[C I] and CO Js4-3 (AST/RO) 

16;28;00 30 27:00 30 26:00 25:30 
R.A. (2000) 

Figure 3.1: Contextual overview of the main p Oph cloud. The grayscale image 

870 continuum map from Johnstone et al. (2000), atop which the locations 

of infrared sources, cloud cores, and the extent of our spectral line submillimeter 

maps are annotated. A region of infrared H2 emission indicative of a PDR front 

is labeled by a quadrilateral. 
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20 10 0 -10 -20 

20 10 0 -10 -20 
OffMt RA ('} 

K km/s 

Figure 3.2: 40' x 40' map centered near infrared source WLl in CO(4 3) (a) and 

[C iK^Pi -)• ^Po) (b). For CO(4 3) contours are in steps of 9a=7 K km s~  ̂start

ing at 20 K km s~  ̂For [C IK^PI ^PO) contours are in steps of 4<t=2 K km s~  ̂

starting at 6 K km s~ .̂ 
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(50",50") (30",100') (0",0") 

100 

60 

40 

-100 (-120",20") (35",-45") 

100 -too 
I km/i OffMt RA (•') I 

(-30",-50") 

Figure 3.3: 5' x 5' map from the HHT toward Elias 29 in CO(3 —> 2). Contours 

are in steps of 10 K km s~  ̂ starting at 30 K km s~  ̂ Spectra at 5 representative 

positions are depicted, with axis values ranging from —5 < Vtsft < 15 (km s"*̂ ) 

and -2 < T; < 21 (K). 
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HCO 3-2 HCO 4-3 

UW 

K km/« K Mil/* 

Figure 3.4: 5' x 5' and 6' x 5' maps from the HHT toward WL16 in C^®0 (2 -> 1) 

and HCO+(3 -*• 2). Sample spectra at the offset of Elias 29 (90", 10") are depicted 

above; the velocity scale is —1 < V^SR < 9 (km s~0 and the T* scale is 2K, 2K, 

and 0.5K per major division for C^®0(2 -> 1), HCO (̂3 2) and HCO" (̂4 3), 

respectively. 
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CO J=:2-1 

Figure 3.5: ~ 5' x 5' maps toward position EW4. in CO(2 -¥ 1) (left) and ^^CO(2 1) 

(right). ForCO(2 -*• l),contours are in steps of 15<T=5.5Kkms~^ starting at5.5Kkms~^. 

For ^^CO(2 -*• 1), contours are in steps of 9ff=3.9 K km s~  ̂ starting at 6.5 K km s"'̂ . 

For C'®0(2 1) contours are in steps of 6£r=1.6 K km s~  ̂starting at 4 K km s~ .̂ For 

CS(5 4) contours are in steps of 1.5<T=2 K km s"*̂  starting at 4 K km s"*̂ . Contours for 

HCO'̂ (3 -¥ 2) and HCO''"(4 3) are in steps of 2.5 K km s~  ̂starting at 4 K km s"*̂ . 
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0 -too -MQ 
OFFWL M C) 

K hin/t 
''®® K lun/t QftMiMr) 

-50 -100 -ISO -200 -250 
OffMt RA (") K lun/t 

Figure 3.6: 5' x 5' and 8' x 5' maps from the HHT toward ISO EW5 in (a) 

C^®0(2 -> 1) and (b) HCO"'"(3 2). (c) 3' x 6' map from the HHT toward the 

p Oph A cloud core, offset from ISO EW5, in HCO"*"(4 -> 3). Contours are spaced 

5,4, and 3 K km s~  ̂starting at 5,5, and 6 K km s~  ̂respectively. 
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3.2 The Gaseous Environment of Elias 29 

With a complementary palette of infrared and submillimeter line observations, it 

is of great interest to compare the analysis of both techruques for the line of sight 

toward Elias 29 before embarking on a submillimeter emission-line study of the 

entire p Oph molecular cloud. En route, we are entitled to a unique study of the 

molecular environment toward and around Elias 29. In particular. Figures 3.3-3.4 

depict HHT spectra and 5' x 5' maps of CO(3 2), C'®0 (2 1), HCO"*" (3 2) 

and (4 3) for the line of sight toward Elias 29. 

3.2.1 Line Excitation and Radiative Transfer 

In Chapter 2, we derive accurate column densities and temperatures for the ab

sorbing ^^CO toward Elias 29. Similarly, the (sub)millimeter emission line diag

nostics presented here can provide column density and temperature information 

for transitions of CO and its isotopomers under the assumption that the emission 

lines from these species are either optically thin, or moderate saturation correc

tions can be estimated and corrected for. Emergent spectral line intensities from 

molecular clouds are a product of the combined effects of molecular abundances, 

excitation, and physical and kinematic cloud structure. Explicit treatment of the 

level populations and transfer of line radiation is necessary to disentangle these 

components and obtain an accurate picture of the structure of molecular clouds. 

To coarse first approximation, we assume that the level populations can be de

scribed by a Boltzmarm distribution (i.e., local thermod5mamic equilibriiim, or 

LTE), and determine total CO column densities in a simplified and standard way 

(cf. Keene et al. 1987): 

(3.1) 
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where / TR dV is the maiii beam integrated interisity of the spectral line, Q is the 

partition function for the energy levels accessible under these interstellar condi

tions, gj is the statistical weight of level J, and Ajj, is the Einstein coefficient for 

a transition from rotational state J J'. A correction term, C(r), is applied for 

modest line optical depths (r < 3): 

In the case of CO and its isotopes, the populatiorts of the lowest rotational 

levels, with nominal Ucrit = 6 x 10  ̂cm"  ̂in the J = 1 0 transition to na-u = 

3.3 X lO"* cm~  ̂in the 7 = 4 -> 3 transition, should be thermalized to good ap

proximation for an adopted density of n > 10"' cm" ,̂ the density most cor\sistent 

with ISO observations of [C n] and [O I] line emission (Liseau et al. 1999). 

Because the excitation of submillimeter and THz-wave lines of CO and re

lated atoms and molecules may be subthermal, a more explicit calculation of the 

level populatioris is necessary. Assuming detailed balance and steady state, the 

equations of statistical equilibrium are solved iteratively with the level popula-

tior\s and corresponding column densities, using the LTE level populations as 

initial conditions. Using the observed linewidths, emergent line intensities and 

optical depths are computed using an escape probability formalism for radiative 

transfer (de Jong, Boland, & Dalgamo 1980). The competition between radiative 

and collisional processes in depopulating a particular energy level typically in

volves a large number of possible collisional transitions, the effects of radiative 

trapping of optically thick lines, and the rates of absorption and stimulated emis

sion. We adopt the collisional cross sections from Schinke (1985), Monteiro (1985), 

Schroder et al. (1991), Jaquet et al. (1992), and Flower (1990) for H2 interactions 

with CO, HCO"*", C°, C" ,̂ and 0°, respectively, and suitably scaled for the appro

priate kinetic temperature. The H2 ortho-para ratio is assumed to be thermalized 
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at the gas temperature. Interactions of 0° and with electrons are computed 

using rates from Pequignot (1990) and Blum & Pradhan (1992), respectively. 

o 

CO 

d 

Q. 
HCO o 

d 

250 150 200 50 100 

E ( K )  

Figure 3.7: Comparison of escape probability level populations with LTE as a 

function of energy above the groimd state, adopting n = IC* cm~  ̂ and Tk = 

25K, for column densities scaled from N(H2) = 2.5 x cm" .̂ LTE is a good 

approximation for the level populations of C°, C"*", and low-J CO in dark clouds. 

LTE is not palatable for species with high excitation conditions, which may be 

subthermally excited. 

A sample calculation highlights the differences in excitation between LTE 

and NLTE (escape probability) at moderate der̂ ities for various FDR-probing 

species. The results are plotted in Figure 3.7. A plane-parallel slab of N(H2)= 

2.5 X 10^2 cm~  ̂ and n = IC* cm~  ̂ radiates in lines of CO, C'®0, [C I], [C H], 

and [O II. C"  ̂and 0° are subject to Tk = 50 K, the other species feel Tk = 25 K. 

The level populations are compared to the predictions of LTE for the same total 

column densities as a function of energy above the ground state. The adopted 
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abundances for this illustrative example, relative to H2, are [CO] = 2 x 10 

[C^®01 = 4 X 10-̂  [C°] = 2 X 10-=, [C+] = 4 X 10"  ̂and [0°1 = 4 x 10"! 

The submillimeter fine structure lines of atomic carbon are exceptionally rep

resented by thermal excitation, as is [C U]. The very lowest rotational levels of 

C^®0 are thermalized, but the level populations rapidly depart from LTE for 

J>5. Our calculation of C^®0 line intensities favorably with the LVG models of 

Mauersberger et al. (1992), expected since LVG and escape probability models 

are functionally similar. It is useful to point out that in cold clouds with no hot

ter gaseous components, the lowest J levels of CO are the only levels that are 

populated, thusly LTE can often provide a reasonable approximation. Radiative 

trapping in optically thick low-J CO transitions maintains a thermal population 

distribution up to J<7, after which it too becomes subthermally excited. The 

high critical densities of HCO"  ̂and 0° lead to subthermal excitation in all lev

els above the ground state. Only the HCO'̂ (l 0) transition is close to LTE at 

n = 10"* cm" .̂ Careful accounting of the excitation and level populations of these 

species is especially critical to the correct interpretation of their spectra. 

3.2.2 Comparison of Infrared and Submillimeter Observations 

The excitation temperature, Tex = 24 ± 5K was determined from the observed 

C^®0(3 -> 2) and (2 -> 1) emission line ratio under the assumption of LTE. The 

J = 3 —> 2 data were convolved with a 34" Gaussian to match the J = 2 -> 1 

HHT beam. The excitation temperature is consistent with the rotational tempera

ture of 28K derived from the infrared absorption line measurements and is in the 

direction expected if the larger submillimeter beam encompasses colder gas that 

is less associated with Elias 29 itself. 

With two independent methods of measuring the CO column density, it is 

of interest to compare their respective results. Under the assumption of LTE 
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(Equation 3.1), we derive N(C^®0)= 1.7 x 10^® cm~ ,̂ which translates to N(CO)= 

8.6 X 10^® cm~ ,̂ assunung = 500 (Wilson & Rood 1994) and negligible 

optical depth in the C^®0(2 -> 1) line. The line center opacity should not be negli

gible however; treatment of the excitation and radiative transfer using the escape 

probability formalism {Tkin = 30 K, n = 10"*"® cm~ )̂ converges to a line center 

optical depth of TQ « 0.5. The corresponding saturation correction to the LTE 

model therefore increases the LTE estimate of N(C^®0) by 27%. The escape prob

ability formalism yields N(C^®0) « 1.1 x 10'® cm~ .̂ To summarize, all estimates 

of N(CO) produced by the various methods are provided in Table 3.2. 

These observations seem inconsistent with each other since absorption line 

measurements can probe only foreground gas, whereas the submillimeter beam 

can potentially probe the entire depth of the cloud - yet the CO column density 

measured by foreground infrared absorption is higher. The discrepancy can be ex

plained by considering the difference in beam sizes: our single-dish observations 

average the CO column over a rather coarse 3000 A.U. diameter, compared to 

the <1 A.U. column probed by infrared techniques. Clearly a different approach 

must be taken. 

3.2.3 Disentangling Multiple Cloud Components toward Elias 29 

The high column of CO observed by infrared line absorption might simply sug

gest that Elias 29 lies beyond the majority of the molecular cloud, perhaps be

yond it entirely. This is unlikely due to the youthful state of Elias 29 as a typical 

Qass I source (Wilking & Lada 1983) that has not had sufficient time to emerge 

from its parent cloud. More likely, a larger fraction of the infrared-absorbing col

umn stems from drcumstellar or envelope material in relative close proximity to 

Elias 29. Such gas would stem from a small solid angle, and thusly would be 

severely beam-diluted to coarse single dish radio beams. While linuted in an-
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Table 3.2. Derived Column Densities of Cold Gas Toward Elias 29 

Observation Method To N(H2) 

(10^  ̂cm~ )̂ 

H2 = 1 0 IR line absorption <0.1 2.6('') 

C^®0 emission LTEatT = 25K 0 

C'®0 emission escape probability 0.5 2.5('') 

Tk = 30K, n = lO'' cm-̂ ' 

Silicates *̂̂  ̂ IR absorption 1.5-3.5 2.5-6 

1.3 mm continuum dust/gas conversion 5_9(d) 

Direct measurement of cold gas from Chapter 2. 

Assuming C^®0/H2 = 4 x 10"  ̂ = 500 (Wilson & Rood 

1994) 

•̂̂ ^From Boogert et al. (2000), §3.2.8 

'̂'̂ From Motte et al. (1998), with Tdust = 15K and /ci.3mm = 0.005 — 

0.01 cm  ̂g~  ̂in a smaller 13" ~ 1500 A.U. beam 
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gular resolution, single-dish submillimeter observations offer the advantage of 

exceptional spectral resolution, which can be used to partially disentangle the 

origin and contribution of multiple velocity components. 

Figure 3.4 shows the line spectrum of (2 1) toward Elias 29 at 62.5 

KHz resolution (0.08 km s~ )̂. The line profile is clearly composed of multiple 

velocity components; as many as four are discemable, at 2.6 km s"^ 3.5 km s~^ 

4.2 km s~  ̂ and 5.0 km s~  ̂ VisRr with a weighted mean of 3.9 km s~  ̂ and Gaus

sian half-power line width (FWHM) of 2.6 ± 0.3 km s~^ Deconvolving the C^®0 

spectrum, the contribution to the total column density from each component, as

suming a constant T^x = 24K derived from the mean, is 20%, 35%, 25% and 20%, 

respectively. 

3.2.3.1 Dense Gas at VLSR = 5 km s"  ̂

The (sub)millimeter HCO"  ̂lines have a different kinematic signature, however, 

with only one component at 4.8 ± 0.1 km s~  ̂ and line width (FWHM) of 1.2 ± 

0.2 km s~  ̂ Clearly, at least the 2.6 km s~  ̂ and 3.5 km s"  ̂ components seen in 

(2 1) are not composed of this dense gas. The spatial distribution of 

C^®0 (2 -> 1) and HCO"*" (3 —> 2) is different as well. Although Elias 29 lies in 

a broad ridge of material as depicted by C^®0, within that ridge lies a narrow 

filament of dense gas depicted by spatially-unresolved HCO"*" (3 -> 2) emission; 

Elias 29 essentially lies at the central peak of this emission. Given the low inte

grated intensity ratio of HCO"*" (4-3)/(3-2), physical conditiorts in this kinematic 

component can be obtained. We use the escape probability formalism to model 

the transfer of radiation from a plane parallel cloud model as in § 3.2.2 and adopt 

the Monteiro (1985) cross sectior\s for HCO"''-H2 interactions, suitably scaled for 

the appropriate Tfc,„. A "normal" HCO"  ̂abundance of 1 x 10~®, corresponding to 

N(HCO'*")=6 X 10^  ̂cm~ ,̂ can reproduce the observed HCO"  ̂line intensities only 
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for Tfc = 15 ± 5 K and n  ~ 10® cm" .̂ While an enhanced HCO"*" abundance of 

3 X 10~® can fit the data for = 10 ± 3 K and n ~ 10"* cm~ ,̂ our nondetection 

of in the same transitions constrains the line center optical depths for 

HCO"*" (3 2) to a value not significantly higher than unity. Of special inter

est is an HCO"'" abundance of ~ 3 x 10~® at n = 10® cm~ ,̂ with T3-2 = 2.5 and 

r4_3 = 0.5, where the best fitting, subthermal, HCO""" excitation closely matches 

that of CO (Tfc « 25K). Figure 3.8 demonstrates the parameter space; in all cases 

Tie = 10—25 K, n ~ 10®"  ̂cm~ ,̂ and an enhanced HCO"  ̂abundance of (1—5) x 10~® 

is likely. We can safely attribute the entire VLSR = 5 km s~  ̂velocity component to 

the dense gas filament that is presumably giving rise to the formation of Elias 29. 

3.2.3.2 Resolved Foreground Gas at VLSR = 2.7,3.5, and 4.2 km s~  ̂

One question remains: how much of the submillimeter C^®0 emission and HCO"*" 

emission is "foreground" to Elias 29 and hence reflected in the infrared absorp

tion line measurements? Since the IR-derived column densities are larger than 

the submillimeter C^®0 measurements, the C^®0 abundance is either anomalous 

o r ,  m o r e  l i k e l y ,  b e a m  d i l u t i o n  p l a y s  a  m a j o r  r o l e .  T h e  t h e r m a l i z a t i o n  o f  t h e  J  < 0  

level populations in CO suggests that n « lO'' cm~  ̂in the foreground gas, while 

the nondetection of as HCO"*" above J = 2 suggests subthermal excitation for 

J > 2 and therefore n < 10® cm~ ,̂ neglecting radiative trapping (Figure 3.8). 

From the discussion of Boogert et al. (2002) and the self-absorbed profiles of 

CO(7 -> 6) toward Elias 29 (Kulesa & Walker 2002), we deduce that the remain

ing three C^®0 velocity profiles are principally dominated by foreground gas that 

fills the HHT beam, thereby accounting for up to N(CO)< 4 x 10^® cm~ ,̂ or <65% 

of the cold CO column deduced by infrared observations. The remaining column 

of cold CO must come firom the dense filament gas and/or the envelope material 

of Elias 29 itself, which i highly beam-diluted and therefore underrepresented in 
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Figure 3.8: Physical conditions derived for the line of sight to Elias 29 from the 

integrated intensities of HCO"  ̂3 2 and 4 -> 3 in the escape-probability formal

ism. The three fracks represent different abundances of HCO"*", and the length of 

the tracks represents the span of parameter space that reproduce the HCO"  ̂line 

ratios. An abundance of < 3 x 10~® allows subthermal excitation of HCO+ that 

matches CO, whose excitation temperature is plotted as a horizontal line, flarUced 

by Icr dotted lines. Higher abundances, limited by the nondetection of H^^CO"*", 

indicate colder conditions than demonstrated by CO. 

our submillimeter observations. For example, if the remaining infrared column 

of cold CO comprises < 50% of the total column of cold gas through the dense 

filament, the beam dilution factor is > 5, for a source size of < 15" = 2000 A.U. 

Finally, it is important to recognize that despite our preoccupation with low-

exdtation CO toward Elias 29, an additional ~ 1.3 x 10^® cm~  ̂ column of hot 

CO stems from the immediate drcumstellar environment of Elias 29 (Chapter 2; 

Boogert et al. 2000). Future infrared and THz-frequency spectroscopic observa
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tions of high resolving power will elucidate the kinematics, excitation and abun

dance of this material; yet even from these observations it seems inescapable that 

the high-exdtation gas must come from a region of higher broadening parame

ter, of order 10 km s~  ̂ (see Chapter 2) and almost certainly from the immediate 

circumstellar environment of Elias 29. 

3.2.3.3 On the Origin of Ices Toward Elias 29 

Boogert et al. (2002) present a thorough (sub)millimeter investigation of the 

Elias 29 line of sight to explain the origin of abundant ices detected by ISO in 

Boogert et al. (2000). Their single-dish results match ours within calibration un

certainties. Their inclusion of millimeter-wave interferometry permits the prob

ing of smaller scales than the coarse 3000 A.U. single-dish radio beams;' hence, 

they concentrate on envelope and disk modeling. In contrast, our high-quality in

frared CO measurements probe the same column of gas as the ISO "pencil beam" 

and allow a more direct assessment of the conditions in which ices may be form

ing. For example, the bulk of low-exdtation CO is well represented by a thermal 

distribution of energy levels at a temperature of 28K, which represents insuffi

cient energy to result in thermal processing of robust ices such as CO2 and H2O. 

Indeed, Boogert et al. (2000) do not find any evidence of crystallization or subli

mation of such ices in their ISO-SWS data. In sharp contrast, CO ice is sublimated 

at temperatures of only ~15-20K (Tielens et al. 1991), and the comparatively small 

column of solid CO toward Elias 29 (Boogert et al. 2000) suggests that thermal 

processing of CO ice has taken place in the foreground gas at T = 28K. Assuming 

the CO ice is distributed over the entire column of cold absorbing CO (including 

foreground clouds, ridge, envelope, and disk gas), the resulting lower limit on 

the CO depletion, defined by Nice(CO)/Ntotai(CO), is >3%. More reasonably, lim

ited to the colunm of CO in two of the measured foreground clouds, the depletion 
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is still only «6%, much lower than other lines of sight in the p  Oph and Taurus 

molecular clouds (Shuping et al. 2000; 2001). At the opposite extreme, if the 

CO ice is largely evaporated in the T=28K gas and is instead confined to a "skin 

layer" of CO at T = 12K (suggested by the level populatior\s in J = 0 and J = 1), 

the depletion is localized but high, ~75%. The conclusion remairts unchanged 

that polar HaO-containing ices remain unprocessed, whereas CO ices are being 

evaporated. Clear proof of substantial, if localized, CO depletion remains elusive 

for this line of sight. 

3.3 Morphology of the p Oph Cloud 

3.3.1 Large Scale CO and [C I] Emission 

With an effective mechaiusm for computing the NLTE level populations and 

emergent line intensities of interstellar atoms and molecixles, and a knowledge 

of the H2 and CO content of the line of sight toward Elias 29, we are prepared to 

explore the structure of the p Oph cloud. 
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Figure 3.9: Overlay of the AST/RO [C iK^Pi ^PQ) map contours atop the 

Abergel et al. (1996) ISOCAM image at 7 & 15 /xm. The [C I] emission is extended 

and generally follows the edges of warm dust emission expected for the illumi

nated surface of the molecular cloud. Crosses indicate cloud cores identified in 

Figure 3.1. The thick oval highlights a region of intense H2 and PAH emission 

indicative of a H2 photodissodation front, from Boulanger et al. (1999). 
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Figure 3.10: AST/RO spectra of optically-thick CO(4 —> 3) across the p Oph 

molecular cloud, resampled to a 4' grid for readability. Although the line pro

files are severely self-absorbed over the majority of the main cloud, Gaussian line 

profiles are observed throughout the periphery and yield estimates of the kinetic 

temperature. As in Figures 3.2 and 3.9, offsets are relative to the map center near 

infrared source WLl. The velocity width for each spectrum is 9 km s~  ̂and the 

corrected main beam temperature scale goes from -3 to 30K. 

In Figure 3.2 we present the AST/RO large scale maps in CO(4 -> 3) and 

[C iK^Pi ^PQ), centered near infrared source WLl. The peaks of the two maps 

differ by roughly one 3' beam, or 0.1 pc at the distance of the p Oph molecular 

cloud. The CO(4 -> 3) line emission is very optically thick (r « 10 )̂ where 
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is easily observed (Wilking & Lada 1983). We therefore expect the peak line 

intensity to trace the kinetic gas temperature at the r ~ 1 surface of the cloud's 

"CO atmosphere", facing Earth. In practice, however, this analysis is frustrated 

by self-absorption in the CO line profiles toward the cloud cores. Sample ^^CO 

spectra across the cloud are plotted in Figure 3.10. On all sides of the map, where 

the CO line profile is Gaussian, the corrected main beam anteima temperature is 

generally 10-15K although it peaks at 35K at offset (-20', 0'), consistent with PDR 

heating from HD 147889. The CO emission peak is spatially coincident with the 

filamentary western boundary of the cloud. This strongly implies the foreground 

heating of the CO boundary due to UV photoillumination and the subsequent 

competition for those photons by Ha molecules and dust grair\s. The warm CO 

is localized, suggesting that the rest of the molecular cloud's Earth-fadng "CO 

surface" is mosdy cold and not subject to a sigruficant radiation field. 

On the other hand, the overall structure of the [C iK^Pi ^Po) integrated 

intensity map more closely resembles the C^®0(1 —  ̂ 0) integrated intensity map 

toward p Oph taken by Wilking and Lada (1983) and matches the line intensities 

and profiles of Frerking et al (1989). The [C 1] map morphology generally does 

not match the CO(4 3) map, due to the large differences in line optical depth. 

Assuming that the [C I] level populations are thermalized at the CO excitation 

temperature (25-35K in the west, 20-25K in the map center, and 10-15K to the 

east), the principal [C Ij peak has a line center optical depth of < 1, similar to 

C'®0(1 0) (§3.3.2.1). Indeed, the line optical depth actually reaches a maximum 

of r = 1 at the second [C I] peak near p Oph E and F due to the lower kinetic 

temperatures expected there and the corresponding greater populations in the 

J=0 and J=1 levels. 

In Figure 3.9, we overplot the same AST/RO [C I] contours atop a gray-scale 
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line is shown in Figure 3.12, where a standard abundance ratio of 7.1 has been 

adopted for N(ci^oj • Although in the outermost PDR layers the selective disso

ciation of C^®0 due to reduced self-shielding will enhance this ratio (Plume et 

al. 1999), summed over the depth of the entire cloud, this estimate is likely to be 

reasonable for our estiniates. We see conclusively that the ^^CO(2 -> 1) emission 

is moderately optically thick with a line center optical depth of w 3; furthermore, 

the opacity in the (2-^1) transition of C^®0 is non-negligible, about 0.5. The 

modest optical depth leads to some radiative trapping which thermalizes the J<2 

levels for derisities of merely 10^ cm~^. The 2 —> 1 line profiles are fairly 

Gaussian except in the p Oph A cloud core, toward the northeast comer of the 

maps (Figure 3.11). Kinetic temperatures derived throughout the region are 20-

35K, peaking at the position of the p Oph A2 core (Motte et al. 1998) and along 

the warm dust filament that marks the western foregroand edge of the cloud. 
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Figure 3.11: HHT spectra of optically-thick CO and in the (2 —> 1) transi

tion toward the ISO EW4 position; integrated intensity maps may be found in 

Figure 3.5. Line profiles have been resampled to a 50" grid for readability. As in 

Figure 3.5, offsets are relative to the EW4 map center of Liseau et al. (1999). For 

the CO map, the velocity width for is 25 km s~^ and the corrected main beam 

temperature scale goes from -4 to 40K. For ^^CO, the velocity width is 15 km s""^ 

per spectrum, and the corrected brightness temperature scale goes from -4 to 30K. 
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Figure 3.12: The bottom panels show a plot of optical depth through the 

(2 1) and HCO"''(3 -)• 2) lines, assuming = 7.1 and N^H"fco+) ~ 

spectra used to create these profiles are displayed in the top panels. 

3.3.2.2 Abundance and Excitation of HCO"*" and CS 

While examiiung Figure 3.5, it is important to point out that no two tracers of 

molecular material appear alike in our maps, even those which should trace sim

ilar conditions. In the case of CO and its rare isotopomers, the differences result 

from radiative transfer and optical depth effects, probing different depths into the 

cloud. However, HCO"*" and CS line emission should be probing gas of high den
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sity, yet the emission line maps share nothing in common. Nor do they sample 

the same gas seen in C^®0 line enussion. 

For example, the emission in the C^®0 and HCO"^ trarisitions strongly peak 

toward the NE comer of our map, coincident with the p Oph A cloud core and 

protostellar source VLA1623 (Andre et al. 1993 and references therein). The C^®0 

emission in particular is roughly comparable to the (sub)millimeter continuum 

emission by Motte, Andre & Neri (1998), Wilson et al. (1999), and Johnstone et al. 

(2000). The C'®0 line emission differs principally in that the p Oph A core domi

nates, and the more filamentary structures seen in the continuum do not contrast 

as strongly. For example, VLA1623 is easily separated from the p Oph A core it

self in the IRAM and SCUBA maps, but is seen merely as the end of an elongated 

ridge of C^®0 line emission stemming from p Oph A and not distinguishable from 

it. 

Unlike CO and its isotopomers, HCO"^ emission is not prominent throughout 

the map; it is instead largely confined to a ring-like structure that includes the 

C^®0 core of p Oph A at its eastern edge. The ringed, filamentary structure is far 

more pronounced in HCO"*" than it is in submillimeter continuum emission or C^®0 

line emission, it is important to point out that the center of the "ring" shows no 

sign of HCO"*" self-absorption, as demonstrated by the line profile maps of Fig

ure 3.14, and H'^CO"** shows a similar drop in intensity at the center of the "ring". 

Two possibilities explain the heightened HCO"*" intensity around the p Oph core: 

[1] a heightened HCO"*" abundance due to enhanced cosmic ray flux/electron 

density and/or [2] the gas that comprises the prominent western ring is excep

tionally warm and subthermally exdted, or dense (n ~ 10® cm~^) and thermal-

ized. 

The column density and abundance of HCO"^ can be determined by observa-
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Figure 3.13: Physical cortditions derived from the iiitegrated intensities of HCO"^ 

3 2 and 4 -> 3 in the escape-probability formalism, for the southwest comer of 

the HCO"^ "ring" (EW4 offset 0", 60")- Four tracks represent different abundances 

of HCO"^, and the length of the tracks represents the span of parameter space that 

fit the available observations. An abundance of 3 x 10~® best matches the column 

density of if the isotopomer ratio is 70. The excitation temperature of 

CO is plotted as a horizontal line, flanked by Icr uncertainties as dotted lines. 

tions of H^CO"^. For example, a line opacity analysis for the HCO"*" peak at the 

EW4 offset (70", 70") which corresponds to VLA1623, is shown in Figure 3.12 as

suming pj(H"fco+) =70. The HCO''"(3 ->• 2) emission is optically thick with r «s 25 

at line center. Assuming that [HCO"^/H^^CO''']=70, N(HCO''")= 5 x 10^'* cm~^. To 

relate this value to that of CO and H2, the colunm density of C^®0 is calculated by 

measurement of its 3 2 and 2 -> 1 integrated intensities. The derived gas tem

perature is 25K, consistent with the observed peak anterma temperature of ^^CO, 

and the column density of cold C180 is computed to be 1.6 ± 0.3 x 10^® cm~^. 
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yielding N(H2)= 4 ± 0.9 x 10^^ an~^ if [C^®0]=4 x I0~^ (Wilson & Rood 1994) 

and a strongly enhanced HCO"*" abundance of 1.2 x 10~®. An essentially identical 

situation is seen in the peak of HCO"^ emission at the north-west comer of the 

HCO+ "ring" (see Figure 3.6, ISO EW5 offset -180", 180"). 

The abundance of HCO+ is not so high everywhere in the map. For example, 

the south-west comer of the HCO"^ "ring", at ISOEW4 offset (0", 60") can be seen 

in Figure 3.5. Based on the detection of optically-thin (3 2) emission 

of intensity 0.5 K km s"' and an estimated H2 column density of 2.5 x 10^^ cm~^ 

from the 2 -> 1 and 3-^2 lines of C^®0, the derived abundance of HCO"^ is 

3 X 10~®, somewhat enhanced but not unusual. The parameter space of kinetic 

temperature and density is plotted in Figure 3.13. The excitation of HCO"^ is 

consistent with CO if the excitation is subthermal at a derisity slightly less than 

10®. Higher densities suggest that the HCO"*" stems from a colder environment 

than probed by CO line emission. 

The CS molecule is often adopted as a tracer of high density envirorunents 

like HCO+, yet CS 5 -> 4 line emission in the p Oph region looks very different 

from HCO""". The p Oph A core is nearly indistinguishable from the high column 

density plateau in which it sits. The abundance of CS at the south-west comer of 

the filament, at the excitation conditions of CO and HCO"*" (T^ = 25K) varies from 

7 X 10~^° relative to H2 at a density of 10^ cm"^ to 10® if subthennally-exdted at 

n = 10® cm~^. The derived abundances are weakly dependent on excitation tem

perature between 20 and 50K. The CS distribution peaks ii\stead at the p Oph A2 

core (Motte et al. 1998). The abundance, given a kinetic temperature of 35K 

from the C^®0 measurements, is higher; 2 x 10~® at n = 10^ cm~^ to 3 x 10~® at 

n = 10® cm~^. The CS line profQe has a red wing, indicating that it contributes to 

a dense outflow in the region; indeed, the line profiles of ^^CO and C^®0 also indi-
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Figure 3.14: HHT spectra of HCO"*" (4 3) toward the p Oph A cloud core, offset 

coordinates are from the ISO EW5 position of Liseau et al. (1999). Integrated 

intensity maps may be found in Figure 3.4. Line profiles have been resampied to 

a 40" grid for readability. The velocity width is 10 km s~^ per spectrum, and the 

corrected brightness temperature scale ranges from -4 to 15K. 

cate the presence of higher velocity material. The enhanced CS abundance could 

be explained by the return of sulphur from dust grains to the ISM via heating and 

shocks in the outflow. 

3.4 PDR Modeling of the p Oph Cloud 

3.4.1 Vidruty of the p Oph A Core 

The map that coincides with ISO pointing "EW4" (Liseau et al. 1999) slices 

through the southern-most portion of the hot dust filament seen in the Abergel 

et al. (1996) ISOCAM image, at the edge of a region loosely interpreted as the 
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photoilluminated edge of the p Oph cloud. It also lies immediately adjacent to 

the p Oph A cloud core. Owing to the large amount of high-quality data toward 

EW4, we will initially focus our analysis toward this region. 

3.4.1.1 Column Densities 
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Figure 3.15: Composite spectra from the HHT (with convolved 6FWHM = 3.5') 

plotted on same velocity axis as the AST/RO CO(4 -> 3) and [C I] lines. 

The range of telescopes used to obtain these data result in half-power beam 

sizes that vary widely between emission lines. To compare the derived column 

EW4 Position Spectra 

C0(4-3) 

C0(2-L) 
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Table 3.3. Resulting colunm densities toward ISO-EW4, 

Position Species I T f t d V  Ntot iV(H2) 

(A'^) (cm~^) 

Offset (70",70") 

HCO+ 22 5 X 10^-* 

C^80 26 1.6 X 10^® 4.0 X 10^2 

Offset (0",60") 

HCO+ 14 7.5 X 10" 

C^80 16 1.0 X 10^® 2.5 X 10^2 

3.5' convolved beam 

(0", 0") 13.5 7.7 X 10^5 2.0 X 1022 

"CO 49.1 8.2 X 10^® 2.9 X 1022 

densities in a consistent way, we convolve our HHT spectra to the resolution of 

AST/RO (3.5') and ISO (1.1')- An indirect comparison between AST/RO and ISO 

observations can then be established via the convolved HHT maps. The con

volved spectra, with AFYVKM = 3.5', are plotted in Figure 3.15 along with the EW4 

position spectra of CO(4 3) and [C I] from AST/RO. 

The ratio of integrated intensities of C^®0 in its (3 2) and (2 —^ 1) transitions 

yields Tex = 22K for those levels under LTE. An escape probability calculation 

using the integrated intensities of observed C^®0 and ^^CO lines yields the col

umn densities listed in Table 3.3 for Tkin = 30 K and n > 10^ cm~^, implied by 

the antenna temperature of "CO 2 1, the homogenous PDR modeling of far-
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infrared lines toward ISO-EW4 by Liseau et al. (1999), and the observed [O I] and 

HCO"^ lines in the beam, both of which have critical densities above 10® cm~^. The 

resulting H2 column density is estimated to be 2.1 x 10^^ cm"^, which corresponds 

to Ay = 26 using standard R=3.1 dust grains, or Ay = 18 using R=4.5, likely to be 

more appropriate to dense molecular environments like p Oph (Carrasco, Strom, 

& Strom 1973). The derived H2 column density from is 40% higher than 

that derived from C^®0; however its higher optical depth, unmeasured excitation 

temperature and non-Gaussian line profile suggests that the C^®0 observations 

are likely to be more reliable. Furthermore, the escape-probability-calculated op

tical depths of the C'®0 lines are consistent with the previous LTE analysis that 

contributed Figure 3.12. 

The total column densities for C°, C"^ and 0° can only be calculated with 

knowledge of their excitation. As only one line is reliably observed for each of 

these species, we will now appeal to PDR models to provide the radiation field 

and excitation as a function of depth into a cloud, and will attempt to match 

all available observations. One can then elucidate the types of regions from 

which these three species must radiate, thereby disentangling some of the physi

cal structure of the p Oph PDR. 

Liseau et al. 1999 have already performed an analysis of the [O I] and [C U] 

emission in their ISO-LWS spectra using homogeneous PDR models, and we will 

extend their results to include the CO, HCO"*" and [C I] results presented here. We 

will also discuss two models of simple inhomogeneous clouds, which are offered 

to provide a better fit to all available observations. 

3.4.1.2 Homogeneous PDR's 

The archetypal PDR model invokes a plane parallel slab of constant density, illu

minated by a source of ulfraviolet photor\s scaled by the local interstellar radia-
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Table 3.4. Homogeneous PDR model results for ISO-EW4 

Diagnostic Observed Modeled Reference 

[C n] 158 urn 2.4 x lO-*2.5 x 10"'' Kaufman et al. (1999) 

[O I] 63 ̂ m/[C n] 158/xm 0.43 0.4 Thispaper^ 

0.9 KauBiian et al. (1999) 

[C I] -• 3Po 2.3 X 10"® 3.5 X 10-® Kaufman et al. (1999) 

2.4 X 10"® This paper^*") 

CO(2 -> 1) / [C n] 158 nm - 50 100 Kaufiman et al. (1999) 

HCO'^(4 3) 5.9 K*km s"^ 0.36 K km s"'^ This paper^''^ 

Win ergs ^ cm ^ sr 

Cloud model follows that of van Dishoeck & Black (1988), see text 
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tion field, luv (also Go=Iuv x 2.23). We adopt the PDR model results of Kaufman et 

al. (1999) and develop models following the methods described in van Dishoeck 

& Black (1988) with updated molecular data and the inclusion of a more stratified 

temperature structure. Given the excitation temperature derived from the 63 ^m 

[O Ij transition, and based on Figure 1 of Kaufman et al. we estimate a radiation 

field of luv ~ 30 for position ISO-EW4. We adopt a mean density of 2 x 10'' cm~^, 

which fits the the 63 ^m [O I] and 158 /xm [C n] line emission as per Liseau et al. 

(1999), with a slab of total column density N(H2) = 2 x lO^^cm"^. The resulting 

PDR front in is predicted to be that depicted in Figure 3.16. The formation 

of H2 in the PDR model fixes the chemistry and formation of molecules in the 

shielded molecular region behind the Ha PDR front. The gradual formation of 

H2 at low A ,̂ as compared to models of much higher IUV/^H/ highlights p Oph 

as a low-exdtation PDR. 

Our models predict the correct line intensity for [C I] ̂ Pi ^Po emission, 2.3 x 

10 erg s~^ cm~^ sr~^ though the Kaufman et al. (1999) models overestimate the 

[C I] flux by a factor of 50%. Both models similarly fit the 158 /xm [C n] and 63 

/zm [O I] line intensity within the observational uncertainties. As described by 

Liseau et al. (1999), the 145 ^m [O I] emission is underproduced by an order of 

magnitude in the models. Furthermore, the observed intensity of HCO"'"(3 2) 

and (4 3), with critical densities of ~ 2 x 10® and ~ 1 x 10^ cm"^, respectively, 

is not reproducible at n ~ lO'* cm~^ unless the excitation is exceptionally hot 

(T > 300K) and subthermal. Such conditions are not indicated by the relative 

intensities of the HCO"'"(3 2) and (4 —> 3) lines, which are more consistent with 

a thermalized population at T«s 20K, similar to CO. Higher densities are simply 

necessary to create sufficient submillimeter HCO"^ emission. A natural way to 

account for the discrepancy in excitation is to adopt a heterogeneous model for 
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Figure 3.16: Depth dependence of hydrogen abundances for the best fit PDR 

model: TIH = 2 x 10"* cm~^ and luv = 30 for the ISO-EW4 pointing within the 

p Oph clpud. 

the physical structure of the region. 

3.4.1.3 Clumpy PDR's 

The simplest heterogeneous models for PDR's involve the consistent composi

tion and weighting of two homogeneous PDR models. That is, we consider a 

plane-parallel slab of gas containing dense clumps of gas randomly embedded in 

a more diffuse interclump medium, and illuminated by an ultraviolet radiation 

field. The dense clumps individually receive an attenuated radiation field based 

on the amoimt of interver\ing diffuse material photons must travel to reach the 

clump. We consider two cases: one in which the clump-interclump density con-
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Table 3.5. Inhomogeneous PDR, contrast = 30: 3 x 10^ cm ^ & 10® cm"^ 

Diagnostic Observed Modeled 

[C n] 158 /xm 2.4 X 10-'» 2.0 X 10-'' 

[01163 nm/ [C n] 158 /im 0.43 0.36 

[C I] 3Pi ^Pq 2.3 X 10-® 2.1 X 10-® 

CO(2 -> 1) 1.2 X 10-® 1.0 X 10"® 

HCO+(4 3) 5.9Kkms-^ 1.6 K km s-^ 

In ergs ^ cm~^ sr ^ 

Table 3.6. Inhomogeneous PDR, contrast = 1000: 10^ cm~^ & 10® cm~^ 

Diagnostic Observed Modeled 

[C nl ^P3/2 'Pl/2 2.4 X 10" -4 (a) 1.8 X lO-* 

[O I] 63 fim/ [C n] 158 nm 0.43 1.0 

[C 11 3Po 2.3 X 10" -6 (a) 2.8 X 10-® (») 

CO(2 1) 1.2 X 10" -6 (o) 1.0 X 10-® W 

HCO+(4 3) 5.9 K kms-^ 5.2Kkms-i 

^°^In erg s ^ cm ^ sr ^ 
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trast is 30:1 (10® and 3 x 10^ cm~^), and a second in which the contrast is 1000:1 

(10® and 10^ cm~^). The clumps are assumed to be spherical, 0.1 parsecs in di

ameter, with a volume filling factor of 0.1 and 0.2, respectively, so as to keep the 

mean density comparable to the homogeneous models, n « 10"* cm~ .̂ The clump 

sizes are consistent with the assumed sizes for clumps in other multicomponent 

PDR models (e.g. Meixner & Tielens 1993; Spaans 1996) and correspond to the 

angular size of major C^®0 and HCO"^ condensations in our spectral line maps. 

The two inhomogenous PDR models give similar qualitative results, which 

are summarized in Figure 3.17. The large majority of the [C I] ^Po emission 

comes from the diffuse interclump medium, as has been suggested by Spaans 

(1996) and MT93, among others. The interclump medium exceeds the low criti

cal density and excitation energy needed to produce significant [C I] line emis

sion, and as the interclump medium dominates the filling factor of the region, it 

dominates the production of [C I] ^Pi ^PQ. This is especially true of the high-

density-contrast model. The excitation of the [C I] is expected to be similar to 

that of and C^®0, which is borne out by the similar distribution of [C II and 

C^®0 in p Oph, as well as the sinularities in line opacity and profile. 

The somewhat higher excitation temperatures and critical densities of [C H] 

emission make its point of origin slightly more ambiguous. Almost 2/3 of the 

[C n] emission still arises in the interclump region, but the remaining line emis

sion stems from the warm surface layers of the denser clumps, particularly those 

least embedded in the interclump gas. 

Low-J line emission is highly saturated, and hence comes from the r ~ 

1 stirface layer of the molecular cloud "atmosphere" at the frequency of each 

CO line, and are equally excited in the interclump medium and the surfaces of 

the clumps that are near the PDR "surface". As the emergent line intensity is 
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weighted by filling factor, most low-J line emission comes from the diffuse in-

terclump gas. As one moves into the submillimeter and far infrared bands, the 

less-saturated high-J lines arise most prominently from the warm, dense clump 

surfaces. Line emission from the isotopically rare species, especially C'®0, comes 

more from the UV-shielded cloud contents, as the reduced self-shielding of the 

rarer spedes in the UV-dominated transition regions leads to isotope-selective 

dissociation and fractionation, but is similarly dominated by the interdump com

ponent. The lower line optical depth in these trar\sitions probes the depth of the 

entire doud, not just the surface layers seen in low-J ^^CO. 

Far-infrared [O I] ^FQ ^ Pi and submillimeter HCO"^ line emission is only 

effidently produced at higher densities, so it doesn't sigiuficantly contribute to 

the line emission in the interdump medium, but instead stems from the dense 

dumps. The HCO"*'(4 -> 3) and (3 -> 2) emission is readily exdted at low tem

peratures, and therefore stems from the UV-illimunated PDR surfaces of dumps 

as well as the cold, shielded, molecular dump interiors. The relatively high 228K 

exdtation energy of the [O I] ^Po -> ^Pi transition limits the vast majority of the 

intense [O I] emission to the warm surfaces of the dumps. However, if atomic 

oxygen is not entirely bound up in molecules like CO, H2O, or depleted onto 

dust grains in the shielded cores of dense douds, it can emit at detectable levels 

even at relatively cold temperatures (Tjt = 10 — 20IQ, but only at high densities 

(n 10® cm~^). Indeed, it now seems certain that O2 is not a significant repos

itory of elemental oxygen in molecular douds (cf. Goldsmith et al. 2000, and 

references therein); however, the nature of oxygen depletion in molecular douds 

is still debated enthusiastically. 

A narrow range of density contrast is required to simultaneously account for 

the modest sfrength of the 63 /im [O I] and submillimeter HCO"^ emission. At the 
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higher densities (n ~ 10® cm~^) needed to stimulate significant HCO"*" (4 -> 3) 

emission, [O I] emission can become very efficient and rapidly overwhelms the 

158 nm [C II] intensity for normal interstellar conditions, contrary to ISO-LWS 

observations of p Oph where [C n] emission is dominant (Liseau et al. 1999; 

Kauhnan et al. 1999). However, clumps with nonuniform (power law) density, 

n(r), are theoretically expected and naturally satisfy both excitation conditions. 

As such, submillimeter HCO"^ emission would then originate primarily firom the 

dense cores of the clumps (n > 10® cm"^), whereas the [O I] emission would stem 

from the warmer "surfaces" of the clumps (n « 10® cm~^). 

HI Hjl  

uv 

uv 

ICO 

HCO 

HCO HCX) 

Figure 3.17: Illustration of a clumpy PDR and the physical region each emission 

line probes. 

3.4.2 Other ISO positions 

Our large scale maps of [C I] overlap with all 13 pointings of ISO-LWS from 

Liseau et al. (1999). We can therefore perform limited (homogenous) PDR mod

eling toward a 1-dimensional east-west cross section of the p Oph cloud. In Fig-
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Table 3.7. PDR Modeling of a p Oph cross-section; n = 10'' cm~^ 

RAOffset^") /uv ^PDR N(H2) 63/xm [O I]/ 609/im [C 11 

(from WLl) (K) (cm"'^) 158/im [C n] (ergs'i cm~2 sr"^) 

-18'=EW1 90 200 6 X 1021 0.4 1 X 10-® 

-6'=EW5 30 100 1 X 1022 0.5 2 X 10"® 

3'=EW8 20 100 1 X 1022 0.2 1.5 X 10-® 

18'=EW13 10 50 4 X 1021 0.1 8 X 10-^ 

(")"EW" positions correspond to Liseau et al. (1999) 

ure 3.18, we plot the cross-sectional intensities of 158^m [C U], 63/im [O I] and 

609^m [C II line emission. As described in Liseau et al. (1999), the [C O] line 

emission decreases as projected distance from HD 147889 increases, tracing the 

incident radiation field upon the p Oph PDR. With a high critical density, the 

[O I] flux traces /uv and especially n. [C 1] line emission however shows a dif

ferent spatial relation, instead following the cold gas column density as traced 

by C^®0 (for comparison, see Wilking & Lada 1983); the two maxima in the [C 1] 

distribution occur as the cross-sectional slice skirts the edges of the p Oph A and 

p Oph B2 cloud cores. 

As in § 3.4.1.2, we use the ISO-LWS integrated intensities of 158 /im [C n] 

and 63 ^m [O 1] line emission to estimate /uv and n. The thickness of the PDR 

model is decreased with increasing projected distance from HD 147889 in order 

to correctly recover the correct [C I] line intensities. Model results for four repre

sentative points along the east-west cross section are presented in Table 3.7. 
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Figure 3.18: Iritensities of 158/im [C IXJ, 63^m [O I] and 609/im [C I] line emission 

along the ISO east-west cross-section of the p Oph cloud 

3.4.3 Directly Probing the Western H2 PDR Front 

Mapping across the western PDR front at (sub)millimeter wavelengths in more 

species will clarify the cloud geometry at its "surface". However, long slit in

frared specfroscopy of the region will also allow fluorescing H2 emission to be 

detected and analyzed, directly probing the incident UV field, PDR density, and 

geometry of the H I/H2 transition region at Ay ~ 1. Such observatioi\s would 

neatly complement the type of far-infrared and submillimeter observations de

scribed in this paper. A hint of the utility of infrared H2 emission comes from 
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the preliminary data of Boulanger et al. (1999), who present Ha emission in the 

0-0 S(0) through S(7), and 1-0 S(l) transitions. The Ha emission is observed to 

be coincident with both PAH emission in the thermal IR and the filamentary dust 

structure seen with ISOCAM at 7 and 15 fun. The non-thermal population of high 

Ha rotational levels coupled with photoilluminated PAH emission suggests that 

UV fluorescence, rather than thermal shocks, are likely to be responsible for the 

Ha excitation. 

A near-infi:ared spectrum at 1 - 2.5 fim would clarify the Ha excitation; in

deed, long-slit infrared spectroscopy of Ha would dramatically help illuminate 

the physical conditions and overall structure of the cloud. The relative intensities 

of ro-vibrational Ha lines are chiefly sensitive to the excitation mecharusm. Fig

ure 3.19 highlights a synthetic Ha spectrum of moderate resolution (R = A/ AA ~ 

2200) in the K-band window, from 2.0-2.5 /xm. The two excitation mechanisms 

depicted are thermally excited emission at T = 2000K, such as that commonly 

seen in shocks, and ultraviolet-pumped fluorescence at a density of n = 10'' cm~^ 

and luv ~ 30 (from Black & van Dishoeck 1987 and Draine & Bertoldi 1996), suit

able for the p Oph PDR picture we have discussed above. Significant excitation of 

higher vibrational levels {v' > 1) is a characteristic signature of radiative excita

tion, although at high densities (n > 10® cm~^), the radiative spectrum begir\s to 

thermalize (see discussion in, e.g. Draine & Bertoldi 1996; Kulesa et al. 2001). The 

intensity of fluorescing 1-0 S(l) emission at 2.12183 fim can be used to sensitively 

and directly probe the incident UV radiation field (see esp. Figure 5 of Black & 

van Dishoeck 1987). 

Spectroscopy of fluorescent Ha emission can also elucidate the location of the 

Ha dissociation region relative to the rest of the molecular cloud. For example, 

the Ha 1-0 S(0,1) and 1-0 Q(2,3) line pairs arise from the same upper states. As 
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Figure 3.19: Synthetic spectrum of H2 emission at 2 /xm, observed with a resolving 

power of 2000. Solid line: ultraviolet pumped radiative excitation; Dotted line: 

thermal emission at T=2000K. The intensity scale for both plots is scaled to the 

brightness of the 1-0 S(l) line. 

these are both intrinsically weak electric-quadrupole transitions, the effects of 

self-absorption can be safely neglected. Thus the relative intensities of these two 

lines are functions ortiy of their relative spontaneous radiative transition proba

bilities and photon energies. For example: 

«Q{3) iQ(3) As(i) 

/ .1 A •'S(l) ^S(l) '^Q(3) 

for the quadrupole H2 A-values computed most recently by Wolniewicz, Sim-

botin & Dalgamo (1998). 

In Table 3.8, line ratios are tabvilated for visual extinction (Ay) from 0 to 40. 

Such measurements, combined with the intertsity of the emission, would not only 

constrain the physical conditions in which H2 is dissociated, but also would clar-
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Table 3.8. H2 u = 1 0 line ratios as a function of increasing extinction 

Ay IQ(3)/IS(1) Is(i) 

0 0.703 3.5 X IQ-® 

5 0.785 2.0 X IQ-® 

10 0.875 1.1 X IQ-® 

20 1.09 3.7 X 10-7 

30 1.36 1.2 X 10-7 

40 1.70 3.9 X 10"® 

^"^Extinguished intensity of 

1-0 S(l), in erg s~^ cm~^ sr~^ 
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ify whether the UV-illuminated surface that is fluorescing in Ho is on the front or 

back side of the p Oph cloud. 

For example, at /uv = 50 and n ~ 10'' cm~^, the expected Ha 1-0 S(l) line 

intensity is modest, about 3.5 x 10~® erg cm~^ sr'^ If the observed 1-0 S(l) 

emission (from Boulanger et al. 1999) originates from the back side of the cloud, 

as does the rest of the [C II] emission, the near-IR Ha emission would have to 

pass through a mean column density loosely equivalent to Ay ~ 25, assuming a 

mean reference value of the gas/dust extinction ratio of 1.59 x 10^^ cm"^ mag"^ 

measured in diffuse interstellar clouds. This translates to a mean extinction of 

~ 3 magnitudes at 2.12 ^m, interpolating the Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) infrared 

extinction curve. This would extinguish the H2 1-0 S(l) line flux by a factor of ~ 

17, to 2.1 X 10"^ erg s~^ cm~^ sr~^ Noting this faintness, and pending photometric 

calibration of the H2 1-0 S(l) images of Boulanger et al. (1999), we predict that 

the H2 emission instead comes from a region of molecular material on the front 

side of the cloud that is not shielded from HD 147889 and therefore is subject 

to photodissodation. A schematic view of the p Oph PDR might then look like 

Figure 3.20. 

3.5 Summary 

In this paper, we have attempted to exploit the complementary information af

forded by improvements in infrared and submillimeter specfroscopic instrumen

tation. 

Absorption lines of CO have been detected in the t; = 2 <- 0 band at 2.34 

via spectra of high S/N and high resolution (« 6 km s~^) toward the em

bedded young stellar object Elias 29. These observations demonstrate that for 

J < 6, the CO level populations are thermalized at a temperature of 28 ± 0.9 K, 
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Figure 3.20: Schematic diagram of the p Oph dark cloud, with PDR surfaces high

lighted in black. The concave back side of the cloud, per Liseau et al. (1999), bears 

the bulk of the UV radiation field from HD 147889. However, if the extinction to

ward the H2 emission (Boulanger et al. 1999) is low, the "filament" PDR on the 

western edge of the dense molecular cloud likely represents a foreground PDR 

region that is not shadowed from HD 147889 by the rest of the cloud. The de

picted dark cloud is also surrounded by a diffuse "halo" of gas and dust. 

with a total column density of 6.4 ± 0.4 x 10^® cm~^ in cold gas. An additional 

« 1.3 ± 0.4 X 10^® cm~^ is indicated by high-J observations of the u = 1 ^ 0 band 

at low resolution by ISO. Comparison with (sub)millimeter observations of C^®0 

and HCO"*" yields conflicting results, which, combined with the high resolving 

power of the submillimeter data, allow some of the excitation and kinematic com

ponents of the gas along the line of sight to Elias 29 to be disentangled. The sub-

millimeter line observations preferentially sample spatially-resolved foreground 
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gas, whereas a substantial portion of the infrared absorption stems from the lo

calized Elias 29 ridge, envelope, and disk. 

In this paper we present large scale maps (40' x 40'), obtained with AST/RO, 

in CO(4 3) and [C iK^Pi ^Po) centered near the infrared source WLl in the p 

Ophiuchi molecular cloud. [C iK^Pi -> ^Po) emission is extended on large scales, 

resembles the C^®0 column density map presented by Wilking and Lada (1983), 

and generally follows the edges of warm dust emission expected for the illumi

nated surface of the molecular cloud. The optically-thick CO (4 3) emission 

traces the CO "surface" of molecular clouds and is sfrongest (hottest) at the west-

em boundary of the molecular cloud, adjacent to exciting B2V star HD 147889. 

Adjacent ro-vibrational H2 emission, cospatial with a western filamentary struc

ture in the hot dust continuum at 7 & 15 ^m and in PAH enussion, provides 

evidence for a new foreground PDR. This is in contrast to the rest of the cloud, 

which appears to be illuminated on the far side by HD 147889. Additional H2 

spectroscopy is needed to verify these suppositions. 

We also present smaller scale maps (~ 5' x 5'), taken with the HHT, in C^®0(2 

1), C^80(3 -> 2), i3CO(2 -> 1), CO(2 -> 1), HCO+(3 ^ 2) and HCO+(4 -> 3) to

ward a single region (EW4) in the AST/RO map, chosen to overlap with [C HJ 

and [O II observations made by Liseau et al. (1999) with ISO-LWS. The C^®0 

structure of the p Oph A core is directly comparable to recent submillimeter con

tinuum emission, however HCO"^ line emission is concentrated in a ring-like 

structure. Modeling of the HCO+ ring in comparison to CO suggests that the 

condensations are due to both a higher HCO~^ abundance and a single dense gas 

component with n 10® cm~^. Although it stems from predominantly dense gas 

also, the emission from CS varies more with abundance and less from the con

tribution form dense gas or column density. The p Oph A cloud core contributes 
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to a plateau of CS emission, but the actual CS peak is coincident with the rela

tively minor p Oph A2 core instead. Shock and outflow chenustry is suspected to 

contribute to a higher CS abundance in this region. 

We used the emission lines presented in this paper to infer column densities of 

all optically thin species toward ISO-EW4, and three other positions examined by 

ISO-LWS. We used the indirect determinations of Ha column density from C^®0 

and with PDR models to constrain the physical conditions in which [O I] 

and [C n] line emission is observed (Liseau et al. 1999). We model the phys

ical structure of the p Oph PDR in the traditional homogeneous, plane-parallel 

formalism, and obtain self-consistent fits to most available observations. How

ever, the luminous and clumpy submillimeter HCO"^ emission directly implies 

dense substructure. We adopt a simple two-component PDR model, featuring 

a diffuse interclump medium in which dense clumps reside, to account for the 

HCO""" emission. In this picture of the physical structure of the PDR, we are able 

to attribute emission from different species to different physical locations within 

the p Oph PDR. We find that [C nl and [C I] emission predominantly arises from 

the lower density interclump gas. Low-J CO emission stems predominantly from 

the interclump regions, and yet-tmobserved high-J emission should stem from 

the denser clumps. Submillimeter HCO"^ and infrared [O II emission stems from 

the clumps and clump surfaces, respectively, and indicate clump surface temper

atures of 50 — 200 K, an ulfraviolet radiation field with luv ~ 10 — 90 (Go ~ 10^), 

densities of 10® to 10® cm~^, and interior temperatures of < 20K. 

The mapping ability and sensitivity to rare species afforded by (sub)millimeter 

emission has long been recognized. Its power is dramatically erJianced, however, 

by combining it with the accuracy and detectability of crucial molecules (such as 

CO and Ha) provided by infrared techniques. This duality is not only powerfully 
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evident from this kind of analysis, but, with the advent of multi-element imag

ing spectrometers at submillimeter wavelengths and cryogenic high-dispersion 

infrared spectrometers on large telescopes, it has become timely as well. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FORMATION, EXCITATION AND SURVIVAL OF MOLECULAR 

HYDROGEN AND ITS IONS IN HOSTILE ENVIRONMENTS 

Observing the infrared spectrum of in emission is an interesting possibility. One 

remembers the strong and pure emission lines observed in planetary atmospheres. 

B. McCall (2001) 

It is traditional to view the role of interstellar molecules as probes of cold, 

quiescent environments. Indeed, the bulk of interstellar molecules are found in 

the interiors of clouds with T ~ lOK and sheltered from the ambient interstellar 

radiation field. However, new and exciting examples of molecules flourishing 

in the presence of energetic radiation, high temperatures, and with superthermal 

velocity distributions are being foimd. 

Several molecular ions are observed in interstellar gas (Table 4.1). These and 

other unobserved ior\s are expected to play important roles in driving gas-phase 

chemistry - their existence alone is proof that ion-molecule reactions are at least 

partially responsible for the remarkably complex interstellar chemistry. With the 

confirmation of these chemical networks by the detection of the pivotal ion H^, 

the abundances of the observed ions can be satisfactorily explained given what is 

known about the fluxes of ionizing photons, cosmic rays, and the reactions with 

neutrals and electrons that remove these ions. Two exceptioi\s are exceptional: 

CO"^ and CH"*". These species, like Hj, are especially reactive and are destroyed 

on virtually every collision with H, H2 and e". The short chemical lifetimes of 
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Table 4.1. Observed Interstellar Molecular Ions 

CH+ CO+ SO+ 

H2D+ HCO+ HCS+ Hcx:+ 

N2H+ HCNH+ HOCO+ H3O+ 

H2COH+ HC3NH+ 

these two species make it difficult to account for their observable abundances 

in the interstellar gas. CH"*" is widely observed through its absorption lines su

perimposed on the visible spectra of background stars (Gredel, van Dishoeck, & 

Black, 1993; Gredel, 1997) and its abundance, [CH'^/Ha] > 10~®, has presented a 

challenge for all theories of interstellar chemistry: gas phase chemical sources of 

observed CH fail by factors of 100 or more to explain the comparable abundance 

of CH"^. It has been proposed that the endoergic reaction 

C+ + Hz ->• CH+ + H -  (0.398 eV) (4.1) 

is the main source of interstellar CH"*", but in a disturbed component of the gas. 

The superthermal component of interstellar gas that is associated with widespread 

turbulence might supply the energetic collisions of reaction (1), but the nature of 

the turbulence and its chemical effects are controversial (Spaans, 1995; Duley et 

al., 1992; Hartquist, Dyson, & Williams, 1992; Falgarone, Pineau des Forets, & 

Roueff, 1995). 

A new chapter has been added to the story of CH"*" through the recent dis
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covery of several pure rotational transitions in emission in the far-IR spectrum 

of the planetary nebula NGC 7027, which has a substantial molecular envelope 

(Cemicharo et al., 1997). This is an example of an environment that is hazardous 

for molecules of any sort, as it lies at the boundary of a nebula of gas that has 

been heated to a kinetic temperature Tk w 10"* K and highly photoioiuzed by the 

radiation of a star of surface temperature T, = 1.4 x 10^ K. 

In this Chapter, we explore the role of H2 and its ions and in two 

intriguing new environments where they were previously unexpected: 

• the observation of line emission in the circumstellar disk of the Herbig 

AeBe star HD 141569 holds profound implications for the physics, chem

istry of circumstellar disks around higher mass stars and the detectability 

of the planet-forming process. 

• the detection of Ha ro-vibrational line emission from two filaments of the 

Crab Nebula raises important questions about the formation, excitation, 

and survival of molecules in harsh photoionizing environments and serves 

as a local analog of e.g. molecular tori around AGN. 

4.1 The Origin of in Circumstellar Disks 

Planet formation has long been known to be tied to the accretion and evolu

tion of gas and dust around disks of young stars. Herbig AeBe stars are pre-

main-sequence objects with spectral energy distributions indicative of evolving 

disks (Malfait, Bogaert, & Waelkens, 1998) but relatively little is known about 

the molecular abundances and chemical processing in these disk systems. Their 

spectral energy distributions (SED's) are frequently used to imply the evolution

ary status of the disks (Malfait, Bogaert, & Waelkens, 1998). Brittain & Rettig 

have begun a compreherisive survey of Herbig AeBe disks in an evolutioitary 
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sequence to explore the gas content, dynamics and chemistry of these disks rel

ative to the theoretically-predicted signatures of planet formation. Their irutial 

observations from CSHELL on IRTF have surprisingly uncovered the first detec

tion of emission (Figure 4.1) from the protoplanetary disk around the 5 Myr 

old Herbig Ae star HD 141569 (Brittain & Rettig, 2002), in addition to the detec

tion of vibrationally-excited CO emission (Figure 4.2). Many observed interstel

lar molecules result from ion-neutral chemistry of Hj, thus its abundance directly 

probes the disk hydrogen ionization rate and provides a better understanding of 

the chemical processing that occurs in the pre/post-planetary disk. As has 

neither a well-bound excited elecfronic state nor a pure rotational spectrum, it is 

only detectable via its ro-vibrational bands at infrared wavelengths, principally 

near 4 fim. The presence of its infrared spectrum in emission raises intriguing 

questions as to its excitation in the drcumstellar disk. 

4.1.1 Are the Observed Lines Due to ? 

Brittain & Rettig (2002) report the detection of the i>2 Q(l/0) and Q(3,0) lines 

from the drcumstellar disk around HD 141569. Recent followup observations 

of HD 141569 have so far failed to turn up the para modification of H^ in the 

Q(3,l) lines, and the Q(2,0) and the R(1,0) lines - though the upper limits are not 

necessarily conclusive (Oka, Brittain, Rettig, private communication). The possi

ble absence of prominent H2 lines raises questions as to the line identifications. 

Could the lines be due to something other than H^? Deep searches in atomic 

and molecular databases should show what other fransitions lie in these spectral 

regions. 

A recent Q(3,0) spectrum from a recent observing run with the Keck n tele

scope in March 2002 is examined (Brittain, private commurucation). Correcting 

the observed wavelengths to a VLSR of 6 km s~^, the rest wavelength is 2509.1 
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Figure 4.1: CSHELL/IRTF spectra of emission lines coincident with the Q(1,0) 

and Q(3,0) lines of in the drcumstellar disk around the Herbig AeBe star 

HD 141569. Atmospheric features are modeled and superimposed as a solid red 

line. 
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Figure 1: HD141569 (Spectrum of CO taken with NIRSPEC 20Mar02) 
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Figure 2:AB Aurigae (Spectrum of CO taken with NIRSPEC21Maf02) 
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Figure 4.2: NIRSPEC/Keck spectra of CO emission lines in the Herbig AeBe stars 

AB Aur and HD 141569. Excitation of the CO in AB Aur is due to resonant scat

tering, however in HD 141569 it is due to the pumping of CO electronic energy 

levels by ultraviolet photons from HD 141569 itself. Atmospheric features are 

modeled and superimposed as a solid red line. 
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cm~^ An additional spectral line is observed with 5cr certainty at an observed 

frequency of 2507.5 cm~^ Examination of the MIST atomic database for plausible 

atomic lines adjacent to Q(l/0 and Q(3,0) result in the possibilities listed in 

Table 4.2. 

From their high-lying level energies, few of these are nebular lines that could 

be prominently seen in emission in the vicinity of an A-type star. One possible ex

ception however, is a recombination transition of atomic carbon at 2509.12 cm~^ 

It has an ancillary line at 2508.96 cm~^ that should be of similar strength, how

ever, and is not observed in the data at a level of 20 weaker than the purported 

Q(3,0) line. The most energetically accessible feature is a [Ni II line near Q(1,0); 

however it lies at a distinctly different VLSR- A comparable [Ni I] line may be 

observed at 2495.959 cm~^ to test this assertion. 

Parsing of the HITRAN2000 molecular database for molecular features at these 

frequencies results in positive matches for SO2,03, NO2 and H2S, however all of 

these species litter the entire spectral region with lines of comparable brightness. 

There are no single lines of any of these species that clearly reproduce only the 

2509.1 cm~^ feature. 

Can the observed 2507.5 cm~^ line be identified, as it is not obviously con

nected with known bright lines of ? The NIST database suggests one spectral 

feature, of Ti+, with plausible excitation reqviirements (Table 4.3). The first ion

ization energy of Ti is about 6 eV, so this is likely to be a populated ionization 

state for gas that is exposed to non-hydrogen-ionizing radiation in drcumstellar 

disks. However, this trar\sltion is permitted only through the electric quadrupole 

operator. 

To test the identification of the 2507.5 cm~^ line with [Ti II], and other [Ti H] 

lines that stem firom the same upper state and that fall within the L-band are tab-



Table 4.2. Atomic lines adjacent to the purported lines 

V (cm Spectrum H level energies (cm~^) 

2508.92 Nal 5/2-* 34548.73-37057.65 

2508.94 ClI 1/2-1/2 99902.63 -102411.57 

2508.96 CI 3-3 86327.16 - 88836.12 

2509.0 Znn 3/2-3/2 130371.57-132880.60 

2509.12 CI 0-1 81311.01-83820.13 

2509.16 CrII 9/2-7/2 98812.67-101321.83 

2509.16 Fmi 3/2-3/2 432060.64 - 434569.80 

2509.19 NiH] 9/2-9/2 129419.58-131928.77 

2509.21 VII 5/2-5/2 15688.87-18198.08 

2509.23 Si I 1-2 60010.45 - 62519.68 

2529.24 [Crni 3/2-7/2 30307.44 - 32836.68 

2529.9687 Hen 435281.69 - 437811.65 

2530.121 [Nill 2-2 879.82 - 3409.94 

4.3. Atomic lines adjacent to the unidentified line at 2507.5 

u{cm~^) Spectrum J-J level energies (cm~^) 

2507.51 [Tin] 5/2-7/2 12758.11-15265.62 
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Table 4.4. Selected [Ti IIJ lines from the 15265.62 cm~^ upper state 

u (cm~^) Spectrum J-J level energies (cm~^) 

2490.93 [Ti III 11/2-7/2 12774.69-15265.62 

2588.65 [Tin] 9/2-7/2 12676.97-15265.62 

2636.89 [Tini 3/2-7/2 12628.73 -15265.62 

6550.67 A [Tini 3/2-7/2 0.00-15265.62 

ulated in Table 4.4. None fall in the spectroscopic bandpass of the existing data, 

but the 2490.93 cm~^ line falls near the Q(4,l-3) lines of and therefore may 

be included in future deep searches for other lines. Curiously, it is possible to 

detect the depopulation from this level to the ground state at 6550 A, where the 

A-values are presumably much larger due to the dependence. The HITRAN 

database does not include simple species that are not observed in the Earth's at

mosphere; species such as HCO"*", CH"*", and CH need to be evaluated separately. 

Given this as-yet-unsuccessful search for suitable alternative explanations, we 

conclude that the most likely origin of the two observed spectral lines is a sim

ple diatomic or triatomic molecule absent from the HITRAN database, or . 

Clearly, further work is needed. 

4.1.2 Thermalized line emission 

Accepting for now the identification of emission line features with H^, we now 

turn to the examination of the conditions in which emits radiation. The sim

plest specfrai synthesis occurs under the assumption of uniform excitation at a 

single excitation temperature T. If we take the sufficient but urmecessary condi
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tion of fully thermal excitation, where T = Tkin, we require collisionally domi

nated population of the energy levels. 

The competition between radiative and collisional processes for a given tran

sition u -> I involves a single radiative transition, and a large number of pos

sible collisional transitions. The most probable collisions are also pennitted ra-

diatively, so it is common in the literature to treat the molecule as a two-level 

system: 

= 4^ (4-2) 
H Q U I  

where Aui is the Einstein coefficient (in s~') and q^i the corresponding collisional 

rate coefficient (in cm^ s~^). The quotient of the two has the units of density, and 

is called the "critical density"; the point at which level populations are nearing 

thermalization. Note that subthermal excitation occurs at lower densities with 

regularity, though with reduced emissive efficiency. 

For the i/2 transitions of Hj, Aui is typically about 100 s~^ for bright lines. 

Reaction rates of with HD have been measured in the laboratory (Adams 

& Smith, 1981), and it is assumed that this value will hold adequately for H2 

as well - a factor of several times 10~® cm^ s~^ This would make ^QUI about 

10~® cm^ s~^ The critical density is therefore of the order of 10^^ cm~^, with 

complete thermalization for densities above 10'^ cm~^. 

Under these excitation conditions, a thermal spectrum is computed for H3 as 

described below, adopting the latest line hrequendes and transition probabilities 

of Neale, Miller, & Tennyson (1996). In the limit of LTE and low optical depth, 

the flux in an emission line relates linearly to the column density of molecules in 

that excited state: 
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T / —I —2 —1\ '^ul ^ul I (ergs cm sr ) = 
4 TT 

(4.3) 

where I is the calibrated flux density in the spectral line, is the column den

sity in the upper energy level, A^i is the Einstein A value of the upper->lower 

transition, and E^i is the energy of the upper—slower transition. 

Under thermal conditions, the level populations in two levels are expressed 

only in terms of the temperature. Thusly, measurement of the column density 

in at least two trar\sitions makes an interstellar thermometer (Chapter 2). For 

example, the observed Q(1,0) and Q(3,0) transitions of 

yield Table 4.5, which depicts the temperature of thermalized as a function of 

the J = 1 and 7 = 3 level populations. 

The measurements of Brittain & Rettig (2002) thereby indicate T = 400±200 K. 

With an established temperature, it is now possible to estimate the column den

sity for all levels, observed or not. The column density for a given level i, AT,, 

is related to the total column density, Ntoi, by the partition function Q(T): 

In general, Q { T )  is the product of translational, rotational, vibrational, and 

electronic partition functions. Given the flux calibration of the Brittain & Rettig 

(2002) data, line intensities are computed and convolved to a resolving power 

R = A/AA = 12000 and depicted for several temperatures in Figure 4.3 and 4.4 

for a flxed column density of N(H^)= 10^^ cm"^, which matches the observed 

strength of the Q(1,0) and Q(3,0) lines at T=400 K. 

(4.4) 

r _ Ntotgj exp(-.g,/A:r) 
' Q(T) 

(4.5) 
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Table 4.5. Using as a rotational thermometer 

T { K )  N^/N, 

100 0.01 

200 0.12 

300 0.33 

400 0.53 

500 0.72 

600 0.87 

700 1.01 

800 1.12 

900 1.21 

1000 1.29 

1100 1.37 

1200 1.43 

1300 1.48 

1400 1.53 

1500 1.58 
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Synthetic Spectrum, T=200K, N=10^^ cm ^ 
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Figure 4.3: Synthetic LIE spectra of for N(H^)= 10^^ cm~^ and warm gas 

< 500 K. 
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Synthetic Hj"*" Spectrum, T=800K, N=10^^ cm ^ 
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Figure 4.4: Synthetic LTE spectra of for N(H^)= 10^^ cm~^ and hot gas > 

500 K. 
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Are the column densities of and the required densities of H2 needed to 

thermalize the spectrum physically reasonable for drcumstellar disks? The 

required gas density limits the path length to a highly localized portion of 

the disk, which Brittain & Rettig (2002) use as one argument for the origin of the 

as stemming from disk inhomogeneities, in particular a pre-planetary neb

ula. Another argument is the intrinsically narrow linewidth. One can attempt to 

reproduce the zone of emission from the PDR models built for Chapter 3 -

the entire flared drcumstellar disk can be very coarsely modeled as an oblique 

plane-parallel PDR in one dimension. However, ultraviolet excitation of CO is 

observed, indicating that the bulk of CO is subjected directly to ultraviolet radia

tion and unshielded by H2. Likewise, the expected ultraviolet fluorescence lines 

of H2 are not observed (Brittain, private commurucation). As the density of is 

to zeroth order constant in the ISM, independent of the H2 temperature and den

sity, we model the disk as we would a molecular cloud - H2 is ionized by both 

ambient cosmic rays and the X-ray flux of HD 141569, a bright ROSAT source. 

Given a CO column density of ~ 10'^ cm~^ (Brittain & Rettig, 2002), the indicated 

column density of is consistent with an unenhanced ionization rate only if 

[CO/H2I is approximately 10~^°, three orders of magnitude smaller than values 

determined for diffuse clouds, and six orders of magnitude smaller than deter

mined for dark clouds in Chapter 2. The low CO abundance is needed to enhance 

the Ha column density needed for ionization to Hf and subsequently Hf. If the 

ionization rate of H2 is significantly enhanced by HD 141569 itself - a factor of 10'' 

enhancement is expected from the flux of 1 keV photons at a distance of 10 A.U., 

then the CO abundance is allowed to drop to 10~®. However the hot electror« that 

result from the influx of local X-rays will lead to some electron-impact excitation 

of H2 that will be observed in its 2 /zm ro-vibrational spectrum. Limits on the non-
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detection of these lines require that the enhancement of the ioruzation rate due 

to hard X-rays be less than 100. Ionization of Ha due to ultraviolet photons with 

energies > 15.4 eV is also possible, although the photoioruzation cross section for 

atomic hydrogen is sigruficant and will markedly attenuate < 800 A photons. For 

even modest amplifications of C due to UV photons, the molecular fraction of the 

irmer disk must be essentially uruty - yet we are flooding ionizing photons and 

X-rays through the disk. This is inconsistent also because a significant ultraviolet 

radiation field will lead to UV fluorescence in H2, which is unobserved. 

4.1.3 Non-Thermal Excitation 

The synthetic spectra summarized in Figure 4.3 and 4.4 provide a suitable fit to 

the two available published lines. However it is clear that the physical ap

plication of these results to the H^ content of circumstellar disks remains diffi

cult, at best. A nonthermal excitation mode is therefore pursued - indeed, lower 

Ha der\sities, infrared pumping of HJ by direct radiation and/or the coupling 

of vibrationally-excited Ha to HJ will lead to non-thermal excitation, and these 

differing mechanisms, which stem from different kinds of regions, can be spec-

troscopically distinguished. 

In order to interpret observed interstellar specfra in terms of local physical 

conditions such as density and temperature, one must freat the formation of spec

tral lines and therefore the knowledge of rates for radiative and coUisionai exci

tation. Non-LTE excitation therefore requires measurements of the cross section 

{av) of Hj collisions with Ha, which sadly do not exist. We instead scale the 

single measurement of the interaction of HJ with HD by the new reduced mass 

and apply the temperature and density scaling relations of Green, Ramaswamy, 

& Rabitz (1978), namely that the coUisionai excitation rate is proportional to 

and exp~^/*^, where A is the difference between the two internal energies A = 
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Ej — Ei. In addition, vibrationally exdted may also be produced by proton-

hopping to vibrationally excited H2. This reaction is expected to occur at close to 

the Langevin rate for ion-molecule reactions, of the order of 10~® cm^ s~^ For hot 

H2 at T=2(X)0 K, almost 5% of H2 molecules are in the vibrationally excited t; = 1 

state. Proton hopping would then be the dominant mechanism for vibrationally-

exdting H^. 

Synthetic spectra are then recomputed for the surface layers of a plane paral

lel "cloud" subject to an 10^^ erg s~^ X-ray flux at 1 keV and an ultraviolet flux 

10^ times the Habing (1968) radiation field, with [CO/H2] = 10~® and density of 

10® cm~^. The surface PDR layers reach T = 1000 K and measurable vibrational 

excitation of H2 occurs. The densities are sufficiently high to couple the vi

brational populations to that of H2, resulting in an H3 emission spectrum, but 

only in a confined layer of the "disk". Once the UV field is attenuated, the gas 

cools and thermal vibrational excitation of the Ha become negligible. The column 

of H^ giving rise to line emission is 10® cm"^, four orders of magnitude smaller 

than the LTE prediction. However the HJ emission, however localized, has 10^ 

times the surface brightness of the T=400K gas in LTE. 

It is clear that the non-LTE excitation of H^ is largely derived from the thermal 

excitation of H2, which is transferred to H^ via collisional resonances. Although 

this furthers the possibility of observing H^ in emission in circumstellar environ

ments, it does not aid the interpretation of the Hf detections toward HD141569, 

as no H2 line emission is observed - therefore no excited state coupling can occur. 

It is especially unreasonable to suggest that all t; = 1H2 excitation is immediately 

and completely transferred to H^. 

The interpretation of the H3 toward HD 141569 remains eiugmatic, and awaits 

more detailed analysis of other H^ lines in the K and L bands to clarify the mech
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anism of excitation. 

4.2 Ha in the Crab Nebula 

The detection of H2 in two filaments of the Crab Nebula by Graham, Wright, & 

Longmore (1990) is stunning, both because it is hard to conceive of a more inap

propriate place for interstellar molecules, and also for the fact that the discovery 

has gone ignored for so long. 

The bright emission-line filaments of the Crab Nebula provide a detailed probe 

of a supernova, because at its early evolution, the material has not had the op

portunity to mix with ambient interstellar material. The Crab is also the best 

known example of a synchrotron nebula dominated by radiation rather than 

shocks Henry & MacAlpine (1982) and whose filamentary structure is thought 

to have layered ionization states - with the most diffuse and highly ionized gas 

enveloping denser, more shielded and more-neutral gas. The discovery of H2 via 

coarse CVF observations with resolving power ot R = X/AA ~ 100 and angular 

resolution of 19" raises important questions about the survival of H2 in such a 

hostile envirorunent, but more refined observations are clearly needed. 

4.2.1 Infrared H2 imaging of the Crab 

Infrared images of the Crab Nebula were obtained during unscheduled time at 

the Steward Observatory 1.5-meter reflector on Mt. Bigelow, Arizona on March 

10th 1998 using a 256x256 HgCdTe NICMOS-S array equipped with a Fabry-

Perot interference filter used to create a 1% wide passband that can be tuned over 

a limited spectral range. The selected pixel scale is 0.92"per pixel, which under-

samples the seeing profile, but jdelded a large 4' field of view. Ten 60-second 

observations at 2.122 /xm, the rest wavelength of the H2 (1,0) S(l) line are made, 

with sky subtraction performed entirely off-source. The filter was then tuned to 
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FK-6 

FK-10 

60" 

Figure 4.5: Narrow-band, continuum-subtracted image of the Crab Nebula in the 

2.122 ̂ m (1,0) S(l) line of Ha 
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<= 

Figure 4.6: Overlay of the Ha image from Figure 4.5 in the vicinity of the FK-

6 filament, atop the 1.644 fim pe II] image contours from Graham, Wright, & 

Longmore (1990). The box dimensions are 75"x75", tickmarks are 5" each. North 

is up, east is left. 
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2.095/xm and the observations precisely repeated to yield an adjacent continuum 

measurement. Flat field firames and dark current firames were prepared and coad-

ded in the usual maimer, the science firames were then flat-fielded, aligned and 

coadded, with bad pixel masks being generated from the dark current images. 

The continuum-subtracted image of the Crab is demonstrated in Figure 4.5. The 

two knots of H2 emission are the FK-6 (north) and FK-10 (south) filaments de

tected by Graham, Wright, & Longmore (1990) and labeled by Fesen & Kirshner 

(1982). In Figure 4.6, contours of the FK-6 filament in 1.644 fim [Fe H] line emis

sion from Figure 1 of Graham, Wright, & Longmore (1990) are overlaid atop our 

image of H2 emission. It is observed that the peak of [Fe n] ionic emission toward 

FK-6 is coincident with the H2 peak and that more diffuse H2 emission follows 

the FK-6 filament and its [Fe H] emission to the south. The approximate flux for 

the (1,0) S(l) line is 3.0 x lO"^"* erg s~^ cm"^, corresponding to a flux density of 

8 X 10~® erg s~^ cm~^ sr~^ at the spectroscopic peak, and the corresponding col

umn density in the u = 1, J = 3 state is 3.1 x 10^® cm"^. In thermal equilibrium 

at T = 2000 K, this represents a total H2 column density of 3.6 x 10^® cm~^; under 

the assumption of low-density ultraviolet fluorescence as the source of the exci

tation, N(H2)= 1.9 X 10'^ cm~^. Diffuse H2 emission surroimds the FK-6 H2 knot, 

with a flux density 4-8 times lower than the peak. 

4.2.2 Spectroscopic Observations of H2 toward Filament FK-10 

We have obtained K-band spectra of the FK-10 filament using the cryogeruc long-

slit infrared spectrometer FSpec (Williams et al., 1993) at the Steward Observa

tory 2.3-meter telescope on Kitt Peak on December 10,1997. The high-resolution 

grating on FSpec allows a maximum resolving power of 3500 (85 km s~^) in the 

K band. At the 2.3-meter the 256x256 NICMOS-3 detector of FSpec has a focal-

plane scale of 1.2" per pixel; the slit covers 2 pixels and is approximately 90" long. 
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Full coverage of the K-band requires six overlapping spectral scans at different 

grating settings. Guiding and pointing of the telescope were aided by the use 

of an infrared guiding camera, which allowed for accurate assessment of the slit 

orientation and position throughout the observations. The seeing was estimated 

to be ~ 1.5" at the 2.3-meter; smaller than the projected slit width. The data were 

reduced using IRAF routines designed for FSpec, and are discussed at length in 

Chapter 5. The fully processed and scaled spectrum of the Ha peak of the FK-10 

filament is produced in Figure 4.7. Position-velocity diagrams of the 2.058 /xm 

He I line and Ha (1,0) S(l) are shown in Figure 4.8. 

in a Crab Nebula Filament 
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Figure 4.7: K-band spectrum of the FK-10 filament peak, with H2 u = 1 

2 1 and 3 2 transitions marked 

0, 
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Figure 4.8: Two-dimensional spectral images of He I 2.058 ^m and H2 (1,0) S(l) 

line emission. Note the dispersion in linewidths and the position dependence 

of the velocity shifted gas along the N/S-positioned slit, and the > 1000 km s~' 

magnitude of the shifts, both redward (toward the top of the image) and blue-

ward (toward the bottom). 
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4.2.3 H2 Excitation Analysis 

The nature of infrared H2 excitation has been widely discussed in the literature. 

Principal mecharusms include: 

• Thermal emission, typically from shocks (Draine, Roberge & Dalgamo, 1983; 

Hollenbach & McKee, 1989). The signature of a thermal (T ~ 2000 K) spec

trum is dominance of the u = 1 0 lines. The (1,0) S(l) line carries almost 

10% of the total H2 line luminosity alone. 

• Electronically-pumped radiative fluorescence, from H2 directly exposed to 

a nonionizing ulfraviolet (912-1150 A) radiation field. At densities < 10® 

cm~^, the spectrum contains prominent u = 1 0 lines, but also strong con

tributions from higher lying vibrational bands, such as u = 2 1, 3 2, 

... etc (Black & Dalgamo, 1976; Black & van Dishoeck, 1987). At higher den

sities, the emission thermalizes and becomes more difficult to distinguish 

from the thermal case (Draine & Bertoldi, 1996) 

• X-ray excitation, in which X-rays are absorbed by hydrogen, creating a 

flood of energetic elecfrons released by ionization events. Depending upon 

the molecular and ionization fraction, the emergent H2 is dominated by 

u = 1 -> 0 lines, but higher Ij^g lines are still present at lower levels, dis

tinguishable at high S/N from thermal excitation, where high l3^g lines 

are not populated at all (Tine, Lepp, Gredel, & Dalgamo, 1997) 

Despite established models of the excitation and subsequent emission for dif

ferent mechanisms of excitation in dense clouds, few studies have presented data 

of sufficient specfral resolution to address this issue conclusively. With specfra of 

high signal-to-noise ratio at sufficient resolving power, it is possible to identify 
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weak fluorescent emission signatures when they are present. Improved spectral 

resolution allows more accurate line intensity determinations, as line blending is 

less frequent and the continuum level is better defined. 

The wealth of K-band H2 lines observed in the FK-10 filament allows for the 

disentangling of low-density UV fluorescence from thermal and X-ray excitation. 

Table 4.6 depicts the emission lines detected in the K-band, their intensities rel

ative to 1-0 S(l), and model predictions of the line ratios for thermal and low-

density UV-fluorescent emission (models S2 & 14 from Black & van Dishoeck 

(1987)). A mixed model in which l/3rd of the H2 1-0 S(l) emission comes from 

UV-pumped atoms and 2/3rd from "thermal" emission is also used to scale the 

H2 line intensities. Although neither thermal nor fluorescent models separately 

provide an acceptable fit to the data in Table 4.6, the mixed model accounts for 

all of the observations simultaneously. 

Of the "thermal" component, we caimot yet disentangle X-ray excitation from 

high-density UV fluorescence or from ordinary thermal emission, so we will now 

limit the contribution of each of these mechanisms by energetic arguments. Ob

servations of higher S/N and coverage of H2 lines in the critical H-band at 1.6 /zm 

will allow separation of these thermal-like components from the specfra alone. 

4.2.3.1 Limits on UV Fluorescence and UV-induced dissociation 

Following the absorption of 912-1150 A ultraviolet photons, H2 will be elec

tronically excited in the Lyman or Werner bands. 85% of subsequent decays 

will connect to the ground electronic state and lead to a fluorescent cascade of 

infrared photons, typically until the ground rotational and vibrational t; = 0, 

J = 0,1 states are reached. The residual 15% connect to an unbound, dissocia

tive vibronic continuum that desfroys the hydrogen molecule. Thusly, the flu

orescent component of the observed K-band H2 emission tightly constrains the 



Table 4.6. H2 Exdtation Models for Filament FK-10 

H2 line Thermal® Fluorescent 33% Mixed'' Observed 

@2000K @2000K Ii.-„e/Ii-os(i)® 

(1,0) S(0) 0.21 0.45'^ 0.29 0.29 ± 0.03 

(1,0) S(l) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

(1,0) S(2) 0.37 0.50 0.42 0.41 ± 0.05 

(1,0) Q(l) 0.70 1.0 0.80 0.80 ± 0.05 

(1,0) Q(3) 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.73 ± 0.05 

(2,1) S(l) 0.08 0.55 0.24 0.27 ± 0.03 

(2,1) S(3) 0.08 0.35 0.17 0.15 ± 0.04 

(3,2) S(l) 0.005 0.29 0.10 0.13 ± 0.03 

^Thermal model S2 (T=2000K) from BvD87 

'^Pure radiative fluorescence from model #14 of BvD87 

(T=100K, nn = 3 X 10^ cm~^) 

•^33% of (1,0) S(l) from BvD87 model #14, 66% from thermal 

model S2 
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incident UV flux on the filaments and the dissociation rate. As we place lower 

limits on the fluorescent contribution to the (1,0) S(l) line fluxTfeom the observed 

high-t; lines of low-density fluorescence, it would be valuable to constrain the 

amount of remaiiung fluorescence possible from high density gas. This is pos

sible, given an independent method of evaluating /uv/ the incident ultraviolet 

radiation field. Graham, Wright, & Longmore (1990) evaluate the radiation field 

at ~ 1000 A from their measurements of the 2 /xm continuum flux scaled by the 

flux relation in Wu (1981). However, Wu (1981) measure the radiation field near 

1000 A directly, modulo corrections for interstellar extinction (i4„ = 1.6 mag.) 

from visible and infrared measurements. Adopting the Wu (1981) extinction-

corrected fluxes, extrapolated to log(i/)= 15.5, the resulting flux density is 1.8 x 

10"^^ erg s~^ cm~^ Hz~^. Integrating this flux density over the 912-1130 A wave

length interval where H2 may be electroiucally stimulated into the Lyman and 

Werner bands, a flux of 1.15 x 10~® erg s~^ cm~^, or 2.2 x 10"^ erg s"^ cm~^ sr~' 

is obtained. This radiation field corresponds to /uv « 450 from Black & van 

Dishoeck (1987). 

At gas densities of 10^, 10"* and 10® cm~^, the resulting (1,0) S(l) flux densities 

from Black & van Dishoeck (1987); Draine & Bertoldi (1996) are 4 x 10~®, 1.5 x 10~®, 

and 2.6 X 10~® erg s~^ cm~^ sr~^ - alternatively 5%, 20% and 32% of the observed 

flux density of the (1,0) S(l) line. This calculation suggests that we have recovered 

all of the ultraviolet fluorescence, and that it is consistent with hydrogen densities 

of ~ 10® cm~^. If there is a filamentary component of H2 with higher densities, it 

is not subject to a significant UV radiation field. 

With all UV excitation accounted for, the dissociation rate of UV-pumped H2 

can be computed. The dissociation rate for unshielded H2 can be simply written 

(Black & van Dishoeck, 1987): 
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Co = 7.5 X 10"^^ /uv (4.6) 

The resulting dissociation rate for /uv « 500 is 3.75 x 10~® s~^ indicating a 

typical lifetime of 10 months. Clearly, Ha could not survive such an environment 

without an equally prodigious formation rate. 

The ultraviolet absorption lines that lead to the Lyman and Werner bands are 

permitted transitions with high oscillator strengths, typically / w 0.01. Thus the 

transitions become optically thick very quickly and self-shield the irmer contents 

of the cloud. Calculation of the shielded dissociation rates is provided in Table 4.7 

and Figure 4.9 as a function of depth into a "cloud", using "normal" interstel

lar dust grains (grain model 2 in BvD87 and Ru = 3.1 grains from DB96) and 

the comparable descriptions of Black & van Dishoeck (1987); Draine & Bertoldi 

(1996). The column density for which the lifetime of H2 equals the age of the Crab 

Nebula is plotted in Figure 4.9 at N(H2)= 7 x 10^^ cm~^, and ten times the Crab 

age by N(H2)= 3.5 x 10^® cm~^. 

4.2.3.2 Limits on X-ray induced excitation, ioruzation, and dissociation 

With dense-gas fluorescence eliminated as a source of "thermal" H2 ro-vibrational 

emission, we are left to distinguish between shocked H2 and X-ray-impacted H2. 

Estimates of the ambient X-ray flux should corwtrain the contribution of X-rays 

to the Ha spectrum, although improved future observations will measure this di

rectly. Graham, Wright, & Longmore (1990) calculate the interaction of relativistic 

electrons and positroi\s upon the ionization and dissociation of H2, which will be 

briefly outlined here. Radio measurements of the sjmchrotron emission yield the 

following expression for the intensity of the synchrotron spectrum for a mean 

magnetic field strength of 0.4 milliGauss and 70 < 7 < 10®: 
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Table 4.7. Shielded H2 dissociation rates as a function of cloud depth 

N(H2) /shield C/Co^"^ C 

l.Oe+14 8.294e-01 8.294e-01 3.110e-08 

l.Oe+15 2.614e-01 2.614e-01 9.803e-09 

l.Oe+16 1.558e-02 1.558e-02 5.843e-10 

l.Oe+17 2.534e-03 2.533e-03 9.498e-ll 

l.Oe+18 7.5428-04 7.5128-04 2.817e-ll 

l.Oe+19 2.195e-04 2.109e-04 7.907e-12 

1.0e+20 5.351e-05 3.587e-05 1.345e-12 

l.Oe+21 7.439e-06 1.362e-07 5.109e-15 

l.Oe+22 1.748e-07 7.428e-25 2.786e-32 

Reduction factor with H2 self-shielding, 

no dust 

^''^Reduction factor with H2 self-shielding 

&cRr,=Z,l dust 

^'^^For /uv = 500; unshielded Co = 3.75 x 

10-® s-^ 
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Figure 4.9: Calculation of H2 dissociation rate as function of cloud depth, includ

ing dust opacity and H2 self-shielding. The dotted line represents the depth at 

which the typical H2 lifetime equals the age of the Crab Nebula - the dashed line 

represents an Ha lifetime against UV dissociation that is ten times the age of the 

Crab. 

J (7) = 1240 7~^"® cm~^ s~^ sr~^ (4.7) 

Accounting for ioiuzation losses, the cross section per electron for large 7 is 

a = 5.5 X 10-21 [19.83 + 3 ln(7)] cm^ (4.8) 

The ionization rate for fast particles that can penetrate the diffuse ioiuzed halo 

surrounding the Ha-bearing filaments is then 

I 
(0 

I  I  I  I  I  I  i i i i i |  I  I  I  i i i i i |  I  I  I  i i i i i j  I  I  I  i i i i i |  I  

c = 1.77 J 47RY(7) CR(7) dj (4.9) 
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where the lower boimd on the electron energy is ~ 7 keV. Computation of this 

integral by Graham, Wright, & Longmore (1990) yields C = 6.7 x 10~ s~ ̂  molecule"^ 

and an estimated dissociation rate of approximately 10"^^ s~^ comparable to the 

UV-dissociation rate inside the cloud, when the UV field has been successfully 

attenuated. 

What is the character of the emergent spectrum? Tine, Lepp, Gredel, & Dal-

gamo (1997) compute the spectrum of H2 in response to electron impact excita

tion for a range of C and density nn- For nn = 10^ cm~^ and three gas temper

atures (500, 1000 and 2000 K), the emissivity of the (1,0) S(l) line is 1.2 x 10~®, 

2.6 X 10"^ and 9.0 x 10~® erg s~^ cm~^ sr~' respectively. The latter represents 11% 

of the observed (1,0) S(l) line flux, and 18% of the unclaimed "thermal" compo

nent. The cooler models not only fail to reproduce a measurable fraction of the 

line flux, but do not reproduce the correct rotational level populations. Increasing 

the gas density to nn = 10^ cm~^ and increasing C to 10"^^ s~^ will claim 16% of 

the measured (1,0) S(l) emissivity. 

4.2.3.3 Shocked gas in the Crab 

The bulk of the remaiiting "thermal" flux therefore presumably falls under the 

category of shocked gas. Indeed, both discontinuous J-type shocks and smooth 

C-type shocks are capable of generating flux densities of 10"'' erg s~^ cm~^ sr~^ 

and thereby capable of reproducing H2 emission of very high surface brightness. 

What are the origin of these shocks? Graham, Wright, & Longmore (1990) discuss 

several possibilities; in particular, the nonthermal pressure created by the mag

netic fields and fast particles can drive a slow shock into the dense filament. Al

ternatively, thermal overpressxire due to photoionization at the filament bound

aries can also drive a shock into the der\se filament Velodty-resolved, high res

olution slit spectroscopy and imaging will clarify the nature of the high surface 
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brightness shocked H2 emission in the Crab filaments. 

4.2.4 Ha Formation Mechanisms in the Crab 

The preceding H2 excitation analysis has largely disentangled the contributions 

of shocked, UV-fluorescent, and electron-impacted H2 emission to the total line 

luminosity observed in the Crab. It has allowed careful estimation of the ion

ization and dissociation rates and has therefore accounted for the mechanisms 

by which is destroyed in at least the FK-10 filament. Similar analysis of the 

formation mechanisms of H2 will help us understand the origin of Ha in the Crab. 

• (Associative detachment) One of the most important Ha formation mecha

nisms in the absence of dust grains: 

H" -I- if ̂  Ha + e" 

+ H Ha + H+ 

The reverse path for "the H~ process" represents the electron coUisional 

dissociation of H2, relevant to the discussion of the excitation, ionization 

and dissociation of Ha by hot electrons, above. 

• (Catalysis on grain surfaces) The process 

2H + grain —Ha + grain 

is a competitive formation process when grains are present, with a rate con

stant thought to be about 3 x 10"^^ cm~^ s~^ (Jura, 1974; Spitzer & JenJdns, 

1975; Spitzer, 1978). 
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• (Exdted atom radiative association) Rates for the process 

Hn=2 —> H2 + hu 

may be found in Latter & Black (1991), but favor high temperatures and low 

dei^ities. 

• (Three body formation) H + H + H ->H2 + H is important at high densities 

(n > 10^° cm~^). 

With filament densities of n ~ 10® cm~^, mechanisms for forming H2 that do 

not involve dust grains are computed. Three body formation, excited atom ra

diative association form no molecules, but the formation process (assuming 

formed from H and H+, since the ionizing H2 to form presupposes the 

existence of Hj) can account for a formation rate of 10"^^ s"^ a few percent of 

the steady state dissociation rate from energetic particles and UV pumping. Un

der the assumption of steady state balancing of formation and destruction, the 

formation rate of H2 at n = 10® cm~^ must be 0.5 - 1 x 10~^® cm~^ s~^ at least 

three times the classical Jura (1974) value. Recent studies of the formation rate 

of H2 in diffuse and dark clouds suggest that even at warm dust temperatures, 

the formation rate may be several times higher than the standard value (Habart, 

private commuiucation). 

An alternative to the suggestion that Ha is in steady state, is the suggestion 

that the bulk of the H2 in FK-6 and FK-10 formed within the first few years of 

the supernova remnant expansion, while the forming filaments were very dense 

(n > 10® cm~^) and capable of forming H2 faster than they can now, even by 

three body processes. In this scenario, the filaments are not in steady state, cire 
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forming Ha on grains at the standard rate and not keeping up with the rate of Ha 

destruction. 

4.3 Is HJ Observable? 

The diatomic hydrogen ion has two handicaps relative to the observations of Ha 

and Hj outlined above. Firstly, its ro-vibrational spectrum consists of even less 

probable electric dipole transitions than Hj; and secondly, it will usually be less 

abundant than H^. In an Ha-rich environment, Hj will be produced solely by 

ionization of Ha, and the density in state (v, J) can be expressed as 

„  m + ~  C "(Ha) e { v ,  J )  3 
~ 1,5 X 10-9 „(H2) + A{vJ -> v"J") ^ ^ 

where e { v ,  J )  is the faction of ionizing events that yield HJ in state (u, J ) .  

In a realistic PDR or X-ray dominated region, it is likely that the vibrational 

population of excited Ha will be passed along to the H^ during the ionization 

event-at least as a first guess. At the density of 10® cm~^, HJ will be destroyed 

by HJ + Ha H3 + H approximately 100 times faster than it can radiate by 

quadrupole transitions to lower states. This implies that its total emission rate 

will be ~1% of its production rate. 

An LTE calculation of the spectrum of Ha, just as the H^ spectrum was com

puted earlier, is provided in Table 4.8 and plotted in Figure 4.10 for features in 

the irtfrared L- and M-bands between 4 and 5 microns. 

4.4 Summary 

In this paper, we have 

1. Explored alternative identifications for the alleged HJ features in HD141569, 
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Table 4.8. Simulated spectrum of 

Trarisition freq (cm"0 Aui e (erg/s/mol) 

0-0 S( 3) 510.51 3.3E-09 3.752E-23 

0-0 S( 4) 615.95 9.0E-09 1.861E-23 

0-0 S( 5) 716.89 2.0E-08 5.534E-23 

0-0 S( 6) 812.77 4.0E-08 1.377E-23 

0-0 S( 7) 903.13 7.1E-08 2.331E-23 

1-0 0( 2) 2017.08 5.2E-07 1.525E-23 

1-0 Q( 1) 2188.26 2.7E-07 6.596E-23 

1-0 0( 3) 1899.39 2.6E-07 5.513E-23 

1-0 S( 0) 2356.38 1.6E-07 1.704E-23 

1-0 Q( 2) 2182.14 1.9E-07 1.874E-23 

1-0 0(4) 1780.91 1.8E-07 1.449E-23 

1-0 S( 1) 2461.90 2.3E-07 6.711E-23 

1-0 Q( 3) 2173.03 1.7E-07 4.379E-23 

1-0 0(5) 1662.52 1.3E-07 2.562E-23 

1-0 S( 2) 2562.18 2.7E-07 1.886E-23 

1-0 Q( 4) 2160.95 1.7E-07 l.OOlE-23 

1-0 S( 3) 2656.51 3.0E-07 3.693E-23 

1-0 Q( 5) 2146.00 1.6E-07 1.591E-23 
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Synthetic Hj"*" Spectrum, T=500K, N=10^' cm -2 
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Figure 4.10: Calculation of frequencies, transition probabilities and thermal-

ized emissivities for T = 500 K. 

2. Constructed LTE and non-LTE models of excitation and model spectra, 

with application toward the HD 141569 circumstellar disk. It is difficult 

to create sufficient enussion in the disk without requiring much more 

H2 than is predicted by CO observations - moreover, the H2 should have 

a measurable vibrational population, which is urtobserved by high quality 

data from the IRTF and Keck. 

3. Imaged and measured spectra of H2 in two Crab Nebula filaments. The H2 

is precisely coincident with photoionized [Fe II] emission and has both a 

high-surface brightness and diffuse component 

4. High V lines in the K-band spectrum of the FK-10 filament demonstrates 

that ~30% of the bright (1,0) S(l) emission line flux comes from ulfraviolet-
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pumped fluorescence. Establishing this fact allows the dissociation rate 

from UV excitation to be directly measured. 

5. The remaining "thermal" excitation is further separated into a 50% compo

nent due to hot gas from shocks, and the remaining 15% is attributed to ion

ization, excitation from relativistic electrons. The er\hanced ioruzation rate 

of H2 is measured to be ~ 7 x 10"^^ and allows the dissociation of H2 from 

X-ray-induced electron impact to be established. All principal destruction 

mechaiusms are quantitatively accounted for. 

6. Under the assumption of steady state, the formation rate of Ha on dust 

grains is independently measured and found to be in excess of 10"^® cm~^ s"^ 

An alternative suggestion, in which H2 is not in steady state, but rather 

formed early in the supernova remnant's densest era, and is now being de-

sfroyed faster then it is being formed (at the standard rate), is also raised. 

These observations represent timely and critical tests of theories of molecule 

formation and destuction, and serve as a template upon which molecules in other 

hostile envirorunents, such as the molecular tori around active galactic nuclei, 

may be analyzed. Improved measurements of in drcumstellar disks will ex

plain the current models' inability to match all available observatior^ - which 

will be necessary to coi«truct specific models for the molecular tracers of disk 

structure and planet formation. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SHOCKED AND FLUORESCENT MOLECULAR HYDROGEN LINE 

EMISSION FROM THE ARP 299 MERGER SYSTEM 

The starburst phenomenon is relevant to galaxy formation, Hubble sequence evolution, 

quasar absorption lines and the physics of the intergalactic medium. 

C. A. Norman (1988) 

5.1 Introduction 

Infrared molecular hydrogen emission has been observed in a variety of dis

turbed Galactic regions such as planetary nebulae (Treffers et al., 1976; Dinerstein 

et al., 1988), Herbig-Haro objects (Elias, 1980; Schwartz, 1983; Schwartz, Cohen 

& Williams, 1987; Schwartz et al., 1988; Wilking et al., 1990), starforming com

plexes (Gautier et al., 1976; Luhman et al., 1994), supemovae remnants (Graham, 

Wright & Longmore, 1987; Burton et al., 1988), and the Galactic Center (Gatley et 

al., 1984; Pak, Jaffe & Kellner, 1996). Similarly, infrared H2 emission is a common 

feature of disturbed extragalactic environments such as starbursting, merging, 

and/or Seyfert galaxies (Thompson, Lebofsky & Rieke, 1978; Fischer et al., 1983, 

1987; Kawara, Gregory & Nishida, 1987; Joseph, Wright & Wade, 1984; Rieke et 

al., 1985; Lester, Harvey & Carr, 1988; Nakagawa et al., 1989; Puxley, Hawarden 

& Mountain, 1988,1990; Doyon, Joseph & Wright, 1994). 

The H2 gas in these environments can be either coUisionally or radiatively ex

cited. These two excitation mechanisms operate in very different kinds of regions. 
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For example, both non-dissodative C-type and dissociative J-type shocks have 

been cited as a primary source of the 1000-2000K kinetic temperatures needed to 

produce significant thermally-excited near-infrared Ha emission (Hollenbach & 

Shull, 1977; Shull & Beckwith, 1982; Hollenbach & McKee, 1989). Such emission 

would likely be very localized, but of high surface brightness. In contrast, ab

sorption of non-ionizing UV photons by ground state hydrogen molecules leads 

to a radiative cascade (fluorescence) back to the ground state and an H2 spectrum 

characterized by strong emission from high vibrational levels (v' > 2) (Black & 

Dalgamo, 1976; Black & van Dishoeck, 1987, hereafter BvD87). This leads one to 

expect fluorescence-dominated H2 emission in large part from photodissodation 

regions (PDRs); the boundaries between the photoionized/neutral and molecular 

interstellar medium (ISM) (Tielens, 1985; van Dishoeck & Black, 1986,1988). On 

the scale of a star-forming region, fluorescent H2 enussion might be expected to 

be more pervasive than thermal emission (Luhman et al., 1994; Luhman & Jaffe, 

1996), but likely of lower surface brightness. 

While one may be able to study a spedfic Ha-emitting region within the Galaxy, 

extragalactic starburst sources are generally unresolved. That is, typical aperture 

sizes of several arcseconds may encompass hundreds of parsecs at the distances 

of many extragalactic irifrared-luminous sources. It then becomes important to 

characterize the mixture of Ha-emitting regions within the unresolved ensemble. 

Infrared observations of Ha can then yield valuable and unique information gov

erning the interaction between the molecular ISM and star-forming activity. For 

example, fluorescent Ha emission directly reflects the UV radiation emitted by 

the hottest, most luminous stars and provides a mear\s of exploring how much 

molecular gas remains in starbursting regions. Similarly, shocked thermal Ha and 

[Fe n] emission can potentially constrain both the supemovae rate and the level 
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of molecular line emission from cloud-cloud collisions, large-scale gas motions, 

supemovae remnants and mass outflows. Molecular hydrogen observations can 

therefore unify existing optical and millimeter-wave data into a comprehensive 

picture of the starburst process. 

Until recently, non-detections of H2 lines coming from t;' > 1 were used as 

powerful evidence that Ha emission from active galaxies was solely thermally ex

cited by shocks (Rieke et al., 1985; Shull & Beckwith, 1982, and references therein). 

Puxley, Ha warden & Mountain (1988,1990) present tempting evidence for fluo

rescence from several galaxies, but the low resolution of their data (R = A/AA ~ 

100) makes the determination of line strengths difficult due to both uncertainties 

in placing the continuum and concerns of line blending. Low specfral resolution 

also reduces sensitivity to weaker specfral features. For example, Doyon, Wright 

& Joseph (1994) present a case for fluorescent emission in NGC 3256 from their 

measurement of /2-is{i)/A-os(i) ~ 0.39. Their data's coarse specfral resolution 

(R ~ 280) is insufficient to place sfrong consfraints on H2 line ratios or physical 

conditions in the starburst. Furthermore, Moorwood & Olivia (1994) perform the 

same measurement at R ~ 1500 and find that /2-is{i)/A-os(i) ~ 0-13, suggesting 

that shocks dominate the excitation of H2. Clearly, higher resolution specfra of 

high signal-to-noise ratio are necessary to extract quantitative information from 

the H2 lines. 

In this paper, comparatively high specfral resolution (R=A/AA ->-2200-3500) 

near-infrared specfra of Arp 299, a nearby starbursting merger system, are pre

sented and discussed. In Section 5.2 we present the observational data and the 

techniques used to process them. In Section 5.3 we explore the excitation mecha

nisms responsible for producing the observed Ha emission lines. We shall use this 

disturbed Ha emission in Section 5.4 to probe the interaction between luminous 
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stars, their supemovae descendants, and the molecular ISM in Arp 299 - firmly 

establishing that H2 emission serves as a unique quantitative probe of the phys

ical conditions in actively-starforming regions. Section 5.5 contains concluding 

remarks and acknowledgments. 

In Paper II, we will apply and extend the analysis presented in this paper 

to several nearby starbursting galaxies. We will also explore the kinematics of 

the disturbed molecular gas and the evolved stellar population at smaller spatial 

scales than is possible with single-dish millimeter-wave observations. We will 

then integrate our observations of H2 in starforming galaxies with current star-

burst evolutionary sequences. 

In so doing, we take a step towards uniting millimeter-wave observations of 

the cool quiescent molecular gas and optical analysis of the stellar component 

in starbursts. A more comprehensive picture of the processes and conditions in 

starbursts will ultimately result. 

5.2 Presentation of Observational Data 

5.2.1 Observations 

This paper presents intermediate resolution infrared spectroscopy of the Arp 299 

system, one of the nearest (Vur ~ 3150 km/s) examples of a relatively young 

merger system undergoing massive starburst activity. The two interacting galax

ies, usually referred to as Arp 299 "A" (a.k.a. IC 694) and Arp 299 "B" (a.k.a. NGC 

3690), exhibit complicated morphologies, harbor large amoimts of molecular gas 

and have very high infrared luminosities(~ 10^"^ LQ). A third component, Arp 

299 "C", appears to lie in the disk overlap region of the two galaxies. We have 

obtained spectra of Arp 299 A, C and C using the cryogenic long-slit infrared 

specfrometer FSpec (Williams et al., 1993) at the Steward Observatory 2.3-meter 
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telescope on Kitt Peak. We have also measured spatially-resolved spectra of the 

in^ared nuclei Arp 299 B1 and B2 (Wyrm-Williams et al., 1991) using FSpec at the 

Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT, before conversion to a 6.5-meter telescope) atop 

Mt. Hopkins, Arizona. Our adopted slit positions are plotted atop the Wyim-

Williams et al. (1991) K-band images in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The high-resolution 

grating on FSpec allows a resolving power of 2200 (135 km s~^) at H-band and 

3500 (85 km s~^) at J and K bands. This allows full H and K band coverage in 

10 overlapping grating tilts. At the 2.3-meter the 256x256 NICMOS-3 detector 

of FSpec has a focal-plane scale of 1.2" per pixel; the slit covers 2 pixels and is 

approximately 90" long. At the MMT the plate scale is 0.4" per pixel and the slit 

dimensions are 1.1" by 30". Guiding and pointing of the telescope were aided 

by the use of an infrared guiding camera, which allowed for accurate assessment 

of the slit orientation and position throughout the observations. The seeing was 

estimated to be consistently ~ 1.5" at the 2.3-meter and about 0.8-1.2" at the MMT 

- smaller than the slit width at either telescope. A summary of the observations 

is shown in Table 5.1. 

The galaxy images were nodded along the length of the slit after each 4 x 30 

second exposure to allow for effective sky-subtraction and removal of bad pixels. 

SAO 15542, a bright F8V star located a few degrees away from Arp 299 on the 

sky, is similarly observed at each grating setting. Since solar-type stars have weak 

infrared absorption lines, these standard stars can serve as a mearts of correcting 

for atmospheric absorption. 

5.2.2 Data Reductions 

The J, H and K band data presented here are analyzed using standard Image 

Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) software packages. A dark current pixel 

map is subtracted from each image frame, which is subsequently flat-fielded by 
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Table 5.1. Log of In^ared Observations 

Galaxy Date of Telescope Wavelength Total integration 

Name Observation Coverage (/xm) time (min) 

Arp 299 A,B1 Jan 13,1995 2.3-m 1.26-1.29 24 

1.51-1.77 60 

2.03-2.30 72 

2.40-2.47 20 

Arp 299 B1,B2 Apr 12,1995 MMT 2.12-2.19 60 

Apr 13,1995 MMT 1.61-1.71 60 

Apr 2,1996 MMT 2.22-2.29 60 

Apr 2,1996 MMT 2.40-2.47 30 

Arp 299 A,C,C Dec 10-13,1997 2.3-m 1.51-1.77 120 

1.96-2.47 150 
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 ̂ IC 694 
NGC 3690 

C 
2.3-meter 
slit position 
P.A. = 94deg 

MMT slit 
position  ̂ . 
P.A.sl40deg 

2.3-meter 
slit position 
P.A. = 76 deg 

Figure 5.1: Observed slit positions and extracted apertures for Arp 299 A are la

beled atop the Wyrui-Williams et al. (1991) K-band image. The Arp 299 A nuclear 

aperture is 2.4" x 4.7"; the labeled extra-nuclear apertures are 2.4" x 5.9" and are 

6.6" from their respective nuclei. 

images of an illuminated dome screen. A bad-pixel mask is constructed from the 

dark current map. This mask is applied to all image frames to mark bad pixels 

for later removal. 

In the near-infrared, the raw data frames are dominated by the high-altitude 

emission signature of the OH molecule. This unwanted airglow signal can be 

effectively removed through subtraction of a backgroimd frame consisting of an 

average of two adjacent images. During longer exposures and periods of rapid 

sky fluctuation, it is sometimes necessary to scale the backgroimd frames multi-

plicatively by 2-5% to remove the airglow lines completely. 
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MMT slit position 
P.A. = 140 deg 

NGC 3690 

B2 

400 pc 

K) B1-SE 
1.1 "X 2.2" 

Figure 5.2: Observed slit positions and extracted apertures for Arp 299 B are la

beled atop the Wynn-VN^antis et al. (1991) K-band image. All apertures are 1.1" x 

2.2". The two extra-nuclear apertures are centered 2.5" from their respective nu

clei. 
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All images at a given grating setting are then combined into a single 2-dimensional 

image. Bad pixels are neatly discarded rather than interpolated-over since each 

astronomical target was repeatedly wobbled to a different location on the detec

tor array. Thus, any discarded bad pixel in one frame will be replaced by good 

data in the remaining frames. The combined data are therefore not compromised 

by bad pixels. 

The OH airglow lines are used for wavelength-calibration of the data for A < 2.3 nm. 

Vacuum wavelengths for these lines are computed numerically using a synthetic 

OH spectrum based on the term energies and overlap matrix elements from Nel

son et al. (1990) and Abrams et al. (1993). The synthetic spectrum, once convolved 

to the spectral resolution of FSpec, provides an excellent fit to the observed line 

locations and emission strengths. The wavelength calibration fit to the synthetic 

line centers typically is of the order of 0.1 Angstroms, approximately 1/10 of a 

single resolution element. Longward of 2.3 ^m H2O features dominate the tel

luric infirared spectrum. These features are wavelength-calibrated using a Ne-Kr 

lamp and provide a good match to the OH calibrations. 

A one-dimensional aperture is then extracted from the calibrated two-dimensional 

spectrum. The aperture width used corresponds to the full width at half-maximum 

(FWHM) of the observed starburst brightness profile. We extracted a 2.4" x 4.7" 

long aperture for Arp 299 A and 1.1" x 2.2" for Arp 299 B1 and 32. To correct for 

telluric absorption, a corrective template at each grating setting is assembled. The 

standard star spectra are reduced in the same maimer as the galaxy spectra. Since 

the spectrum of a solar-type star is not completely featureless at near-infrared 

wavelengths, a high-resolution solar spectrum is divided into the standard star 

to remove both these subtle spectral features and the 6000K blackbody contin

uum slope of the standard star. The solar spectrum is first shifted to the systemic 
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velocity of the standard star and is convolved with a Gaussian profile to the spec

tral resolution of the FSpec data (Maiolino, Rieke & Rieke, 1996). The final result 

is a good template of telluric features which is suitable for division into the galaxy 

spectrum. 

The individual corrected- and calibrated- spectra are then combined into a 

complete H or K band spectrum. However, fluctuations in sky background and 

possible errors in manual telescope guiding can lead to small variations in the 

flux of individual grating tilts. The generous overlap in spectral coverage be

tween grating settings in most spectra allows for the accurate flux-scaling needed 

to merge the individual spectra together. Furthermore, careful investigation of 

the overlap regions allows one to estimate the noise level and to determine the 

authenticity of weak spectral features. 

Estimating the absolute line strength requires a spectral flux-calibration. For 

most of our galaxies, existing broad-band infrared imaging (Nakagawa et al., 

1989; Wynn-Williams et al., 1991; Shier, 1995) yields an excellent direct flux cali

bration as the integrated light within the region of the galaxy covered by the slit 

can be evaluated. The spectrum is then scaled to the appropriate flux level. 

5.2.3 Presentation of Spectra 

Figures 5.3 - 5.6 depict final H- and K-band spectra for Arp 299 A, Bl, B2, C, 

C and two non-nuclear apertures. While Arp 299 32 shows only the D = 1 - 0 

lines clearly, Arp 299 A features higher excitation lines such as 2-1 S(l,2,3) and 

3-2 S(l,5) at intensities that cannot be plausibly explained by thermal excitation. 

The 31 component appears to show clear u = 2 — 1 features. Similar high-t; lines 

are weakly detected in Arp 299 C and C, yet compare strongly to the observed 

1-0 S(l) emission. Along with strong H2 emission signatures, a number of atomic 

hydrogen lines are detected (such lines dominate in Arp 299 C and C% as are 
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Figure 5.3: K-band spectrum of Arp 299 A (IC 694). In this spectrum and those to 

follow, a low-order fit to the stellar continuum has been subtracted. 
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Figure 5.4: K-band spectrum of Arp 299 A, aperture centered 6.6" NE (see Fig

ure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.5: K-band spectrum of Arp 299 B2, centered 2.5" NW of the nucleus (see 

Figure 5.2). 
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Figure 5.6: K-band spectrum of Arp 299 B1 and 32. 
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Figure 5.7: K-band spectrum of Arp 299 C and C. 
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Figure 5.8: H-band spectrum of Arp 299 A, B1 and 32 
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Figure 5.9: H-band spectrum of Arp 299 C and C 
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interstellar [Fe nl and He 1. It is interesting to note that the Br7 intensity is very 

prominent in the aperture centered 2.5" NW of the B2 nucleus (Figure 5.5). A 

number of stellar absorption features are discernible, most notably the CO sec

ond overtone bands around 1.6 fim. Spectra of the first overtone CO bands at 

2.3 ^m may be found in Shier (1995). Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.7 sunimarize all 

emission line intensities and uncertainties relative to the intensity of the H2 1-0 

S(l) line, in energy units. Uncertainties in the relative line intensities reflect la 

noise estimates determined from grating overlap regions, errors in continuum 

placement, and uncertainties in the flux scaling between infrared windows when 

applicable. Although the spectrum longward of 2.40 ^m is rife with telluric ab

sorption features, the H2 1-0 Q-branch lines we detect in Arp 299 are redshifted 

to regions of good atmospheric transnussion. This assertion is substantiated by 

a high resolution (R ~ 10®) spectrum of the bright star a-Lyrae and a numeri

cal calculation using the HITRAN database (Rothman et al., 1996; Nakagawa et 

al., 1989). The Ha Q-branch lines have smooth, resolved Gaussian profiles af

ter correcting for telluric absorption, indicating that atmospheric contamination 

is effectively removed. Furthermore, spectra taken from the 2.3-meter and the 

MMT reflect identical Q-branch line strengths in Arp 299 Bl. It is useful to point 

out that good atmospheric absorption corrections are aided substantially by the 

relatively high spectral resolution of our data coupled with the naturally broad 

widths (~ 300 km s~^ in Arp 299 A) of the H2 lines. Reported line fluxes in Ta

bles 5.2 - 5.6 are therefore trustworthy within the quoted errors. 
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Table 5.2. Observed Spectral Lines in Arp 299 A 

Identified Line Wavelength (/zm) /iine/A-os(i) 

[Fen] 1.257 0.54 ± 0.08 

H (5-3) 1.282 1.39 ± 0.06 

[Fen] 1.534 0.11 ± 0.03 

H (13-4) 1.611 0.09 ± 0.03 

[Fen] 1.644 0.95 ± 0.09 

[Fen] 1.677 0.16 ± 0.04 

H (11-4) 1.683 0.16 ± 0.03 

H (10-4) 1.736 0.21 ± 0.04 

H2l-0S(2) 2.033 0.33 ± 0.02 

H2 8-60(5) 2.041 0.03 ± 0.02 

He I 2.058 0.51 ± 0.04 

H2 3-2 8(5) 2.066 0.04 ± 0.01 

H2 2-1 S(3) 2.073 0.14 ± 0.03 

H2l-0S(1) 2.12183 1.0"^ 

H2 2-1 S(2) 2.154 0.09 ± 0.02 

H(7-4) 2.166 0.95 ± 0.04 

H2l-OS(0) 2.223 0.30 ± 0.03 

H2 2-1 S(l) 2.247 0.23 ± 0.02 

H2 3-2S(1) 2.386 0.06 ± 0.03 

H2l-0Q(1) 2.406 1.33 ± 0.07 



Table 5.2—Continued 

Identified Line Wavelength (/xm) /iine/A-os( i )  

Ha 1-0 Q(2) 2.413 0.42 ± 0.07 

Ha 1-0 Q(3) 2.423 1.25 ± 0.08 

Ha 1-0 Q(5) 2.454 0.60 ± 0.1 

^observed 1-0 S(l) flux is 2.9 x 10 erg s ^ cm ^ 



Table 5.3. Observed Spectral Lines in Arp 299 B1 

Identified Line Wavelength (^m) /iine//i-os(x) 

H (13-4) 1.681 0.08 ± 0.03 

[Fen] 1.644 1.07 ± 0.1 

[Fenl 1.677 0.10 ± 0.02 

H (11-4) 1.681 0.12 ± 0.02 

Ha 1-0 S(l) 2.12183 1.0^ 

H (7-4) 2.166 1.07 ± 0.04 

Ha 1-0 8(0) 2.223 0.25 ± 0.04 

Ha 2-1 S(l) 2.247 0.16 ± 0.03 

H2l-0Q(1) 2.406 1.01 ± 0.05 

Hal-0Q(2) 2.413 0.31 ± 0.04 

H2l-0Q(3) 2.423 0.98 ± 0.07 

^observed 1-0 S(l) flux is 1.0 x 10"^"* erg s ^ cm ^ 
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Table 5.4. Observed Spectral Lines in Arp 299 B2 

Identified Line Wavelength (/xm) ^line/A-OS(l) 

[Fen] 1.644 1.3 ± 0.1 

[Fen] 1.677 0.55 ± 0.05 

H2 1-0 S(l) 2.12183 l.O'' 

H (7-4) 2.166 1.29 ± 0.1 

H2 1-0 Q(3) 2.423 0.75 ± 0.15 

^observed 1-0 S(l) flux is 2.4 x 10"^® erg s~^ cm ^ 
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Table 5.5. Observed Spectral Lmes in Arp 299 C 

Identified Line Wavelength (/xm) •Aine/A-OS(l) 

H(13-4) 1.681 0.33 ± 0.1 

[Fen] 1.644 2.8 ± 0.3 

H (11-4) 1.681 0.52 ± 0.09 

H (10-4) 1.736 1.13 ± 0.15 

H2 1-0 S(7) 1.745 0.3 ± 0.1 

He I 2.058 2.03 ± 0.12 

Ha 1-0 S(l) 2.12183 1.0^ 

H (7-4) 2.166 4.6 ± 0.2 

Ha 1-0 S(0) 2.223 0.40 ± 0.1 

Ha 2-1 S(l) 2.247 0.25 ± 0.1 

Hal-OQ(l) 2.406 1.7 ± 0.35 

H2l-0Q(2) 2.413 0.55 ± 0.1 

Hal-OQO) 2.423 0.85 ± 0.13 

^observed 1-0 8(1) flux is 5.2 x 10"^® erg s ^ cm ^ 



Table 5.6. Observed Spectral Lmes in Arp 299 C 

Identified Line Wavelength (fim) hne/h-os^i) 

H (13-4) 1.681 0.19 ± 0.07 

H (12-4) 1.635 0.29 ± 0.09 

[Fenl 1.644 1.55 ± 0.15 

H (11-4) 1.681 0.36 ± 0.11 

H (10-4) 1.736 0.77 ± 0.15 

Hz 1-0 S(7) 1.745 0.5 ± 0.2 

He I 2.058 0.97 ± 0.07 

unident 2.101 0.26 ± 0.07 

Ha 1-0 8(1) 2.12183 1.0® 

Ha 2-1 S(2) 2.154 0.14 ± 0.07 

H(7-4) 2.166 2.4 ± 0.1 

H2l-0S(0) 2.223 0.45 ± 0.1 

Ha 2-1 S(l) 2.247 0.43 ± 0.1 

H2 3-2S(1) 2.38 0.29 ± 0.1 

Ha 1-0 Q(1) 2.406 1.8 ± 0.35 

H2l-0Q(2) 2.413 0.75 ± 0.15 

Ha 1-0 Q(3) 2.423 1.10 ± 0.15 

^observed 1-0 S(l) flux is 4.3 x 10 erg s ^ cm ^ 
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Table 5.7. Observed Spectral Lines in Arp 299 non-nuclear apertures 

Component Identified Line Wavelength (/im) /iine/^i-os(i) 

A-NE [Fe n] 1.644 0.7 ± 0.1 

H2l-0S(2) 2.033 0.4 ±0.1 

H2l-0S(1) 2.12183 1.0 

H (7-4) 2.166 1.1 ± 0.1 

H2l-0S(0) 2.223 0.4 ±0.1 

H2 2-18(1) 2.247 0.3 ± 0.1 

A-SW [Fe n] 1.644 1.3 ± 0.1 

H2l-0S(1) 2.12183 1.0 

H (7-4) 2.166 0.8 ± 0.1 

H2 1-0 8(0) 2.223 0.6 ±0.2 

Bl-NE .... [Fen] 1.644 1.7±0.5 

Hz 1-0 8(1) 2.12183 1.0 

H (7-4) 2.166 0.5 ± 0.2 

B1-8E [Fe n] 1.644 0.8 ± 0.2 

H2 1-0 8(1) 2.12183 1.0 

B2-NW ... [Fenl 1.644 5±1 
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Table 5.7—Continued 

Component Identified Line Wavelength (^m) /iine/A-os(i) 

Ha 1-0 S(l) 2.12183 1.0 

H (7-4) 2.166 6 ± 1 

5.3 The Nature of the H2 Excitation 

5.3.1 Extinction 

Starburst nuclei are typically shrouded by large amounts of obscuring gas and 

dust. Visible-wavelength studies generally carmot probe deeply into these re

gion; however, near-infrared studies are much less affected by this extinction and 

can therefore effectively trace intrir\sic properties of starforming regions. Even 

so, the differential extinction across the standard inhrared photometric bands is 

significant; AjjAv - 0.279, AH! Ay = 0.191 and An I Ay = 0.114, and measured 

intensities must be corrected for it. 

Several emission line diagnostics can be used to estimate the extinction to

wards the gas in starburst environments. The H2 1-0 S(0,1) and 1-0 Q(2,3) line 

pairs arise from the same upper states. As these are both intrinsically weak 

electric-quadrupole transitions, the effects of self-absorption can be safely ne

glected. Thus the relative intensities of these two lines are functior« only of their 

relative spontaneous radiative transition probabilities and photon energies: 

hm ^ ^Q(3) As(i) 
•^S(L) -4s(i) AQ(3) 

for the quadrupole H2 A-values computed most recently by Wolniewicz, Sim-
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botin & Dalgamo (1998). 

Similarly, recombir\ation lirtes of atomic hydrogen exhibit well-characterized 

lir\e ratios under the assumption of case B recombination. We adopt the H I 

case-B recombination line intensities calculated by Hummer and Storey (1987) 

for J = IC K and rig = 10^ cra~ .̂ The case-B line intensities do not depend sen

sitively upon either parameter. Table 5.8 summarizes the intrinsic and observed 

line ratios for these diagnostics and their resulting visual extinction estimates for 

Arp 299 A. The adopted extinction law consists of a smooth analytical fit between 

the optical extinction law of Seaton (1978), the infrared laws of Rieke & Lebofsky 

(1985), Becklin et al. (1978), and a power law for the far-IR and submillimeter. 

Quoted uncertainties reflect errors in flux and continuum measurement, and in 

case-B recombination input parameters when applicable. 

Gehrz, Sramek & Weedman (1983) and Augarde & Lequeux (1985) estimate 

the level of visual extinction in Arp 299 A from optical spectroscopy to be Ay ~ 

4-5 mag. Similarly, Young et al. (1988); Armus et al. (1995) and references therein, 

suggest that ~ 5 mag. However, direct comparison of extinction estimates 

from visible and infrared techruques requires that the two apertures are probing 

the same physical regions. This is particularly relevant in Arp 299 A as the broad

band visible light peaks 10" (~2.1 kpc) away from the K-band intensity peak. 

Gehrz, Sramek & Weedirwn (1983) however show that the peak Ha enussion is 

roughly coincident with infrared and centimeter-wave radio continuum maps. 

Augarde & Lequeux (1985) similarly claim that their visible-band specfroscopic 

apertures center upon the Arp 299 A component as defined by Gehrz, Sramek & 

Weedman (1983). 

Assuming that the similarly-sized visible and infrared apertures probe the 

same spatial region, the discrepancy in measured extinction (Beck, Turner and 
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Ho, 1986; Nakagawa et al., 1989, this paper) is only significant under the assump

tion of a foreground dust screen geometry, which is almost certainly oversimpli

fied. More realistic models of the distributions of gas and stars have been con

structed to explain these differences in measured extinction. In a highly-obscured 

environment of mixed gas and stars, the visible interstellar lines will only probe 

the outer regioi\s of the dusty envelope while the infrared lines will more likely 

sample the entire volume. McLeod et al. (1993) are successfully able to simul

taneously model both visible and inh'ared recombination line intensities in M82 

by homogeneously mixing the gas and stars. Their mixed model provides a dra

matically better fit to the Arp 299 A data but diverges towards infinite extinction 

when modeling the infrared interstellar lines and carmot sufficiently explain the 

observed extinction at visible wavelengths. However, adding a small foreground 

screen contaiiung 10% of the total dust opacity neatly matches the visible and in-

firared recombination line ratios, as shown in Table 5.9. It is important to point 

out that our current analysis does not include the critical effects of grain scatter

ing (Witt et al., 1992; Calzetti, Kiimey, & Storchi-Bergmann, 1994). If the albedo 

decreases with wavelength from the visible to the infrared, then the scattered 

visible light will diminish the apparent effect of extinction relative to that in the 

ir\frared. 

In confrast to the hydrogen recombination lines, the observed Hz line emission 

requires that the dust optical depth be mostiy in the form of a foreground screen. 

This evidence suggests that H n regions exist in less obscured regions where the 

stars and gas are well mixed, whereas the emission in the H2= 1 — 0 lines probe 

more deeply into the nucleus with a larger amount of foreground obscuring dust. 

This analysis indicates that a more complicated geometrical model of the dust, 

gas and stars is required to explain the multi-wavelength extinction estimates for 
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Arp 299 A. 

Although simultaneous interpretation of visible and infrared data requires 

a more realistic dust model, a foreground screen geometry and standard inter

stellar extinction law is sufficient and internally consistent for the purposes of 

correcting the line strengths of our near-infrared spectra. Looking to Table 5.8, 

we will adopt a visual extinction of Ay = 10 magrutudes towards the atomic and 

ionic lines, and 23 magnitudes towards the H2 lines in Arp 299 A throughout 

the remainder of this paper. A similar situation in Arp 299 C leads us to adopt 

Av = 20 mag. for the H2 and Av = 15 mag. for atomic lines. In Arp 299 B1 and C, 

the recombination lines cmd molecular lines reflect similar values of Av = 15 mag. 

Line emission in component B2 is too weak to yield a reliable estimate of the ex

tinction. However, use of the H-K color estimated in Shier, Rieke & Rieke (1994) 

and Wyrm-Williams et al. (1991) and assuming a stellar population color of H-K 

= 0.2 mag. (Section 5.4.1.1) yields Av = 4.6 mag., which is consistent with upper 

limits imposed by the H I and Ha line fluxes. The H-K colors measured by Nak-

agawa et al. (1989) and Wyrm-Williams et al. (1991) indicate Av= 7.7 magnitudes 

in Arp 299 A, Ay ~ 14 mag. in Arp 299 Bl, and Av= 12 mag. in Arp 299 C. The 

continuum level for the C component in our specfra suggests E(H-K) = 1.0, or 

Av = 13 mag. Because the 2.3 /xm bands in at least Arp 299 A do not appear 

to be diluted with respect to the second overtone 1.6 /xm bands, and both band 

strengths lie within the scatter of Galactic giant/supergiant values (Kleinmarm 

& Hall, 1986; Origlia, Moorwood, & Oliva, 1993; Doyon, Joseph & Wright, 1994; 

Shier, Rieke & Rieke, 1994), we assume that the contribution of dust is minimal 

and the H-K excess is primarily indicative of dust extinction. These extinction 

values are similar to the estimates derived from the photoionized gas, but are 

significantly lower than the extinction towards the Ha in Arp 299 A & C. 
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Table 5.8—Continued 

Component Diagnostic Lines Intrinsic Ratio Observed Ratio Resulting Ay 

H(13-4)/(7-4) 0.148 0.07 ± 0.02 11.3 ± 4.4 

H-K color 0.2 1.11 12 

C H2 1-0Q(3)/1-0S(1) 0.703 1.1 ±0.15 20.5 ± 6.3 

H2 1-0Q(2)/1-0S(0) 1.102 1.65 ± 0.35 30 ±16 

H(10-4)/(7-4) 0.329 0.32 ± 0.06 0.6 ± 4.2 

H (11-4)7(7-4) 0.246 0.15 ± 0.03 9.3 ± 3.7 

H(12-4)/(7-4) 0.197 0.12 ±0.03 8.4 ± 4.2 

H(13-4)/(7-4) 0.148 0.08 ± 0.03 9.6 ± 5.8 

H-K color 0.2 1.2 13 
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5.3.2 UV intensity 

Corrected for dust extinction, the H-Br7 line at 2.166 ^im can provide a useful con

straint upon the number of hydrogen-ionizing photons in the aperture. Adopting 

the case-B calculations of Hummer and Storey (1987), we can estimate the total H 

ionization rate. In the 2.4 x 4.7" aperture for Arp 299 A, we estimate the number 

of ionizing photons to be 1.34 x 10®'' s"^ using models with Teff = 10"* K and Ue 

= 10^ cm~^. These results are insensitive to gas density and vary no more than 

20% over the temperature range 5000-10000K, comparable to the combined pho

tometric and spectroscopic uncertainties. The results are consistent with the Br7 

and Bra measurements of Beck, Turner and Ho (1986) for Arp 299 A. Similarly, 

we estimate the ionization rate to be 9.1 x 10®'' s~  ̂ in Arp 299 Bl, 8.3 x 10®^ s~  ̂ in 

B2,1.9 X lO®"* s~  ̂ in C, and 8.4 x 10®^ s~' in C. Processing of ionizing photons to 

far-IR photons by dust is not accounted for, so the actual ionizing flux is likely to 

be somewhat higher. 

5.3.3 Determination of Excitation Mechanism 

The nature of the H2 excitation has been widely discussed in the literature, yet 

few studies have presented data of sufficient spectral resolution to address this 

issue conclusively. With spectra of high signal-to-noise ratio at a resolving power 

of R ~ 3500, we can readily identify weak fluorescent emission signatures when 

they are present. Improved spectral resolution allows more accurate line intensity 

determinations, as line blending is less frequent and the continuum level is better 

defined. 

The wealth of K-band H2 lines observed in Arp 299 A can be used to neatly 

constrain the level of H2 fluorescence. Table 5.10 depicts the emission lines de

tected in the K-band, their reddening-corrected intensities relative to 1-0 S(l), and 

model predictions of the line ratios for thermal and fluorescent emission (models 
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Table 5.9. Extinction Models for Arp 299 A 

Line Observed Ratio PC screen mixed mixed mixed 

Av=lO Av=4Q +10% FC^ +20% FC* 

H (10-4)/(7-4) 0.22 ± 0.04 0.21 0.23 0.20 0.17 

H (ll-4)/(7-4) 0.17 ± 0.03 0.15 0.17 0.14 0.11 

H (13-4)/(7-4) 0.08 ± 0.03 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.06 

H (5-3)/(7-4) 1.46 ± 0.09 1.50 2.64 1.54 0.89 

H(5-4)/(7-4)'' 7.7 ± 2.2 6.1 6.8 8.7 11.2 

H (3-2)/(4-2)'' ~17 110 4.3 18.1 76 

H2 1-0Q(3)/S(1) 1.25 ± 0.08 0.88 0.86 0.93 1.01 

H2l-0Q(2)/S(0) 1.4 ± 0.22 1.25 1.24 1.31 1.37 

^From Beck, Turner and Ho (1986) 

''From Gehrz, Sramek & Weedman (1983); Augarde & Lequeux (1985) 

•^mixed model with Ay = 40 mag., 10% of rdust is in foreground screen 

'^mixed model with Av = 40 mag., 20% of rdust is in foreground screen 
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S1,S2,14 from Black & van Dishoeck (1987), model Hm3o from Draine & Bertoldi 

(1996)). Two mixed models in which 25% of the H2 1-0 S(l) emission comes from 

UV-pumped atoms and 75% from thermal emission are also used to scale the Ha 

line intensities. 

Although neither thermal nor fluorescent models separately provide an ac

ceptable fit to the data in Table 5.10, the T = 2000 K mixed model accounts for all 

of the observations simultaneously. 

However, if there is indeed a significant amount of fluorescent excitation in 

Arp 299 A, we would also expect to see high-exdtation (v' > 3) lines in the H-

band. Non-detection of these features can be attributed to three factors: 1) The 

dust optical depth is higher in the H-band; 2) Nearby H I and [Fe H] lines at 

1.61 /im present line confusion issues, and 3) disentangling weak spectral features 

from the complicated stellar continuum makes line detection and identification in 

the H-band difficult. For several strong undetected fluorescent lines, reddening-

corrected 3cr upper limits are provided in Table 5.10. From the non-detections 

alone, the contribution from fluorescence is linuted to < 30% of the total 1-0 S(l) 

excitation. All measured lines agree with this assertion and are best fit with 25% 

fluorescence. 

In Arp 299 HI, a similar analysis is performed. Lines stemming from v' = 2 

are detected, but at a lower level than in component A. The detected lines are 

best fit with 15% UV-fluorescence, as shown in Table 5.11. In component B2, no 

evidence for high-exdtation fluorescence is observed. Our 3cr upper limit on the 

strength of the 2-1 S(l) transition, yielding 2-1/1-0 S(l) = 0.3, would imply ~ 40% 

fluorescence in the 1-0 S(l) line. Substantial H2 fluorescence can be easily masked 

by even a small amoimt of noise. 

Although the H2 1-0 S(l) intensity is weak in the C and C components, v = 
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2 — 1 and v  =  Z - 2  lines are detected, directly implying UV fluorescence. The ro

tational temperature is -C 1000 K due to the strengths of the 1-0 Q(l), 1-0 S(0), 

2-1 S(l), and 3-2 S(l) lines at the expense of the corresponding (unobserved) 

higher rotational levels in the u' = 1 — 3 bands. Using the 1000 K thermal model 

from BvD87, we best fit our observations with 35% and 65% contributions of 

UV-fluorescence to the 1-0 S(l) line intensity in Arp 299 C and C, respectively 

(Table 5.12 & 5.13). 

This discussion of UV-pumped H2 excitation has assumed that the fluores

cence process is purely radiative. In very high density environments, collisional 

processes will become important and will modify the appearance of the fluores

cent spectrum. In the extreme case of a strong UV field incident upon a photodis-

sociation region (PDR) of high density and temperature, the resulting spectrum 

is more difficult to distinguish from thermal excitation (Sternberg & Dalgamo, 

1989; Draine & Bertoldi, 1996, BvD87). Sternberg & Dalgamo (1989) show that 

for densities of nn > iC cm~^, collisional effects begin to effect the emergent 

spectrum and subsequently dominate for nn > 10® cra~^, especially when cou

pled with intense UV radiation (x > 10^). In extreme environments like Arp 299, 

where large masses of molecular gas are confined to a few hundred pc (Sargent 

& Scoville, 1991; Aalto et al., 1997), one might therefore expect an H2 thermal 

emission signature indicative of some high-density fluorescence as well as shock 

excitation. 

The density at which collisional de-exdtation becomes significant depends 

upon the relative strengths of the spontaneous radiative coefficients and the col-

Usional cross-sections, but the calculation of these cross sectiorts is rather uncer

tain. Martin & Mandy (1995) present explicit H2-H collisional calculations which 

suggest that the scaling relations used by Sternberg & Dalgamo (1989) substan
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tially overestimate the actual cross-sections. The density at which H2 level pop

ulations become significantly altered by collisional effects is then increased, al

though quantifying this change also depends upon better H2-H2 collisional cross 

sections since H2 is an important collision partner in these regions. 

Recent comprehensive photodissociation region (PDR) models by Draine & 

Bertoldi (1996), hereafter DB96, adopt the collisional calculations of Martin Sc 

Mandy (1995). Their line-ratio predictions for a warm (T=300K), high density 

(riH = 10^ cm~^), highly-UV-irradiated (x = 10^; /uv ~ 450) are parenthesized in 

Tables 5.10 - 5.11. XX Their emergent model spectra are only significantly distin

guishable from low-density fluorescence for H2 lines with v' > 3. The amount of 

fluorescence estimated in the 1-0 S(l) line is only 5% higher (i.e. 30% in Arp 299 A) 

than with pure radiative fluorescence. Our tentative identification of 8-6 0(3) 

would directly imply lower PDR densities and pure low-density, radiative fluo

rescence. Even discounting this feature, the DB96 results demonstrate that for the 

modest radiation fields we will consider here (/uv ~ 10^; see Section5.4.1.1), devi

ations from "pure" radiative fluorescence will only become significant if the bulk 

of the H2-emitting gas on a galactic scale is characterized by nn » lO^cm"^. This is 

unlikely for several reasons. First, measurement of [C n] 158 /xm towards the Arp 

299 system (Stacey et al., 1991) is consistent with a PDR density of 10^ < < 10® 

cm~^. Secondly; millimeter-wave multiline observations and cloud models for 

merging starbursts (Aalto et al., 1994,1995,1997) imply modest mean densities 

(10'' < tih < 10®) in Arp 299. Thirdly, higher density models (nn = 10® cm~^, from 

DB96) do not reproduce our observed line ratios as well as lower density models. 

Modest mean H2-emitting densities of lO'' cm"^ can reproduce the H2 line emis

sion in a manner consistent with millimeter-wave observations. Such densities 

would be best-represented by a purely radiative fluorescence model. 
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Table 5.10. H2 Excitation Models for Arp 299 A 

Ha line Thermal^ Thermal® Fluorescent Mixed** Mixed** Observed 

lOOOK 2000K nH=10=' (10®) lOOOK 2000K I|ine/Il-0 S(l)® 

1-0 S(0) 0.27 0.21 0.45'^0.36)= 0.31 0.27 0.25 ±0.02 

1-0 S(l) 1.0 1.0 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 1.0 1.0 

1-0 S(2) 0.27 0.37 0.50 (0.42) 0.32 0.40 0.40 ±0.03 

1-0 Q(l) 1.05 0.70 1.0 (1.13) 1.04 0.78 0.82 ± 0.05 

1-0 Q(2) 0.30 0.23 0.50 (0.40) 0.35 0.30 0.25 ±0.05 

1-0 Q(3) 0.70 0.70 0.70 (0.70) 0.70 0.70 0.76 ± 0.05 

1-0 Q(5) 0.25 0.49 0.32 (0.42) 0.27 0.44 0.35 ± 0.05 

2-1 S(l) 0.005 0.08 0.55 (0.48) 0.14 0.20 0.19 ± 0.02 

2-1 S(2) 0.001 0.03 0.27 (0.20) 0.06 0.09 0.09 ± 0.02 

2-1 S(3) 0.003 0.08 0.35 (0.41) 0.09 0.15 0.15 ± 0.03 

3-2 S(l) 0.0 0.005 0.29 (0.22) 0.07 0.07 0.05 ±0.03 

3-2 S(3) 0.0 0.005 0.18 (0.18) 0.04 0.04 <0.07 

3-2 S(5) 0.0 0.003 0.07(0.11) 0.02 0.02 0.04 ± 0.01 

4-2 0(3) 0.0 0.0 0.42(0.25) 0.10 0.10 <0.20 

6-4 0(3) 0.0 0.0 0.31 (0.16) 0.08 0.08 <0.21 

6-4 Q(l) 0.0 0.0 0.33 (0.17) 0.08 0.08 <0.29 

8-6 0(3) 0.0 0.0 0.26 (0.07) 0.04 0.04 0.04 ±0.02 

''Thermal models SI (T=1000K), 52 (T=2000K) from BvD87 

''Radiative fluorescence: model #14 of BvD87 (T=100K, nn = 3 x 10^ cm~^) 

'^Collisional fluorescence: #Lm3o of DB96 (T=300K, nn = 10® cm~^) 

**25% of 1-0 S(l) from BvD87 model #14,75% from models SI and S2 

^Line intensities are reddening-corrected for .4„=23 mag. 
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Table 5.11. H2 Excitation Models for Arp 299 B1 

H2 line Thermal^ Thermal^ Fluorescent Mixed'' Mixed'' Observed 

lOOOK 2000K nH=103 (10®) lOOOK 2000K Iline/Il-O S(l)® 

1-0 S(0) 0.27 0.21 0.45't0.36)'= 0.30 0.24 0.22 ± 0.04 

1-0 S(l) 1.0 1.0 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 1.0 1.0 

1-0 Q(l) 1.05 0.70 1.0 (1.13) 1.04 0.75 0.74 ± 0.04 

1-0 Q(2) 0.30 0.23 0.50 (0.40) 0.33 0.27 0.23 ± 0.04 

1-0 Q(3) 0.70 0.70 0.70 (0.70) 0.70 0.70 0.70 ± 0.05 

2-1 S(l) 0.005 0.08 0.55 (0.48) 0.09 0.15 0.14 ± 0.03 

2-1 S(2) 0.001 0.03 0.27 (0.20) 0.04 0.06 <0.08 

2-1 S(3) 0.003 0.08 0.35 (0.41) 0.05 0.12 0.14 ± OM 

3-2 S(l) 0.0 0.005 0.29 (0.22) 0.04 0.04 0.04 ± 0.02 

6-4 Q(l) 0.0 0.0 0.33 (0.17) 0.05 0.05 <0.29 

''Thennal models SI (T=1000K), S2 (T=2000K) from BvD87 

''Radiative fluorescence: model #14 of BvD87 (T=100K, tih = 3 x 10^ cm~^) 

"^Collisional fluorescence: #Lm3o of DB96 (T=300K, TIH = 10® cm~^) 

'*15% of 1-0 S(l) from BvD87 model #14,85% from models SI and S2 

®Line intensities are reddening-corrected for A„=15 mag. 

'^From 2.3-meter spectra in a 2.4 x 2.4" aperture 
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Table 5.12. H2 Excitation Models for Arp 299 C 

H2 line Thermal® Thermal® Fluorescent Mixed'' Mixed'' Observed 

lOOOK 2000K nH=10=' (105) lOOOK 2000K Iline/Il-0S{1)® 

1-0 S(0) 0.27 0.21 0.45'<0.36)'= 0.34 0.30 0.35 ± 0.09 

1-0 S(l) 1.0 1.0 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 1.0 1.0 

1-0 Q(l) 1.05 0.70 1.0 (1.13) 1.03 0.80 1.2 ± 0.25 

1-0 Q(3) 0.70 0.70 0.70 (0.70) 0.70 0.70 0.77 ± 0.09 

2-1 S(l) 0.005 0.08 0.55 (0.48) 0.20 0.24 0.21 ± 0.07 

2-1 S(3) 0.003 0.08 0.35 (0.41) 0.12 0.12 <0.18 

3-2 S(l) 0.0 0.005 0.29 (0.22) 0.10 0.10 <0.28 

6-4 Q(l) 0.0 0.0 0.33 (0.17) 0.11 0.11 <0.60 

^Thermal models SI (T=1000K), S2 (T=2000K) from BvD87 

''Radiative fluorescence: model #14 of BvD87 (T=100K, nn = 3 x 10^ cm~^) 

•^Collisional fluorescence: #Lm3o of DB96 (T=300K, nn = 10® cm~^) 

''35% of 1-0 S(l) from BvD87 model #14,65% from thermal model SI & S2 

®Line intensities are reddening-corrected for ^„=15 mag. 
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Table 5.13. H2 Excitation Models for Arp 299 C 

Ha line Thermal^ Thermal® Fluorescent Mixed** Mixed** Observed 

lOOOK 2000K nH=103 (10®) lOOOK 2000K Iline/Il-0S(1)® 

1-0 S(0) 0.27 0.21 0.45'<0.36)'= 0.39 0.36 0.39 ± 0.08 

1-0 S(l) 1.0 1.0 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 1.0 1.0 

1-0 Q(l) 1.05 0.70 1.0 (1.13) 1.02 0.90 1.2 ± 0.25 

1-0 Q(3) 0.70 0.70 0.70 (0.70) 0.70 0.70 0.71 ± 0.10 

2-1 S(l) 0.005 0.08 0.55 (0.48) 0.36 0.39 0.35 ± 0.09 

2-1 S(3) 0.003 0.08 0.35 (0.41) 0.22 0.26 <0.22 

3-2 S(l) 0.0 0.005 0.29 (0.22) 0.19 0.19 0.21 ± 0.07 

3-2 S(3) 0.0 0.005 0.18 (0.18) 0.11 0.11 <0.12 

6-4 Q(l) 0.0 0.0 0.33 (0.17) 0.21 0.21 <0.8 

"^Thermal models SI (T=1000K), S2 (T=2000K) from BvD87 

''Radiative fluorescence: model #14 of BvD87 (T=100K, UH = 3 x 10^ cm"^) 

'^Collisional fluorescence: #Lm3o of DB96 (T=300K, = 10® cm~^) 

^*65% of 1-0 S(l) from BvD87 model #14,35% from thermal models SI & S2 

®Line intensities are reddening-corrected for ^„=20 mag. 
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5.3.4 H2 Luminosity 

Constraints upon the H2 excitation mechanism allow us to accurately determine 

the total H2 luminosity. By assuming that the H2 emission in Arp 299 A arises 

only from thermal excitation (Fischer et al., 1983; Nakagawa et al., 1989), the 

dereddened 1-0 S(l) intensity we measure, 3.8 x 10"^^ ergs cm~^, would cor

respond to a total H2 luminosity of about 2.4 x 10® L© for D = 42 Mpc. However, 

the 1-0 S(l) line accounts for ~9% of the H2 thermal luminosity but only ~1.6% of 

the total fluorescent power (BvD87). If 25% of the flux comes from UV-excitation, 

we would estimate a total luminosity of 1.8 x 10® Lq (thermal) + 3.1 x 10® Lq (flu

orescent)  ~  5 .0  X 10® LQ .  Therefore ,  a l though  a  re la t i ve ly  smal l  f rac t ion  o f  the  1 -0  S ( l )  

excitation is due to UV-pumping, fluorescence clearly dominates the total H2 luminosity. 

The Orion Nebula, long assiuned to be a source of shocked H2 emission, has 

been similarly discovered to be mostly UV-exdted (Luhman et al., 1994). It is 

of interest, therefore, to determine whether the global properties of the Orion 

complex could be scaled to match the H2 spectra of starburst galaxies. Assuming 

that Orion's total luminosity in fluorescent and thermal emission is 1900 L© and 

40 L© (Luhman et al., 1994), respectively, we find that 1.7 x 10® Orions can create 

the observed fluorescent luminosity in Arp 299 A. This is insufficient to explain 

the total Ha luminosity however; over 1.6 x 10® L© of additional thermal emission 

is required. We can account for the remaining thermal emission by invoking a 

population of shock-exdted H2 emitting regions using the supernova remnant IC 

443 as a template. If SNR's like IC 443 have a thermal H2 luminosity of ~ 100 L© 

(Graham, Wright & Longmore, 1987; Burton et al., 1988), we need the equivalent 

of 1.6 X 10® such regions; either in the form of a few large-scale shocks and/or 

many supernova remnants. We will attempt to resolve this question when we 

discuss the shocked H2 emission in Section 5.4.3. The decomposition of the Ha 
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luminosity of the other nuclei in similar terms can be found in Table 5.17. 

5.4 Analysis of the Fluorescent and Shocked Ha in Arp 299 

5.4.1 Modeling Ruorescent H2 Emission 

Our H2 excitation constraints hold important implicatioi\s for galactic-scale star 

formation. We will attempt to demonstrate this point via a simple model of an 

unresolved starburst region as outlined in BvD87 (part 4f) and applied first to Arp 

299 A. We cor^ider a case-B Stromgren sphere of radius R, defined by our spec

trometer aperture of solid angle fi. Although our aperture is not the projection 

of a sphere, we will choose an "effective" circular aperture with the same sub

tended solid angle. Within this region lie Nc neutral clouds of constant density 

Tin, temperature Tc ~ lOOK, and radius rc. Surrounding the clouds is a photoion-

ized medium of uniform temperature Te = IC* K, density Ug, and volume filling 

factor i]i. An appropriately-weighted population of early-type stars of effective 

surface temperature Teff/ radius r„ and mass m, are scattered (either randomly, 

clustered, or anti-clustered) throughout the volume to provide an intense source 

to both photoionize the hydrogen gas for < 912 A, and to excite the H2 for 912 A 

< A < 1130 A. Figure 5.10 outlines the basic geometry of the adopted model(s). 

5.4.1.1 Modeling the hot stellar component 

The UV spectrum of each early-type star can be characterized by the total number 

of ionizing photor\s (L,) and the spectral luminosity of non-ionizing 912-1130 A 

photons (L„). Both parameters are calculated using from Schaerer et al. (1996a, 

1996b, 1997) CoStar models for > 20 M© and Kurucz (1992) Atlas model atmo

spheres for < 2GMo. Adopted values of L, and are presented as a function 

of stellar mass and temperature in Table 5.14. Determining the effective spectral 

type in unresolved starbursts is a controversial issue however (Doyon, Wright & 



Table 5.14. Properties of Early-Type Stars 

M, Teff R, log 5 Ll{R^/R,Y  

(Mo) (K) {Ro)  (s-^ Hz-^) (s-^) 

9 24,000 3.7 4.0 1.94 X 10^^ 1.04 X 10'»'* 

12 28,000 4.3 4.0 4.25 X IG^i 1.10 X lO''® 

15 31,000 5.0 4.0 6.58 X 10=^^ 6.20 X IC^s 

20 35,500 5.6 4.2 1.31 X 10^2 2.76 X IC*® 

25 38,500 6.4 4.2 1.54 X 10=^2 7.05 X IC*® 

40 44,000 8.5 4.2 1.92 X 10^2 1.90 X 10'*'' 

60 48,000 10.6 4.1 2.25 X 10=^2 3.00 X 10'*'' 

85 51,000 12.9 4.1 2.50 X 10=^2 4.14 X IC*^ 
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Joseph, 1991; Shields, 1993; Doherty et al., 1995; Aitken et al., 1982; Beck, Turner 

and Ho, 1986). One might initially hope to compare He I (2.058 ^m) and Br7 line 

intensities to yield an effective stellar temperature; however, mixed helium and 

hydrogen line ratios depend strongly upon the geometry of a starforming en

vironment (Shields, 1993). Adding optical helium and hydrogen recombination 

lines might improve the temperature constraints; Doherty et al. (1995) estimate 

that Teff for Arp 299 A is ~40,000K in this fashion. However, the direct compari

son of visible and infrared recombination lines requires that the two wavelength 

regimes probe the same gas. As we have described above (Section 5.3.1), this 

assumption is probably untrue in dusty starburst environments. 

We will attempt to characterize the stellar component by assuming a mass 

function (MF). We adopt the zero-age, solar metallidty, massive star models of 

Schaller et al. (1992) to relate the mass of a star to its effective temperature, radius 

and luminosity. Early-type stars are therefore segregated into 8 mass bins cen

tered on 9 to 85 MQ, thereby covering the range of stars responsible for the ioniz

ing radiation. The appropriate number of stars in each bin, JVj, is constrained by 

the MF slope and the calculable ionization rate (Section 5.3.2): 

N j  = A -  A M j  ( 5 . 2 )  

(5.3) 
r total 

4 — = z!i (5 4) 

^ E MfAMjLl 
j=mi ' 

The) subscripts indicate a simi over the MF mass bins. 

We will calculate the results of our modeling for Salpeter (1955) and Scalo 

(1986) IMF slopes with a = -2.35 and -2.85, respectively, plus a more extreme 

slope of -3.2. These choices cover the range of high-mass MF slopes present in the 
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literature. The majority of the ionizing flux in the various MP's come ftrom 40,000 

- 48,000 K stars. Curtailing the upper mass limit to 40 M© reduces the effective 

temperatures by ~4,000 K. Publicized estimates of Tefr for starbursts generally 

fall between 35,000 and 50,000 K (Doherty et al., 1995,, and references therein). 

We will soon demonstrate that our model results are insensitive to one's choice 

of mass function for hot stars. 

Knowing the number and character of the ionizing stars, we can estimate their 

contribution to the K-band continuum. The ratio of the observed Br7 flux to the 

intensity of the resulting ionizing stellar continuum (approximated as a black-

body) leads directly to an estimate of the expected Br7 equivalent width: 

WAR-, = ^ (5.5) 
E 4jrr;jV; • BxW) 

j=mi 

The equivalent width we predict solely from a population of early-type stars 

under a Scalo (1986) IMF in Arp 299 A is ~260 Angstroms. As we measure a Br7 

equivalent width of 27 A, we can stipulate that the early type stars contribute up 

to 10% of the total K-band continuum. The stellar absorption features of both 

Arp 299 A and 31 are similar and are visually indicative of evolved cool giant or 

supergiant stars. Assuming a 10%-90% mix of hot and cool stars, the resulting 

stellar colors would be J-H0.6 mag. and H-K 'v, 0.2 mag. Aaronson (1977). Any 

color excess would then be attributed to dust extinction (Section 5.3.1). 

The UV scaling factor, luv, is deflned as £v/47rd^, and is evaluated at half the 

mean distance between hot stars, rf, « 2RNr^^^. Thus (BvD87): 

= T 2300 . (1^) . {0'' • (5.6) 

In Arp 299 A, we find luv ~75 for a Scalo (1986) IMF. This value is insensitive 
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to the IMF slope and upper mass cutoff; a steep Q!=-3.2 slope yields 78 while a 

Salpeter IMF gives Iuv=71. This insensitivity is expected, for while the hottest, 

most massive stars dominate the stellar Imninosity for the shallower MFs, fewer 

such stars are needed to account for the total number of ionizing photons in

dicated by the Br7 luminosity. This subsequently increases the mean distance 

between hot stars from which we evaluate luv-

5.4.1.2 Neutral cloud models and results 

Knowing the contribution of UV-fluorescence to the total H2 excitation, the total 

fluorescent H2 flux can then be written as ///^ = AcItotaiD~  ̂ = 5.8 x 10"^  ̂ergs 

s~^ cm~^ for Arp 299 A, where Ac is the total surface area of cloud material: Ac = 

ANcTc- The total intensity of fluorescent H2 in a model cloud, /total/ is calculated 

from Section 5.4 of DB96 for the sensitive parameters luv and riH- The numerical 

constant in DB96's equation (51) is increased 25% to provide a better fit to their 

model results in the range nn ~ 10^"® cm"^. Their 0 term is also altered to adopt 

BvD87's grain model #2, and a cloud temperature of To = lOOK. Values of Aotai 

derived in this manner are a factor of 1.2 -1.7 smaller than those tabulated directly 

in BvD87. This discrepancy is due to DB96's inclusion of UV line overlap effects 

upon the H2 UV excitation rates. 

While stellar modeling tightly constrains /uv, one must look towards far-

infrared and millimeter-wave spectroscopy to cor\strain cloud densities. The 

[C n] 158 fim line, for example, due to its tight correlation with the ^^C0(j=l-0) 

line in starforming envirorunents, probes warm regions associated with molecu

lar clouds. Observations of this luminous infrared line in concert with millimeter-

wave CO observatior\s and PDR models, suggest that such regions are warm 

(T~100-300K) and modestiy dense (nn < 10^~® cm~^) (Stacey et al., 1991; Car-

ral et al., 1994; Tielens, 1985; van Dishoeck & Black, 1986,1988). For now, we will 
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adopt a uniform cloud der^ity of 10'' cm~^, intermediate between a di^se Galac

tic PDR and a dense cloud core. We will return to the issue of nonuniform clouds 

in Section 5.4.1.3. 

For a hydrogen number density tih = 10'* cm~^ and solving for Nc, we can 

then estimate the total total molecular mass: 

with volume filling factor tJc = Nc {rdRf. Model results are summarized in 

Table 5.15. 

Mc = • NcvlnHmfi = 0.102 -TIH • Nc 

3 

(5.7) 
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Table 5.15. UV-Fluorescence Model Results for Arp 299 

Component Aperture luv Itotai MCHa) 

(") (cm"^) (ergs~^ cm~^ sr"^) (M©) 

A 2.4 X 4.7 75 1 x lO"* 3.1 x 10"'* 1.8 x 10® 

+cores 2.7 x 10® 

3 X 10^ 2.0 X 10"'* 2.9 x 10® 

+cores 3.2 x 10® 

3 X lO-^ 3.6 X lO""* 1.7 X 10® 

1 X 10'' 6.4 X lO""* 0.9 X 10® 

+cores ^ 1.3 X 10® 

2.4 X 2.4 125 1 X lO"* 3.9 x lO"'' 1.0 x 10® 

+cores 1.4 X 10® 

A-NE 2.4 X 5.9 9 3 x 10^ 4.4 x 10"^ < 1.8 x 10® 

A-SW 2.4 x 5.9 6 3 x 10^ 3.3 x 10"® < 2.3 x 10® 

B1 1.1 X 2.2 250 3 X 10=^ 2.5 x lO"** 2.0 x 10® 

Bl-NE .... 2.4 X 5.9 2.4 3 x 10^ 1.4 x lO"® «; 5 x 10® 

Bl-SE 1.1 X 2.2 <8 3 x 10=^ 3.7 x 10"= 1.5 x 10® 

32 1.1 X 2.2 55 3 X 10^ 1.7 x lO"* < 7.5 x 10^ 
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Table 5.15—Continued 

Component Aperture luv RIH Itotal M(H2) 

(") (cm~^) (ergs~^ cm~^ sr~^) (Mo) 

B2-NW ... 1.1 X 2.2 35 3 X 10=^ 1.4 X 10-'' < 2.0 X 10'' 

C 2.4 X 4.7 95 10'^ 3.4 X lO-'* 1.6 X 10® 

C 2.4 X 4.7 55 lo-* 2.3 X 10-« 6.3 X 10® 

^Using BvD87 grain model #3 

For Arp 299 A, ~ 6.4 x 10® clouds of 0.7 pc diameter, yielding a total H2 mass 

of 1.8 X 10® Mq, are required to account for the H2 fluorescent emission. The 

molecular volume filling factor in the ~400 pc radius starforming region is 0.4%. 

This allows us to estimate the mass in ioruzed matter: 

= 3.58 X 10^ (^) (^) (5.8) 

This estimate yields a photoionized mass of 4.7 x 10® M© and 1.1 x lO^M© of 

ioruzing stars in the central 800 pc of Arp 299 A. This calculation demonstrates 

that the total mass of remaining molecular gas is ~3.7 times the combined mass 

of the ionized and hot stellar matter. This ratio ranges from 3.1 (at TIH = 3 x IC* 

cm^) to 5.8 (at nn = 3 x 10^ cm~^). More extreme density choices require altering 

the total cloud column deitsity to keep cloud sizes within physical reason. This 

alteration effectively limits M^jMi to 3-6. 

The 2.4" X 5.9" aperture centered 7.8" to the northeast of the nucleus O^beled 
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Arp 299 A-NE for short) shows evidence for both shocked and fluorescent emis

sion, due to the weak detection of the 2-1 S(l) line. The line ratio 2-l/l-0'S(l) = 0.3 

indicates that ~ 40% of the 1-0 S(l) flux may be due to UV-fluorescence. Applica

tion of our simple starburst model yields a molecular gas mass of 1.8 x 10® MQ. 

Given our large error bars (±0.1) on this line ratio, it is possible also that all of the 

Ha is UV-excited, or that none of it is. In the latter case, the shock modeling in 

Section 5.4.3 will yield a more appropriate estimate of the gas mass. Results for 

the other non-nuclear apertures in Arp 299 A and B may be found in Table 5.15. 

In those apertures the H2 appears to be shock-excited, but upper limits on UV-

fluorescence can still yield useful mass constraints. The shocked H2 gas in these 

apertures will be discussed in Section 5.4.3. 

In Arp 299 Bl, a fluorescence contribution of 15% to the 1-0 S(l) luminosity 

yields luv = 250 and a molecular gas mass of 2 x 10® M© for rin = 10^ cm~^. 

10® M© of photoionized gas and 7.2 x 10® M© of hot stars are needed to provide 

the requisite Lyman-continuum flux of 9 x 10®^ photons s~^ In component B2, a 

3cr upper limit of 40% fluorescence in the 1-0 S(l) intensity yields an upper mass 

limit of 7 X 10^ M©. Thus, even in galaxies where fluorescent emission is not directly 

observed, we can still place significant constraints upon the mass of molecular gas in a 

starburst nucleus. 

Interferometric J = 1-0 observations reported by Sargent & Scoville (1991) 

indicate M(H2) = 3.9 x 10® M© in a smaller 2.4" beam using a "standard" Galactic 

I(C0)/M(H2) conversion factor. In a comparably-sized aperture we derive an H2 

mass of 1.0 x 10® M© at nn = lO'' cm~^. Even if the entire H2 and H Br7 flux 

measured in the larger 2.4 x 4.7 " aperture were to be concentrated into a 2.4 x 

2.4 " , M(H2) would orUy increase to ~ 1.4 x 10® M©. In all of Arp 299 B, they 

quote a molecular gas mass of 9 x 10® M©, whereas we detect ~ 3 x 10® M© (al
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though with much smaller apertures). This result is not wholly unexpected; if 

some of the molecular gas is warm or non-self-gravitating, the standard conver

sion factor may significantly overestimate the molecular mass Maloney & Black 

(1988). We will now discuss important evidence pointing towards this conclusion 

for disturbed starburst regions. 

5.4.1.3 Interpretation of model results 

Perhaps the most noticeable aspect of the model clouds presented here is their 

small size as compared to Galactic disk clouds. Typical GMC sizes (~10-40 pc) 

would require implausibly large per-cloud columns of H2 for higher densities 

(N(H) ~ lO^** cm~^), and would exceed the dynamical mass in Arp 299 A by 

nearly an order of magnitude (Shier, Rieke & Rieke, 1994). Furthermore, there is 

significant evidence favoring small clouds in starburst environments. Aalto et al. 

(1991b, 1995, 1997) observe high values of the intensity ratio ^^CO/^^CO in the 

J = 1 - 0 transition for ratio in Arp 299 A and other infrared-luminous starburst 

galaxies, which indicates optically-thin and only slightly opaque emission 

in ^^CO, coupled with warm cloud temperatures. Modest optical depths in 

J=l-0 would directly implicate small clouds. 

Our uniform clouds clearly oversimplify the nature of the actual moleciilar 

material in the starburst region. However, we simply cannot deduce specific 

properties of individual clouds within an unresolved ensemble. There are, how

ever, some global cloud characteristics which recent observations have been able 

to constrain. For example, spatial gradients in millimeter-wave line ratios across 

starburst galaxies and strong emission firom tracers of both diffuse and dense gas 

suggest that at least two distinct populations of molecular clouds must exist in 

starbursts (Aalto et al., 1991a,b, 1994,1995; Wall et al., 1991). That is, line ratios 

from the various isotopes of CO and other trace molecules such as CS and HCN 
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2R 

photoionized 
medium with 10  ̂K 
and ne~ 14<1-

N* ionizing stars 
with radius r* and 
temperature T*. 

Nc identical clouds 
with uniform 
density nH, radius re 
and temperature Te. 

"Standard" Model A 

"Clustered" Model B "Anti-clustered" Model C 

Figure 5.10: Geometry of the UV-fluorescence starburst model. Above is the stan

dard model with stars and gas scattered randomly throughout the aperture. Be

low are two alternative models: in model B the stars and gas are more intimately 

associated such that the mean UV radiation field intercepting molecular clouds, 

luv, is doubled, in model C they are anti-correlated such that luv is halved. 
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imply that some of the mm-wave line emission comes from gas of distinctly dif

ferent properties. For example, many luminous starbursts are observed to have 

large ^^CO/^^CO J=l-0 line ratios, indicative of optically thin emission in ^^CO; 

however, J=2-l/l-0 ratios of ~1.3 suggest that the is optically thick, 

stemming from dense clouds instead. Aalto et al. (1994) successfully model such 

discrepant and observations of the starbursting galaxy NGC 1808 by 

invoking a two-type cloud ensemble consisting of dense, cold cloud cores and 

surrounding warm, diffuse PDR-like envelopes. 

In Arp 299 A, Aalto et al. (1997) observe an extreme ^^CO/^^CO J=l-0 ra

tio (~ 60), placing it in league with other ultralurrunous ii\frared galaxies like 

NGC 3256 and Arp 220, and implicating a warm PDR-like cloud component. 

Furthermore, J=2-l/l-0 and J=2-l/l-0 ratios (Aalto et al., 1995) and 

strong HCN J=l-0 emission imply the presence of dense, optically thick gas with 

10"* cm"^ < riH < 10® cm~^ (Aalto et al., 1997). Since the fluorescent Ha emis

sion discussed here orUy involves the surfaces of the emitting clouds, we cannot 

tightly constrain the properties of the dense, shielded cloud cores from which the 

high-density emission line tracers emanate. However, our H2 mass estimate de

pends upon knowledge of the total cloud contents. To test whether our uniform-

cloud mass calculations significantly underestimate the molecular gas mass, we 

will adopt a two-type cloud model akin to Aalto et al. (1994) in which the cenfral 

V2 pc of our uniform cloud model is replaced by a higher derwity (n^ = 10® cm"^) 

cloud core. The der\se cloud core must be significantly colder, around 10-20 K, if 

it is in pressure equilibrium with the warmer 100 K envelope. The total hydrogen 

column density in our diffuse envelope always exceeds 10^^ cm"^, which corre

sponds to an effective extinction at 1000 A of ~25 magnitudes. At this depth 

the dissociation rate of H2 reaches an asjnnptotic solution, and as there are effec
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tively no UV photons reaching the dense core, the uniform PDR model results we 

previously dted will still apply for the more diffuse envelopes. 

For the central 800 pc of Arp 299 A, our two-component cloud model yields a 

total H2 mass of 2.7 x 10® M©. Over 1/3 of the total H2 mass, 1.0 x 10® Mq, is in the 

form of dense cores. Results for other choices of UH are tabulated in Table 5.15. 

This cloud model can then address the existence of high-density molecular gas. 

The resulting Mc/Mi is ~ 5.4, still consistent with the uniform cloud model. It 

is important to note that both the models we present and the Aalto et al. (1991a, 

1994) models independently predict lower H2 masses than predicted by the di

rect application of a Galactic I(CO)/M(H2) conversion factor (Sargent Sc Scoville, 

1991). 

A third independent estimate of the H2 mass comes from the nuclear kine

matics. Shier, Rieke Sc Rieke (1994) measure the velocity dispersion of the 2.3 nm 

stellar CO absorption profile for the central 500 pc of Arp 299 A and derive a total 

djmamical mass of 2.6 x 10® M©; substantially smaller than the H2 mass derived 

by Sargent & Scoville (1991). Subtracting the estimated stellar mass in Arp 299 A, 

Shier, Rieke & Rieke (1994) quote an upper limit of M(H2) < 1 x 10® M©. This 

independently-derived limit agrees remarkably with our range of models: in a 

comparable 2.4 x 2.4 " aperture we measure an H2 mass of ~ 1.0 x 10® Mq for ho

mogeneous clouds and ~ 1.5 x 10® Af© for the two-component clouds described 

above. 

5.4.2 Limitations and Tests of the H2 Fluorescence Model 

There are several issues concerr\ing this simple model which may affect our dted 

results. Since both dust grains and neutral gas compete for inddent UV pho

tons, a more forward scattering, high-albedo grain dust model (Draine & Lee, 

1984; Chlewicki & Greenberg, 1984) will lead to more effident fluorescence, and 
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lower Ha masses than described here (Table 5.15). Also, we have assumed a geo

metrical model in which stars and gas are uniformly mixed. If the gas and stars 

are more intimately associated, as seems likely, then the implied H2 masses will 

also tend to decrease. This only accentuates the discrepancy between our im

plied gas masses and the CO measurements of Sargent & Scoville (1991), but not 

beyond the potential uncertainty in the CO-H2 conversion factor. On the other 

hand, adopting larger cloud sizes or reducing the PDR density substantially will 

tend to increase the masses implied here, but any significant alteration rapidly 

contradicts far-ir\frared and millimeter-wave observations. This simple starburst 

model therefore provides an independent and useful constraint upon the amount 

of molecular gas remaining in actively starbursting regions. 

It is likely that extreme starburst nuclei, such as found in Arp 220, NGC 3256 

and Arp 299 A, are optically thick to even near-infrared light. Our H2 obser

vations indicate, for example, that some of the H2 emission stems from optical 

depths > 1. The wary reader might be concerned that near-IR CO and H2 ob

servations might therefore systematically underestimate the molecular gas mass. 

There are several indications which suggest that this is not the case. First, it is im-

necessary for our observatioi\s to probe all of the H2 gas - only the hot gas respon

sible for the near-IR H2 line emission. In the case of UV-pumped fluorescence, we 

need orUy see all of the UV-irradiated surfaces of molecular clouds. Because the 

extinction towards the photoioruzed gas is comparatively lower (Av^ ~ 10 mag

nitudes), it is reasonable to imply that most of the fluorescent H2 emission is 

recovered in our observations. In fact, because we uniformly correct all observed 

H2 lines for Av = 23 mag. of extinction, there is the possibility that we are over

estimating the fluorescent H2 flux, and hence even overestimating the molecular 

gas mass. Furthermore, the corroborating stellar CO velocity dispersion results 
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of Shier et al. (1994) are also iitsensitive to dust extinction; changing Ay from zero 

to 20 magnitudes alters the derived results by 5% (Shier, 1995). Extinction effects 

alone are unlikely to unify our H2 analysis with the use of a standard CO-H2 

conversion factor. 

Complementary mid-IR observations of rotationally-exdted warm H2 gas will 

soon be able to test the results of this near-IR study of hot H2 in Arp 299. One 

direct comparison of near- and mid-IR techniques can already be applied to the 

nearby starburst galaxy NGC 6946. From the 2 ^m spectra of Engelbracht et al. 

(1996), a redderung-corrected (Av = 4.3 mag.) 1-0 S(l) flux of 2.0x10"^'* ergs~^cm~^ 

is measured, of which less than 30% (3cr upper limit) can be attributed to UV flu

orescence, we can determine an upper limit on the H2 mass of 6 x 10® M© (for luv 

= 30, = 3 X 10^ cm"^. Ay = 5 and D = 5.5'Mpc) in a narrow aperture 2.4" wide 

and 8.5" long. Since the 1-0 S(l) line emission is rather more extended and may 

be subjected to more extinction than the photoionized gas, our H2 mass limit may 

easily be 3 x 10^ M© in a larger 8" aperture with a reddening corrected (^41^ = 10 

mag.) 1-0 S(l) flux of 9 x lO"^"* erg s~^ cm~^. Both estimates are higher than the 

amount of warm H2, 5 x 10® M©, implied by ISO SWS observations (Valentijn 

et al., 1996). Our latter estimate is consistent with the lower limit on M(H2) in

dicated from millimeter-wave observations by assuming that the emission from 

'^CO J = 1-0 is optically thin (Wall et al., 1993). This very crude example suggests 

that it is uiUikely that our model sigruficantly underestimates the molecular con

tent in starburst galaxies like NGC 6946. It also highlights the importance and 

need for future mid-IR studies of rotationally-exdted H2 to enhance the analy

sis of existing studies of cold CO at millimeter wavelengths and hot H2 in the 

near-infrared. 
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5.4.3 Shocked H2 Emission in Arp 299 

Although UV fluorescence dominates the total H2 luminosity in Arp 299 A and 

C (C)/ much of the flux in the 1-0 S(l) line stems from a thermal (shock) origin. 

With such a large signature of shocked molecular gas in the Arp 299 system, it 

is of interest to determine the nature and sources of the shocks. Although su-

pemovae remnants (SNR's) are often dted as the dominant source of shocked Ha 

emission in starbursts, it is also tenable that large-scale motion of the molecular 

gas can induce shocks by cloud-cloud collisions. Large-scale motion of molecu

lar gas is expected in merging galaxies, since numerical simulations predict that 

large quantities of gas are funneled to the centers of merging galaxies, causing 

starburst activity and/or serving as food for an AGN (Mihos & Hemquist, 1996). 

In more quiescent galaxies, these motions may be stirred by the presence of a 

bar (Paper II). Furthermore, star forming regions themselves are also a source of 

bright, localized H2 shock emission. 

Molecular hydrogen emission can help constrain the nature of shocked gas 

in unresolved starburst galaxy nuclei. Molecular shocks have been split into 

two regimes: generally slow two-fluid magnetic shocks in which the hydrody-

namic variables are continuous ("C-shocks") and the ionization fraction is low 

(Draine, Roberge & Dalgamo, 1983; Chemoff, McKee & HoUenbach, 1982) and 

faster, dissociative shocks where the shock is sharp, hydrodynamically discon

tinuous ("J-shocks") and ambipolar diffusion is negligible (HoUenbach & McKee, 

1989; Smith, 1994; Gredel, 1996). Both C- and J- shocks emit copious H2 emis

sion, but only dissociative J-type shocks of high ionization fraction (> 10"®) can 

account for significant shocked [Fe n] emission at 1.25 and 1.64 //m. This differ

ence can allow us to estimate the contribution of various types of shocks to the 

total shocked H2 and [Fe n] luminosity, and therefore upon the kinds of regions 
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responsible for such emission. 

5.4.3.1 Determining the [Fe n] Excitation Mechaiusm 

Near-IR [Fe Hi emission complements H2 enrussion since it can also be generated 

in both shocks and photoionized regions. It is often assumed that [Fe nl emis

sion in starbursts comes mostly from supemovae remnant shocks (Engelbracht 

et al., 1996; Vanzi & Rieke, 1997, , and references therein). This is supported 

on several fronts: the [Fe O] emission intensity dramatically overwhelms hy

drogen recombination lines like Br7 in shocked supernova remnants like IC 443 

([Fe IIl/Br7 ~ 30), yet the [Fe n]/Br7 intensity ratio is low (~ 0.06) in starforming 

H n regioris like Orion (Graham, Wright & Longmore, 1987; Burton et al., 1988). 

From the simple starburst model used to explore the fluorescent H2 emission in 

Section 5.4.1.2, the level of radiative excitation towards the total 1.644 ^m [Fe n] 

line intensity can be assessed. Using the photoionization code CLOUDY (90.04) 

(Ferland (1996)), a cloudy medium of 400 pc radius with nn = iC cm~^, R = 3.1 

dust grains, volume filling factor 77 = 0.4%, and a Habing radiation field scaled to 

Nlyc = 1-3 X 10®'' s~^ and luv = 75 is modeled. CLOUDY's table of Fe n transi

tion probabilities are replaced by the more recent calculations of Nussbaumer & 

Storey (1988). 

The calculated intensity of fluorescent [Fe nl 1.644 /zm emission is ~ 10"^ that 

of the Br7 emission, comparable to observations of the Orion H n complex. This 

result is only approximate, as CLOUDY 90.04 uses the simplistic model Fe n ion 

of Elitzur & Netzer (1985), and more accurate line intensities require more rigor

ous radiative transfer methods and line opacity data. It demonstrates however, 

that radiative excitation is unlikely to dominate the total total [Fe n] 1.644 ̂ m line 

intensity in Arp 299 A. The remainder of the excitation is attributed therefore to 

collisional processes, i.e. fast (> 50 km s~0/ ionizing, dissociative J-type shocks. 
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5.4.3.2 Shock models of H2 and [Fe nl line emission 

Knowing the approximate contribution of fast shocks to the [Fe n] 1.644 //m line 

intensity, models of J-type shocks can yield the mass of shocked H2 and Fe n gas. 

Following the standard J-shock model of Hollenbach & McKee (1989), hereafter 

HM89, the 1.6 /im surface brightness at V, = 80 km s~Ms 1.0 x 10""* erg s~^ cm~^ sr~^ 

of which only the 1.644 /xm line has a measurable intercity. To account for the ob

served intercity of the 1.644 nm line, 1.5 x 10~^^ ergs~^cm~^ in Arp 299 A, a cov

ering factor of ~ 5 is required. The resulting H2 1-0 S(l) intensity would also then 

be 1.5 X 10"^^ ergs~^cm~^. However, HM89's standard model predicts more emis

sion in hydrogen recombination lines and higher excitation H2 lines (v' > 1) than 

is observed in Galactic sources where J-type shocks have been invoked, such as 

Herbig-Haro objects, YSO's (Gredel, 1996; Smith, 1994) and supemovae remnants 

(Graham, Wright & Longmore, 1987; Burton et al., 1988), where the intensity ratio 

2-1/1-0 in the S(l) transition ~ 0.1. Similarly low 2-1/1-0 S(l) line ratios are ob

served in starburst galaxies where the 1.6 ^m [Fe U] lines are prominent and fast 

shock activity is presiunably evident (Engelbracht et al., 1996). This suggests that 

either the ionizing UV precursor or the formation pumping of newly-formed H2 

behind the dissociative shock front is weaker than modeled by HM89. Alterna

tively, the shocked H2 observed in starburst galaxies stems from non-dissociative 

or partially-dissodative shocks, whereas the Fe n emission comes from fully dis

sociative shocks. This interpretation would require that the fast J-type shocks are 

not molecular, otherwise high excitation H2 emission would be observed. This 

seems unreasonable in such a dense, highly molecular environment such as the 

starburst nucleus of Arp 299 A. 

One solution is found by adopting HM89's "HZ" model, in which H2 forma

tion heating is made negligible; the intensity of higher excitation lines such as 2-1 
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S(l) is reduced to observed values. The new H2 1-0 S(l) model surface bright

ness is reduced to 3.2 x 10~® erg s~^ cm"^ sr~^ The [Fe Hi 1.644 /zm emission 

intensity is largely unaffected since it does not form in the ~ 500 K H2 forma

tion plateau. Therefore, the 1-0 S(l) intensity using the "HZ" model would be 

4.8 X 10"''' erg s~' cm~^ when applied to Arp 299 A. This corresponds to a 1-0 

S(l) line luminosity of 2.6 x 10® L© and a total J-shock thermal H2 luminosity of 

3.0 X 10^ Lq. If the J-shock [Fe IIJ line emission is identified primarily with su

pernova remnants, as seems likely from observations of Galactic SNR's (Burton 

et al., 1988; Graham, Wright & Longmore, 1987; Graham, Wright, & Longmore, 

1990), then ~ 3.0 x 10® SNR's modeled after IC 443 are required to account for the 

total H2 and [Fe n] J-shock line emission. In Arp 299 B1 and B2, ~ 3.8 x 10® and 

~ 1.0 X lO'' such regions are required. 

When the fast shock contribution towards the total thermal 1-0 S(l) line in

tensity is removed, 2.4 x 10"'^ erg s~^ cm~^ remains for slower (u, < 40km s~'), 

non-dissociative C-type shocks. Such shocks would then require a covering fac

tor of 0.01 assiuning a H2 1-0 S(l) surface brightness of 10"' erg s~' cm~^ sr"' 

(Draine, Roberge & Dalgamo, 1983; Chemoff, McKee & Hollenbach, 1982). 

Non-dissociative C-type shocked gas has been dted as the primary source 

of H2 emission from cloud-cloud collisions, star formation regions (outflows, 

Herbig-Haro objects) and is expected to result from the dissipation of cloud tur

bulence. Furthermore, some of the shocked H2 in SNR's like IC 443 is thought 

to stem from non-dissociative or partially-dissodative C-type shocks as well as 

the fast dissociative J-type shocks discussed previously. In Arp 299 A, this emis

sion may be identified with the highly obscured H2 emission deep in the nucleus 

due to its high surface brightness and also because much of the fluorescent and 

J-shocked H2 emission must be spatially coincident with the lower-extinction HI 
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and [Fe n] lines. If the high-extinction H2 gas is arranged in a compact molecu

lar disk or torus, as suggested by Sargent & Scoville (1991), these C-type shocks 

could be attributed to internal dissipation in the disk, to infalling molecular ma

terial, or to the interaction of massive stars with the disk via star birth or death. 

The mass of thermalized T = 2000 K H2 gas in the form of both C- and J- type 

shocks would be ~ 2.8 x IC* MQ (Treffers et al., 1976; Thompson, Lebofsky & 

Rieke, 1978). Assuming that the number density ratio of hot H2 to cold H2 is 10"® 

as can be estimated from the shocked H2 and quiescent CO molecular masses 

in Orion, a total Ha mass in the Arp 299 A nucleus may be crudely estimated: 

~ 2.8 X 10® MQ. This corresponds well to the H2 mass derived by our UV fluo

rescence model in Section 5.4.1 and stellar kinematics measured by the velocity 

dispersion of the '^CO 2-0 band (Shier, Rieke & Rieke, 1994; Shier, 1995). 

A similar shock analysis is applied to Arp 299 Bl, B2, C, C, and the five extra-

nuclear apertures defined in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. All results are listed in Table 5.16. 

With few exceptions, a combination of fast and slow shocks are needed to account 

for both the [Fe n] emission intensities. 

Caution must be exercised when interpreting shock model results, as model 

line emissivities are uncertain. Also, there is considerable debate as to the nature 

of the shocks in disturbed Galactic sources such as IC 443 or Herbig Haro objects 

(Richter et al., 1995; Smith, 1994; Gredel, 1996). It would seem reasonable that 

both fast and slow shocks are found in such Galactic sources, and indeed this 

work suggests that the same is true of shocked gas in starburst nuclei. These data 

can be adequately interpreted using a simple synthesis of vmresolved extragalac-

tic starforming regions by synthesizing basic Galactic templates, such as IC 443, 

HH-1 and the Orion PDRs. 
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Table 5.16. H2 shock model results 

Component % of Ii_OS(I) in covering factor LH, MshockedHj 

J/C-type shocks fij,nc L© M© 

A 15/60 5.7/0.01 1.8 x lO® 2.8 x 10'» 

A-NE'' 30/70 0.11/10"'' 2.2 x 10® 3.4 x 10^ 

A-NE'' 30/30 0.11/10-5 5 3 ^ iqc 2.O x 10^ 

A-SW 50/50 0.18/10-5 ^ g ^ lo^ 2.8 x 10^ 

B1 65/20 20/0.002 5.9 x 10^ 4.8 x lO^ 

Bl-SE 25/75 0.26/10-' 8.9 x 10® 1.4 x 10^ 

Bl-NE .... 60/40 0.11/10-5 8.3 x 10® 1.3 x 10^ 

B2 55/45 1.2/10-"* 2.6 x 10® 2.9 x 10^ 

B2-NW ... 100/0 0.47/0 3.2 x 10^ 5.0 x 10^ 

^Assuming no contribution from UV-fluorescence. 

''Assiuning 40% contribution to 1-0 S(l) intensity from UV-fluorescence 

(see text). 
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Table 5.17. Summary of model results for Arp 299 ^ 

Physical Quantity Arp 299 A Bl B2 C C 

M(H2)(MO) 1.8 X 10^ 2 X 10® < 7.5 X 10^ 1.6 X 10® 6.3 X 10® 

M(shocked Hz) (M©) 2.8 X lO*" 4.8 X 10^ 2.9 X 102 4.2 X 10=^ 1.8 X 10^ 

M(ionized gas) (M©) 4.7 X 10® 1.2 X 10® 3.9 X 10^ 5.8 X 10^ 3.8 X 

QO o
 

M(hot stars) (M©)... 1.1 X 10^ 7.2 X 10® 6.6 X 10= 1.6 X 10^ 6.7 X 10® 

Ncyc (s"^) 1.3 X 10®'' 9.1 X lO®** 8.3 X 10®2 1.9 X 10®'' 8.4 X 1053 

L(H2)(LO) 5.0 X 10® 5.9 X lO'' 2.6 X 10® 4.4 X 10^ 9.4 X 10^ 

Eq. #of Orions 1.7 X 10® 1.5 X 10'» < 2.8 X 10^ 1.7 X 10" 4.5 X lO"* 

Eq. # of IC 443's 1.6 X 10® 3.1 X 10® > 2.1 X lO'' 1.6 X 10® 9.9 X lO"* 

^Using the apertures defined in the text and diagramed in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Excita

tion of 1-0 S(l) due to UV fluorescence is 25% in component A, 15% in Bl, < 40% in B2, 

35% in C and 65% in C (see text). 
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5.5 Concluding Remarks and Acknowledgments 

Infrared studies of starburst galaxies can probe much smaller spatial scales than 

single-dish millimeter-wave CO studies and can probe far deeper into dusty, 

obscured starburst environments than traditional visible-wavelength methods. 

Infrared spectroscopy can then provide an independent, uriique way of charac

terizing the ISM and stellar population of a starburst region. In this paper we 

have presented high-spectral resolution H- and K-band spectroscopy of two ex-

tragalactic starbursts. The spectral resolution of these data exceed that of previ

ous works discussing Ha excitation by a factor of 10 or more, allowing for vastly 

more accurate continuum placement, line identification and intensity evaluation. 

Using these data, we have firmly established that three infrared nuclei in 

the merging Arp 299 system are dominated by UV-fluorescence. Upper limits 

are placed upon the contribution of fluorescence in component B2 where the H2 

spectrum appears to be thermally excited. Although low-surface brightness flu

orescent lines are not detected in Arp 299 B2, fluorescence may still make a sub

stantial contribution to the total Ha luminosity. We can also synthesize the ob

served total Ha and [Fe n] luminosity in starburst nuclei by a combination of 

well-characterized Galactic Ha-emitting regions. 

These observations are then used to cor\strain relevant physical conditions 

in starforming regions, such as the incident UV-flux, molecular and ionized gas 

masses, and cloud sizes. A summary of our findings is summarized in Table 5.17. 

We find, in excellent agreement with millimeter-wave observations and models, 

that molecular clouds in at least some starbursting galaxies are likely to be small 

(1-4 pc), have high internal pressures, and are bathed in intense UV radiation. 

Molecular cloud masses within our spectroscopic apertures generally exceed the 

masses of photoionized gas and are substantially smaller than those estimated by 
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application of a standard Galactic CO-H2 conversion factor to interferometric CO 

measurements. 

Coupled with millimeter-wave observations, molecular cloud models, and 

modeling of the starburst population itself, studies of disturbed molecular hy

drogen present a clearer, more comprehensive picture of starforming processes 

in external galaxies. 
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APPENDIX A 

A GUIDE TO REDUCING DATA TAKEN WITH THE PHOENIX 

INFRARED SPECTROMETER 

This document is available online in browsable (color) format at: 

http://loke.as.arizona.edu/~ckulesa/phoenix/reduction/ 

A.l Introduction 

Phoenix is a cryogenic, long slit, high resolution infrared spectrograph designed 

for use at the f/15 focus of the BQ^NO 2.1-meter, the KPNO, CTIO and SOAR 4-

meter, and the Gemiru 8-meter telescopes. For more instrument details, consult 

the Phoenix Web Page and the Phoenix Instrument Manual. 

This document graphically describes the data reduction process, following the 

reduction of a complete dataset to a publishable result, and includes a Phoenix 

IRAF package containing tasks to speed along the data reduction process. It doc

uments a method of data reduction which is robust and highly optimized for 

getting the most from Phoenix data. It is certainly not the only way, but it should 

save you a lot of time. If you find a way to improve the techniques provided here, 

I want to know! 

It is designed to complement the NO AO data reduction exercise, which nicely 

covers general aspects of spectroscopic reduction in IRAF, but not the more spe-
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dfic issues of IR data reduction as pertains to Phoenix data. For example, suc

cessful reduction of pre-2001 Phoerux data (with the old Aladdin I array) criti

cally hinges upon careful bad pixel rejection and image combination, which isn't 

discussed at all. 

This exercise uses a basic installation of ERAF, the Image Reduction and Anal

ysis Facility (some say. It Reeks And Fumes), although new reduction pipelines 

that operate independently of IRAF (using PDL and Python) are in development. 

Until such pipelines are completed, basic IRAF functionality is necessary. 

A.2 Outline of the Basic Steps for Phoenix Data Reduction 

• Make IRAF go 

• Combine Dark Frames [imcoitibine] 

• Construct Flat Field Frame: 

- Combine flat field frames [imcombine] 

- Subtract dark frame [imarith] 

- Normalize image to unity [imarith] 

- Correct for spectral response [response] 

• Selecting Files for Bulk Processing 

• Sky-subtract, Flat-field + Inm data frames [phxproc ] 

• Combining frames: 

- Squashing iirmges to measure offsets [squash, splot ] 

- Expanding and aligrung images [strexp, nalign] 
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- Combining frames, removing spectral tilt & bad pixels [mask, ir-

coinbine] 

- Contracting images to original scale [contract] 

• Extraction of ID spectra: [apall] 

- Defining apertures [apedit] 

- Tracing spectra [aptrace] 

- Extraction and 2nd pass at removing bad pixels [apextract] 

- Reviewing your spectrum [splot] 

• Telluric Correction [telluric] 

• Wavelength Calibration [identify, refspec, dispcor] 

• Getting Data out of IRAF [wspectext] 

A.3 About the Spectra used in this Tutorial 

We will be processing data taken after the clearing of monsoon storms on the 

morning of 2000 July 16, at the venerable Kitt Peak 2.1-meter telescope. The data 

is of a heavily-embedded young stellar object S140 IRS 1 in the L1204 molecular 

cloud (Cepheus). It is a 7th magnitude source at the 2.34 micron (4272 cm~^) 

wavelength of the R-branch of the first overtone ^'^CO band. Owing to the high 

degree of obscuration, we expect to see the signature of interstellar CO absorption 

lines along this line of sight. We are using the spectrum of Deneb (which was at a 

similar elevation at the time of observations) as a comparison spectrum to remove 

atmospheric features. The data are composed of eight 600-second exposures, with 

"seat of pants" guiding as this source is optically invisible. Slit losses due to 

inaccurate guiding are estimated to be 20-30%; pretty good considering! Note 
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that these data were taken with the "old" Aladdin I array, and with multiple-

sampling (i.e. 4 Low Noise Reads), about 5% of the array's pixels are bad and 

must be discarded. This dataset therefore represents an ir«tructive challenge, as 

improper rejection of bad pixels will yield useless results. 

Below is an image of S140 IRS 1 at 2.34 microns, taken with Phoenix in imaging 

mode during target acquisition. 

Figure A.l: Acquisition image of S140 IRS 1 with Phoenix 

A.4 Making IRAF go 

Ii\stalling IRAF can be a fiaistrating experience to the unitiated. Fortunately, we 

have constructed IRAF RPM packages for butt-simple installation on Linux sys

tems: 

http://bobafett.as.arizona.edu/RPMS-iraf/ 

You will want the iraf, iraf-config and xlliraf packages for basic func

tionality. If you want to display images on a screen with more than 8-bit color, 

you will want to use the ds9 image display package instead of stock ximtool. 

Download the packages into a temporary directory and: 

rpm -Uvh *. rpm 
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to install them to your system. You may now delete the package files from the 

temporary directory. Now, depending upon what desktop you use, IRAF and 

DS9 icons are integrated into your desktop. Below is an image of a WindowMaker 

desktop with the new "Astronomy" Menu, under Redhat 7.1. The same is done 

for GNOME and KDE. All wmconfig-aware window managers should work fine 

too. 

Programs 

Figure A.2: Launching IRAF firom the Redhat Programs menu 

First, if you've not run IRAF before, set up your user account to run IRAF by 

runrung mkiraf. Tell it you're running an xgterm, when it asks. If you want to 

use the reduction scripts I have written or modified, you will need to download 

them somewhere on your system and add the following lines to your logi-

nuser. cl file: 

reset $phoenix = $home/scripts/phoenix/ 

task $phoenix.pkg = phoenix$phoenix. cl 

You could put those declaratioi\s in login. cl if you don't want to use logi-

nuser. cl. Other things you may want to set in login. cl might be: 
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set imtype = ''fits'' 

set stdimage = iintl4 

Aside: Type ! stty erase H in IRAF if you despise the behavior of the backspace 

and delete keys. 

So go ahead, start ERAF and DS9 and let's get busy! By the way, the IRAF 

group has written a number of excellent documents on basic reduction of CCD 

observations, either for the purposes of photometry or spectroscopy: 

http://iraf.noao.edu/docs/genip.html 

http://iraf.noao.edu/docs/photorn.html 

ht tp://ira f.noao.edu/docs/spectra.html 

The latter is especially relevant to our purposes, and I recommend that you flip 

through it now. Really. 

You're just going to ignore my suggestion, aren't you? Okay, very well. But 

don't say that I didn't warn you.:) 

The IRAF command prompt window provides a rudimentary interface to the 

bewildering array of tasks it provides. Tasks are typically organized into re

lated groups called packages which may be loaded by typing the package name 

and unloaded by typing bye. Although you can run a task by willy-nilly typing 

its name, you don't know what it's going to do. Most IRAF tasks are flexible 

(read: complicated) and the default behavior may not be what you want. So, typ

ically you will edit its parameters (using a command unimaginatively called 

epar) to tune the task to your purposes before rurming it. 

Getting Help in IRAF: Don't paruc! You can leam about any task by typing help 

[taskname]. Within most interactive tasks, you can hit ? and a help window 

will pop up with a quick reference to keyboard commands. 
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A.5 Combining Dark Frames 

You should have a number of dark frames with the same integration time and 

readout mode as your flat field frames. Typically, I make sure these filenames 

have dark* .fits filenames so that they are readily recogruzable from flat field 

frames (flat*. fits) or object frames (data*. fits). I attempt to use the same 

exposure times for all my flat field frames, so that a uniform set of dark frames can 

be used for a night's data. Generally you can combine all dark frames together 

without a second thought; however occasionally a bad frame or a test dark frame 

at a different exposure time might sneak through. Although median-filtering 

during image combination will essentially remove the errant frame, it's better to 

catch it beforehand. Toward this end, you can look at basic image statistics with 

the task imstat: 

imstat dark* 

You can also display all frames sequentially, with a short pause in between, using 

mdisp from the phoenix package: 

mdisp dark* 

If all of the frames have similar statistics, let's combine them. The task for image 

combination is imcombine. Before rurming imcombine willy-nilly, let's exam

ine (and tune) the parameters first so we know what's about to happen: 

epar imcombine 

When you are happy with the parameters, you can invoke the script from the 

epar window by typing : to get IRAF's attention and then g [enter] to go. 

This example will median-combine all dark* files into darklS, a combined (15-

second) dark frame. In addition to median-filtering, any pixels that are errant 

from the median by more than 4-sigma are discarded - note the pixel rejection 

flag, set to sigclip and the clipping factors Isigma and hsigma. I am combin
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ing 40 dark frames here; if you have many fewer frames to combine and want 

bad pixel rejection, the help for imcombine suggests avsigclip as a better 

algorithm for small numbers of frames. Below is an example of the combined 

15-second dark frame (zoom=50%): 

A.6 Constructing a Flat Field Frame 

A.6.1 Combining Images: 

Each adopted grating setting will require a flat field frame, combined from 10-40 

individual flat field frames of the flat field lamp. Each frame should have a high 

signal level - over 1000 counts per pixel but less than half-full-well to minimize 

residual dark current ghosting, especially on the new Aladdin II array. 

Combination of the flat field frames is very sinular to combining dark frames. I 

do two different things during image combination: 

• Although median-combination works well, I find that using average combi

nation yields better signal-to-noise ratio, provided that a bad pixel rejection 

scheme is used (such as sigclip or avsigclip). 

• The flat field lamp intensity varies during the exposures, typically becom

ing brighter over time. The iiimges are therefore median-scaled, and a sec

tion of the image illuminated by the flat lamp, i.e. [85:210, 200:800], 

is used to compute this scaling for each image. 

The following example therefore combines all flat* files into a combined flat 

field with filename f lat4272. fits (4272 refers to the central waveniraiber of 

these data, i.e. a frequency of 4272 cm~^): 

r R A F 

Image Reduction and Analysis Facility 
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PACKAGE = innnacch 

TASK = imcombine 

input = flat* List o£ images to combine 

output = £lat4272 List o£ output images 

(rejinaslc= ) List o£ rejection mas)cs (optional) 

(plfile = ) List o£ pixel list £iles (optional) 

(Sigma = ) List o£ Sigma images (optional) 

tlog£ile= STDOUT) Log file 

(combines average) Type of combine operation 

(reject = sigclip) Type of rejection 

(projects no) Project highest dimension of input images? 

(outtype= real) Output image pixel datatype 

(oC£sets= none) Input image offsets 

(masktyp= none) Mask type 

(maskval= 0.) Mask value 

(blank = 0.) Value if there are no pixels 

(scale = median) Image scaling 

(zero = none) Image zero point offset 

(weight = none) Image weights 

(statsec= [85:190,200:800]) Image section for computing statistics 

(expname= ) Image header exposure time keyword 

(lchresh= INDEF) Lower threshold 

(hthresh= INDEF) Upper threshold 

(nlow = 1) minmax: Number of low pixels to reject 

(nhigh = 1) minmax: Number of high pixels to reject 

(nkeep = 1) Minimum to keep (pos) or maximum to reject (neg) 

(mclip = yes) Use medieui in sigma clipping algorithms? 

(Isigma = 4.) Lower sigma clipping factor 

(hsigma = 4.) Upper Sigma clipping factor 

(rdnoise= 0.) ccdclip: C(^ readout noise (electrons) 

(gain = 1.) ccdclip; CCD gain (electrons/DN) 

(snoise = 0.) ccdclip: Sensitivity noise (fraction) 

(sigscal= 0.1) Tolerance for sigma clipping scaling 

corrections 

(pclip = -0.5) pclip: Percentile clipping parameter 

(grow = 0.) Radius (pixels) for neighbor rejection 

(mode = ql) 
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A.6.2 Subtracting Dark Current: 

Now we need to subtract the dark current inherent in our flat field. The IRAF 

task imarith is ideally suited to this very basic image manipulation: 

imarith flat4272 - darklS flat4272 

This subtracts the file darklS . fits from flat4272 . fits, overwriting itself 

in the process. So far, so good. 

A.6.3 Normalizing the Flat to Unity: 

Now we need to normalize the flat field to about 1 to preserve photon counting 

statistics when applied to our data frames. Let's use imstat to get the median 

pixel value: 

imstat flat4272.fits[85:210,200:800] 

The result is: 

» IMAGE NPIX MEAN STDDEV MIN MAX MODE 

£lac4273.fics 75726 3443. 247.4 -234.8 6437. 3408. 

Thusly, if we divide our combined flat field frame by 3443, we should get an 

image that is normalized to unity. Let's do that with imarith: 

imarith flat4272 / 3443 flat4272 

This divides the file f lat4272 by 3443 and overwrites itself with the resulting 

image. This typically jdelds a "pretty good" flat field frame for your data. 

A.6.4 Removing the Broad Spectral Response: 

If you additionally want to remove the specfral response of the array from your 

flat field, you can use the response task from the twod-^longslit package. 

An example of editing the parameters for response is shown below: 
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I R A F 

Image Reduccion and Analysis Facilicy 

PACKAGE = longslie 

TASK = response 

calibrac= £lac4272 Longslit calibration images 

normaliz= £lac4272[100:200,*) Kormalizacion spectrum images 

responses £lac4272R Response function images 

(interac= yes) Fit normalization spectrxan interactively? 

(thresho= INDEF) Response threshold 

(sample = *) Sample oC points to use in £it 

(naverag= 1) Nvimber o£ points in seunple averaging 

(functio= spline3) Fitting function 

(order = 1) Order o£ fitting function 

(low_rej= 0.) Low rejection in sigma of fit 

(high_re= 0.) High rejection in sigma of fit 

(niterat= 1) Number of rejection iterations 

(grow = 0.) Rejection growing radius 

(graphics stdgraph) Graphics output device 

(cursor = ) Graphics cursor input 

(mode = ql) 

This will take a 100-pixel strip in the middle of the slightly-tilted illuminated 

section of the array and fit a smooth polynomial to the response of the array as a 

function of wavelength, writing a response-corrected image to f lat4272R. fits. 

When you run response, an interactive window will allow you to fine-tune the 

fit: 

In this case, a 1st order spline was insufficient to fit the response of the data. 

A 7th order spline was selected by hitting : to get IRAF's attention, and then o 

7 [enter] to change the order of fit and f to refit the data. Typically, 3rd-7th 

order is sufficient to fit the response; use the lowest order that reasonably fits 

the response. Remember, we only want to remove the slowly-varying spectral 

response, not the pixel-to-pixel variations (that would destroy the purpose of the 
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• Rgtivin X 

HOAO^'IRAF V2.1XEXP0P.T ckuI«9a91ok»»&e.Arizona.edu Uad 15:27:10 l8*Jal-'2001 
func=«pltne3. arders7» lou.rejsO* h&tK.rejsO« nitaratesi^ grousO 

cacai-102(|« saniple=1024, rejectedsO, deleced=15ir RhS^o.01317 
Fit Che norrriaXxzaCion spectrum i^or irlac4272 

fLftCs at 12CO<2.0> R<0-5) 

200 600 800 1000 0 400 

Figure A.3: Fitting the spectral response of a flat field frame 

flat field, after all). 

N.B. Note! Since the lowest 16 pixels of the Phoenix array do not contain any 

data, you will want to remove these pixels from the fit. Move the cursor to this 

region and hit d to delete pixels firom the fit until there are no more to delete. 

Then hit f again to refit the data. Looks good. Hit q when you're happy with the 

results, and have a look at the results using display: 

A.7 Selecting Images for Bulk Processing 

Now it's time to actually start processing some object frames. First select the data 

frames that correspond to the same object, with the same integration time. The 

goal is to create a file that has the names of those files in them, in order. This 

sounds like a pain, but fortunately a little Unix magic keeps this pretty painless. 
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Figure A.4: A sample flat field, before running response 

A.7.1 Method 1: Using Observing Logs 

Observing logs are the easiest way to keep track of this, otherwise you can inspect 

the FITS headers of the data themselves: 

imhead data* lo+ [grep OBJECT 

imhead data* lo+ |grep EXPTIME 

The first example shows the object name firom each data file, the second shows the 

exposure time for each firame. Suppose that you find that files dataOll .fits 

through data019 . fits are the files you want Then, at an IRAF prompt, you 

can type: 

files dataOl* > imlist 

...or at the Unix prompt 

Is dataOl* > imlist 
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This will create a file called imlist that contains the names of the files you want 

to process. The IRAF method won't overwrite an existing imlist; the Unix one 

will. 

A.7.2 Method 2: Using Image Headers 

Alternatively, you can use hselect to select images with similar criteria... to 

select all data frames of the object "Vega" with 60 second exposures and send the 

results to the file imlist: 

hselect data* $I ''EXPTIME == 60 && OBJECT == 'Vega' '' > imlist 

N.B. Check the list and make sure all files are consecutive - you don't want to 

subtract images that were taken hours apart! 

Below is a raw 600-second exposure of S140 IRS 1 at 4272 cm~^ = 2.34 /zm. Note 

that rows contain data corresponding to a particular wavenumber, but the spatial 

axis is not quite orthogonal to the dispersion axis. Also note the abundant warm 

pixels of this first-generation Aladdin array. 

A.8 Sky Subtraction, Flat Fielding and Trimming 

Whew! Seems like a lot of work so far, with nothing to show for it. That's about to 

change; you're now going to reap major benefits from your hard work. Enter the 

task phxproc. It will take your data frames, subtract adjacent firames to remove 

sky eirussion, flat field the data with your flat field firame, and trim all images to 

eliminate uriilluminated rows of the array... all in one swell foop. 

epar phxproc 

I R A F  

Image Reduction and Analysis Facility 

PACKAGE = phoenix 

TASK = phxproc 
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• bgtype = norm: This is default It assumes that adjacent frames may be 

subtracted from one another, i.e. A-B-A-B.... In fact, BOTH adjacent sky 

frames will be averaged together and then subtracted! Assumes that you 

are wobbling along the slit, so there is data AND sky in every frame. 

• bgtype = alt: Alternate frames contain data, separate sky frames are inter

leaved. This is necessary for large extended sources that prohibit wobbling 

along the slit. 

• bgtype = alt2: Similar to alt, except that there are two consecutive on-

source frames for every sky frame... i.e. A-B-B-A-B-B-(etc.). This increases 

observing efficiency for large extended sources that prohibit wobbling along 

the slit. As the quality of the sky subfraction suffers, it should only be used 

during relatively stable conditions, and at J-K bands. 

Side note: ABB A-ABBA-... sky subtraction behavior has been suggested, but hon

estly, this seems silly. One would be better off: 

• Doubling the exposure time, and just doing A-B-A-B.... No sense inflicting 

additional read noise on yourself... 

• In the thermal IR, where you can't increase the exposure time, consider do

ing 2 coadds in the Phoenix hardware instead. Besides, careful sky sub

traction becomes critical in the thermal IR, and the sequence ABBA-ABBA 

means that you have half as many adjacent sky frames, with no real gain in 

efficiency. 

• Moreso, "ABBA" just reminds me of bad 80's music.:) 

All set? Okay, hit : g and let phxproc crunch away on your data. When you are 

done, your processed files will have a . r attached to the filename (i.e. dataO 01. fits 
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becomes dataOOl. r. fits) and you can look at them using display or all at 

once using mdisp. 

Below is a sample of a single sky-subtracted, flat-fielded, and trimmed im

age... the same image as the raw one we saw earlier. Doesn't it look so much 

better? The second image is a 1:1 zoom on the center of the array. Notice that 

numerous warm pixels have not subtracted out. They will have to be masked or 

otherwise rejected, or they will compromise the integrity of the data. More on 

this soon... 

Figure A.6: The same frame after sky subtraction of adjacent frames 

A.9 Aligning Images for Combining 

At this point, you have a slew of short exposures that you would like to combine 

into a single image. The problem of course is that the spectrum of your object is 
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in a different part of the array in each exposure. No problem! You may have no

ticed that phxproc claimed it was "Squashing object images to make aligrunent 

images..." while it was doing its work. What it did was take 10-rows of each 

processed image and averaged those rows to a ID slice across the array - so the 

continuum of our sources shows up as a peak in each slice. Once we centroid that 

peak for each slice, we have the information we need to align each image precisely atop 

one another. Additionally, the flux in each spectrum can be measured to set the scaling 

parameters for image combination. 

So lets do that! The file containing the names of the slices is alnlist, and 

we will use the task splot (in the oned package) to interactively perform the 

centroiding and flux measurements. Inspect the filelist and make sure it has the 

files you want (it may also contain files firom a previous phxproc run). Also 

remove any old splot log files: 

Irm splot.log 

splot Oalnlist 

To mark the centroid and measure the flux, hit e at the continuum level on one 

side of the peak, then e on the other side. While you can use k instead, to fit a 

Gaussian profile, properly-focused pre-1999 Phoenix data had a double-peaked 

profile that isn't well fit by a single Gaussian. Using e just blindly sums the flux 

and makes the fewest assumptions about the distribution of flux, which is why I 

still recommend it. Hit q to move onto the next frame after measurement. When 

you're done, we're ready to assemble the images. 

A.IO Combining Images 

Now we're ready to assemble our images into a single firame. A lot actually hap-

per\s in this step, and it's worth spending a moment to discuss what we want to 
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Figure A.7: Using splot on the squashed image for alignment 

Images should be aligned (each image should have an offset relative to 

some fidudal) 

Images should be scaled and statistically weighted by their flux levels. 

If an image has been processed with a bad pixel mask, be sure to flag those 

marked pixels as unusable, which will let other ^ames in the combining 

operation fill in that pixel with good data 

Apply statistics for each pixel and reject errant pixels 

Apply a mii\imum/maximum threshold for good data, reject outliers 

Offsets computed by splot are floating point numbers that will otherwise 

be rounded to the nearest integer. To minimize "bleeding" of the spatial 
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axis, magnify all images before computing offsets. Contract the final image 

to the original scale. [Example: an offset of 12.25 pixels will get integer-

rounded to 12 if no expansion takes place. However, if the image is magni

fied by a factor of 4 (i.e. all images temporarily become 1024x4096 pixels), 

the offset becomes 49 pixels and no round-off occurs. Once combined, the 

final 1024x4096 image is contracted back to 256x1024 pixels.] 

• Any slope of the spectral lines should be removed (usually unmeasurable 

for Phoenix data). 

As you can see, we've done a lot of thinking here. :) All of this is done by the 

Phoenix task ircombine. First, let's use nalign to turn splot's log file into 

useful information for ircombine: 

nalign splot.log 4 

This example states our intentions to magnify images by a factor of 4 during 

image combination, nalign creates a new imlis t file, as well as files containing 

the new integer offsets, flux scaling for each image, and statistical weights for 

each image. Now it's time for ircombine: 

r R A F 

Image Reduction and Analysis Facility 

PACKAGE = phoenix 

TASK = ircombine 

images Simlist List of  input images 

result sl40_4272 final image 

(mag 4) magnification 

(flag 

(demag 

(cutoff 

4) demagnification 

-32000.) flag value for bad pixels (no INDEF) 

-1000.) lower cutoff value for good pixels Cno 

INDEF) 

(slope 

no) Automatically compute slope? 

0.) right-to-left slope of spectral lines 
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[combine^ 

(reject = 

(oC£secs= 

(scale = 

(weight = 

(zero = 

(lthresh= 

(hthresh= 

(nlow = 

(nhigh = 

(nkeep = 

(neg) 

(Isigma = 

(hsigma = 

(rdnoise= 

(ccdgain= 

(sensenos 

(£list = 

(mode = 

average) Type oC combine operation 

avsigclip) Type of rejection 

oEflist) Input image offsets 

Oscalelist) Image scaling 

Sweightlist) Image weights 

none) Image zero point offset 

-100.) Lower threshold 

1100 .) Upper threshold 

0) minmax: Number of low pixels to reject 

0) minmax: Number of high pixels to reject 

1) Minimum to keep (pos) or maximum to reject 

4.) Lower Sigma clipping factor 

4.) Upper Sigma clipping factor 

60.) ccdclip: CCD readout noise (electrons) 

8.3) ccdclip: CCD gain (electrons/DN) 

0.) ccdclip: Sensitivity noise (fraction) 

qi) 

Note that we are combining in the average, not in the median, and that of f lis t, 

scalelist, and weightlist contain the offsets, scaling factors, and statistical 

weights, respectively. Pixel values between -100 and 1100 are considered accept

able; this must be determined by inspection for each data set. We are using the 

avsigclip pixel rejection algorithm, with a very conservative 4-sigma cutoff. 

Hit: g, and ircombine will crunch through the images and provide a final com

bined image. If you used a large-ish (^2) magnification factor, this process might 

actually take a while. Here is the combined spectrum for S140 IRS 1: 

A.ll Extracting a ID spectrum 

Now comes the interesting part — seeing a processed 1-D spectrum for the first 

time! The standard IRAF task apall in the twod->apextract package does a 
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Figure A.8; The composition of eight, 600-second expostires 

fine job of interactively extracting a spectrum from our combined image. How

ever, apall is another of those "kitchen sink" tasks and therefore deserves a little 

explanation of what it's doing: 

• We ask it to let us define an aperture, i.e. select the portion of the array 

where the continuum of our source lies. 

• Once we mark the location of the continuum at one point on the array, it 

will interactively trace the continuum at all rows of the array. This is critical 

with Phoenix data, as the dispersion axis is aligned with neither rows or 

columns of the array. 

• It will extract a 1-D spectrum, weighting the contribution of all pixels at a 

given wavelength by their variance. Additionally, it will be asked to fit a 
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function to the ID profile of the aperture, in computing this variance, and 

this can be used to identify and "fix" bad pixels that were missed by the 

previous, somewhat conservative pixel rejection we selected during image 

combination. 

Not too bad, huh? Let's look at its many parameters. The list is so long that I 

have highlighted only the ones you might need to change during your lifetime: 

r R A F 

Image Reduction and Analysis Facility 

PACKAGE = apextract 

TASK = apall 

input = 

(output = 

(apertur= 

(format = 

(re£eren= 

(pro£ile= 

sl40_4272 List of input images 

sl40_4272) List of output spectra 

) Apertures 

multispec) Extracted spectra format 

) List of aperture reference images 

) List of aperture profile images 

{interac= 

(find = 

(recente= 

(resize 

(edit = 

(trace = 

(£ittrac= 

(extracts 

(extras = 

(review = 

yes) Run task interactively? 

yes) Find apertures? 

yes) Recenter apertures? 

yes) Resize apertures? 

yes) Edit apertures? 

yes) Trace apertures? 

yes) Fit the traced points interactively? 

yes) Extract spectra? 

yes) Extract sicy, sigma, etc.? 

no) Review extractions? 

(line 

(nstom 

median 

INDEF) Dispersion line 

10) Number of dispersion lines to sum or 

i DEFAULT APERTURE PARAMETERS 

(lower = -5.) Lower aperture limit relative to center 
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(upper = 

(apldcab= 

5.) Upper aperture limit relative to center 

I Aperture ID table (optional) 

I DEFAULT BACKGROUND PARAMETERS 

(b_funct= chebyshev) Background function 

(b_order= 1) Background function order 

(b_Seunpl= -20:-10,10:20) Background sample regions 

(b_naver= -3) Background average or median 

(b_niter= 5) Background rejection iterations 

{b_low_r= 3.) Background lower rejection sigma 

(b_high_= 3.) Background upper rejection sigma 

(b_grow = 0.) Background rejection growing radius 

• APERTURE CENTERING PARAMETERS 

(width = 5.) Profile centering width 

(radius = 

{thresho= 

10.) Profile centering radius 

0.) Detection threshold £or profile centering 

PARAMETERS 

» AUTOMATIC FINDING AND ORDERING 

nfind = 

automatically 

(minsep = 

(maxsep = 

(order = 

1 Number of apertures to be found 

5.) Minimum separation between spectra 

1000.) Maximum separation between spectra 

increasing) Order of apertures 

• RECENTERING PARAMETERS 

(aprecen= 

(npealcs = 

(shift = 

) Apertures for recentering calculation 

INDEF) Select brightest peaks 

yes) Use average shift instead of recentering? 

» RESIZING PARAMETERS 

(llimic = 

(ulimit = 

(ylevel = 

INDEF) 

INDEF) 

0.1) 

Lower aperture limit relative to center 

Upper aperture limit relative to center 

Fraction of peak or intensity for 
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aucomaclc wide 

(peak 

(bkg = 

(r_grow = 

(avgliini= 

(c_nsuin = 

(c_scep = 

(c_nlosc= 

lose befo 

(c_funcc= 

t c_order= 

tt_sainpl= 

(t_naver= 

(c_nicer= 

{C_low_r= 

(c_high_= 

(C_grow = 

(bacItgro= 

(skybox = 

(weighcs= 

(pfit = 

(clean = 

(sacurac= 

(readnoi= 

(gain = 

(Isigma = 

(uslgma = 

(nsubaps= 

(mode = 

yes) Is ylevel a Eraccion of Che peak? 

yes) Subcracc background in aucomacic width? 

0.) Grow limics by chis factor 

no) Average limits over all apertures? 

» TRACING PARAMETERS 

10) Number of dispersion lines to sum 

10) Tracing step 

3) Number of consecutive times profile is 

legendre) Trace fitting function 

5) Trace fitting function order 

*) Trace seimple regions 

1) Trace average or medifin 

0) Trace rejection iterations 

3.) Trace lower rejection sigma 

3.) Trace upper rejection sigma 

0.) Trace rejection growing radius 

» EXTRACTION PARAMETERS 

none) Background to subtract 

1) Box car smoothing length for sky 

varietnce) Extraction weights (none | variance) 

fitld) Profile fitting type (fitldjfit2d) 

yes) Detect and replace bad pixels? 

INDEF) Saturation level 

60) Read out noise sigma (photons) 

8.3) Photon gain (photons/data number) 

3.) Lower rejection threshold 

3.) Upper rejection threshold 

1) Number of subapertures per aperture 

ql) 

Pretty dizzying, huh? Fortunately, you won't touch more than two lines per pro

cessing run after the first time you setup and run apall. Okay, let's run it (: g. 
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remember?). The first thirig you will see is a screer\ allowing you to identify the 

aperture(s) you wish to extract It is averaging a few rows in the middle of the 

array and presenting that ID slice to you, just like our image aligning exercise, 

earlier. 

MQfiO/IRnr V2.11EXP0RT ckuiea«0crcirtit,aa,ari2ond.edu Tri 20:47:39 23-Mof-200t 
Im«s*=sl40^4272.^ Sum of Iin«s 499~606 

Define and Edic apertures 

1000 

L I I I I I I 
100 129 190 179 200 229 290 

TBBBamoBaasBssssssassBSB 

Figure A.9: Defining an aperture for extracting a ID spectrum 

It probably has identified an aperture for you, and should have re-sized and cen

tered it for you. In case it has botched it, here is a table of very basic aperture 

extracting commands (for the rest, type help apedit): 

• n New Aperture 

• g -> Recenter an Aperture automatically 

• z Re-size an Aperture automatically 

• u -> Set upper limit of aperture to current cursor position 

• 1 Set lower limit of aperture to current cursor position 
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• d -> Delete Aperture 

• r -> Redraw the graph 

• q Quit 

Now it will ask to trace the spectrum for you. That is, it has found the continuum 

of your object in the middle of the array, and it is now offering to figure out where 

it is for all other rows of the array (in other words, it's tracing the location/tilt of 

your spectrum along the array): 

HOAO/'tRAF V2»11CNP0RT ckuIe9d6cro(nit»4S.4ri:ona»edu Fri 30t49;2S 23*Mdr''2001 
Punc»l©t©'^PO» ord©r*5» Iow«,rej«3« Ktfh^rej«3» nxter«te«0» crow«0 c«mpl«7l01» rej«eeed~0> d«Ioc«d-t» RHS=0.04106 

ftp*r«ure I of «140«.4272 

200 

190 

0 1 
•J 
fli 

160 

170 

800 1000 200 400 600 0 

Figure A.IO: The interactive tracing of the continuum across the array 

It should do a good job with little hand-holding. A 3rd-5th order function should 

get it dead-on; as before, : o [mam] and then f sets the order to [num] as it did 

with response or nearly any other interactive fitting routine in IRAF. There may 

be one or two errant points, especially if there are portions of your spectrum with 

low flux (i.e. deep absorption lines in your object or the atmosphere). You can 
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move the cursor over them and hit d to delete them, and refit with f. Hit q when 

you're done. Apall will now extract your spectrum, subject to the profile fitting, 

variance weighting, and bad pixel rejection in its parameters. You can now type 

splot to plot your extracted spectrum and bask in its glory. 

• xfltMm X 
HOAO«^RAr V2.ilEXP0RT ckuXesoSloKe.as.orisona.sciu Tuc 17:13:39 17'Jui'*2001 

Cil40.4272.m#.FiCaC'»l^l33: S140 IRSl 12CC R<C-£) 6CC. op:! be«n;t 
2800 

2000 

ISOO 

1000 

500 

Figure A.ll: The extracted spectrum, looking mostly like the atmosphere... 

Well, almost. As you can see, our spectrum has wonderfiol signal-to-noise ratio 

(S/N = 180), but atmospheric features completely dominate. It's time to remove 

these pesky features... 

A. 12 Removal of Atmospheric Features 

As you can see at the bottom of the last section, we have a well-processed object 

spectrum that is totally dominated by features of telluric origin. It's time to re

move these atmospheric features from our spectnmi. The first step is to process 

your comparison star's spectrum in precisely the same way you processed your 

800 0 200 400 600 1000 

pixel 
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object spectrum. Once you have an extracted comparison star spectrum of high 

S/N, you can divide it into your object spectrum. In principle, you could do this 

with plain old imarith, like this: 

imarith sl40_4272 .ms / brightstar sl40-4272-done 

Here's what you get if you do this... it's certainly cleaned up to an extent, but it's 

far from pretty. 

• XgtHm X 

V2.1!EXF(I»' el<ul«s*Btrnnir.. <ld.i ihii 1H-Jul-2001 S140 IRSl 12C0 R(0-5> 600. op:l boana 

lOCO 0 200 400 600 800 

Figure A.12: A naive telluric correction; not very good... 

Unfortunately, the real world plays nasty tricks on poor astronomers, and a 

lot of tweaking is needed to remove telluric features. This makes using imarith 

paiiiful, to put it mildly. 

• For one, the atmosphere might change faster than the elapsed time between 

the acquisition of your object and comparison star data. One way around 

this is to interleave observations of comparison stars with your program 

scientific targets. Bad news: this increases overhead on objects that are not 
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visible on the optical guider because an object must be re-acquired on the 

slit of Phoenix. 

• Another issue is that the comparison star is looking through a different air-

mass than the science target. This can be minimized by careful selection of 

comparison stars. Bad news: there aren't many bright, hot stars at 3-5 /xm, 

so the pickins' are slim. 

• The Phoenix grating has a tendency to creep slightly in the first hour or 

so after it is set. Even if you carefully align all frames spectrally before 

combination, it is very possible that your scientific target and comparison 

star spectra will be slightly skewed, perhaps up to 2 km/s, or a little over 1 

pixel. 

What we need to do is scale the comparison spectrum (ala Beer's Law) to 

match the depth of the atmospheric features in the object spectrum. Additionally, 

we need to be able to shift the comparison spectrum in wavelength to allow max

imum cancellation of features. Even a shift of 0.1 pixel is enough to obliterate 

weak spectral features in the vicinity of saturated atmospheric features. Fortu

nately, there is an alternative to painful iterative use of imarith. The telluric 

task provides an interactive, graphical way to iteratively yield excellent cancella

tion of atmospheric features. The interface is a bit clurJcy and confusing at first, 

but once you get the hang of it, it's not so bad. 

I  R  A  F  

Image Reduction sind Analysis Facility 

PACKAGE = onedspec 

TASK = telluric 

input = sl40_4272.ms List of input spectra to correct 
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O iqtMin X 

NOAO/IRAF V2.11EXPQRT zkulesaegrcmit.as.arizana.edu Thu 00:56:00 19-Jul-2001 
TELLURIC: spectrum = sl'40_427Z.nsC»,i,lJ , calibration = den8b4272.ms[*,1,1] 

scdle = 0.969 +/- 0.1, snift = 0.14, offset = 1., rms = 0.0222 
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0 200 400 600 800 1000 

Pi>e:s 

Figure A.13: Running the telluric task 

In this case, the top spectrum grossly over-corrects for telluric features. The 

bottom one grossly under-corrects. The middle one isn't too bad. But clearly, 

the steps between the three spectra are too coarse. To fine-tune either the shift or 

scale, select the middle spectrum and hit x or y, respectively. That will reduce 

the step by a factor of two. If you want to increase the step size, select x or y on 

the middle spectrum and then hit e. As usual, q quits the task, and the middle 

spectrum is saved. 

In short: 

i 1 

— 

r 1 

1 1 1 1 _ 

. . y , .  

' 1 ' f~' 

1 — —  

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -

• X Switches to shift mode, if in scale mode. Once in shift mode, hitting x 
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on the middle spectrum will decrease the step size. Hitting x on the upper 

or lower spectrum will make it the new current spectrum. 

• y -> Switches to scale mode, if in shift mode. Once in scale mode, hitting y 

on the middle spectrum will decrease the step size. Hitting y on the upper 

or lower spectrum will make it the new current spectrum. 

• e —> When in either shift or scale mode, increases the step size. 

• d -> Toggles the data spectrum in the bottom panel 

• c —> Toggles the comparison spectmm in the bottom panel 

• s Use this key to mark the extent of a sample region for statistics. You 

can use the computed RMS of this region as a numerical figure of merit as 

you interactively try to minimize the telluric features. Or use it with the 

automatic RMS minimization feature, below. 

• a Automatically pick the best scale and/or shift to minimize the RMS 

residuals in the defined sample region, above. 

• ? -> Online help 

• q Quits, and saves the middle spectrum. 

Whew! Now let's have a look at our spectrum using splo t. We can normalize 

our spectrum, removing any residual continuum shape. In splot, type t to 

select a continuum-fitting routine. Select / for continuum normalization (versus, 

say, continuum subtraction), and then select the appropriate order of fit (ex. : o 

9) and refit (f) until it looks sensible. Then hit q. You can save the new spectrum 

by hitting i and providing a filename. Here's the corrected spectrum, with a 5% 

scaling of the comparison spectrum and a shift of 0.2 pixels (0.3 km/s). 
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• igtafin 

HOflO/IRflF V2.11EXPQRT ckulesaeioUe.as.arisona.edu Tue 17:17:09 17-Jul-2001. 
C=140_4272.no.done[•, 1,133 : S140 IP.S1 12C0 P.(0-5) 600. 3p:l bojiiti:l 

zoo 400 600 800 1000 

pixel 

Figure A.14: The spectrum after telluric correction, nice! 

Our final spectrum has an average S/N of about 150. Not too shabby for a 1-

arcsecond slit, guiding by the "seat of our pants" (no optically-visible targets) for 

about 80 minutes on the old noisy Aladdin I array! We could actually do science 

with this spectrum now, but we'd like to apply a wavelength calibration first. On 

to the last step! 

A.13 Wavenumber Calibration 

The final step is to compute a wavelength/wavenumber calibration using the 

many telluric lines in our data (see, they're good for something!). Select the ex

tracted comparison star (or object) spectrum as the one we wish to identify fea

tures from. Then we'll nm three tasks: 

• identify: will allow us to mark and identify narrow features in our spec

tra. Mark features with m, type in the wavenumber frequency of the feature; 
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when you're done, fit the features with f and hit q when you're done! You 

should have an RMS error of less than about 0.005 cm-1 at K-band. 

• ref spec: will reference the spectrum we identified with any data spectra 

we want to have wavenumber-calibrated. 

• dispcor: will apply the wavenumber solution to the data spectrum. We 

are done. Really.:) 

Now you can check out your spectrum in splot. You can export your spectrum 

to anything that can read FITS files, or you can export the spectrum as a table of 

ASCII text using wspec: 

I R A F 

Image Reduction and Analysis Facility 

PACKAGE = onedspec 

TASK = wspectext 

output 

input 

{header 

sl40_4272.done Input list of image spectra 

sl40_4272.txt Output list of text spectra 

no) Include header? 

(wformat= ) Wavelength format 

(mode ql) 

The following is the final spectrum of S140 IRS 1, exported and plotted using 

PGPLOT, suitable for publishing and framing. :) 
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Figure A.15: As sent to ApJ! How far we've come... 
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APPENDIX B 

A GUIDE TO REDUCING SPECTROSCOPIC DATA TAKEN AT THE 

HHT 

The Heinrich Hertz Telescope on Mt. Graham is a lO-meter dish of 15 micron sur

face accuracy, optimized for studying the Universe at submillimeter wavelengths 

(between 0.3-1.4 mm, or 200-900 GHz). It has seen routine scientific use since 

1996. One of the principal observing modes at the HHT is high-resolution spec

troscopy, made possible by sensitive heterodyne receivers and backend spectrom

eters. This document follows the reduction of several spectroscopic datasets to 

publishable results, and includes easily-installable RPM packages of the GILDAS 

software for use at your own computer. 

B.l Outline 

• Introduction 

• Installing the GILDAS Software Packages 

• Processing Data for a Single Pointing 

• Procesing Regularly-Sampled Spectral Maps 

• Processing Randomly-Sampled Spectral Maps 

• Making Journal-Ready Plots 

• Exporting Data for other Software 
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B.2 Introduction 

The Heinrich Hertz Telescope on Mt. Graham is a 10-meter dish of 15 micron 

surface accuracy, optimized for studjdng the Universe at submillimeter wave

lengths (between 0.3-1.4 mm, or 200-900 GHz). It has seen routine scientific 

use since 1996. One of the principal observing modes at thsi telescope is high-

resolution spectroscopy, made possible by sensitive heterodyne receivers (and 

soon, array receivers) and backend spectrometers. This document follows the 

reduction of several spectroscopic datasets to publishable results, and includes 

easily-installable RPM packages of the GILDAS software for use at your home 

institution. It docxunents a method of data reduction which is robust and opti

mized for getting the most from your data. It is certairJy not the only way, but 

it should save you a lot of time. If you find a way to improve the techruques 

provided here, I want to know! 

B.2.1 Things to ponder... 

On-source integration times tend to be rather short at submillimeter wavelengths, 

typically 15 seconds or so. Using position switching, this integration time is typ

ically limited by the very transient stability of the atmosphere. In fact, on-the-fly 

(OTF) mapping techniques adopt very short integration times (2-4 seconds for 

slow OTF, small fractions of a second for rapid OTF) to map as large a portion 

of the sky in as short a time as possible. Beam-switching moves the telescope 

rapidly (a few Hz) between source and clean sky, so this becomes less of an issue. 

However, receiver and spectrometer stability often place a practical limit on the 

integration times used; even in beam-switching mode, observers will frequently 

switch between the OFF and ON source beams, perhaps every 30-60 seconds or 

so. 
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Figure B.l: A CO study of the NGC 2024 cloud core, taken at the HHT in 1997 

and 1998. 

Because of these restrictions, in order to perform sensitive spectroscopic ob

servations, many separate integrations must be coadded and weighted. In addi

tion, basic instrumental features, like offset baselines and bad scans must be elim

inated. Regularly sampled spectral line maps are easy to assemble and convolve 

to the natural beamsize. In contrast, randomly-sampled on-the-fly maps must 

be specially handled, typically convolved and gridded to yield similar results. 

Moment maps can be constructed, jaelding imagery of the integrated intensities, 

line centroid velocities, and line widths. Channel maps, in which the integated 

intensity map is chopped up into separate maps at different velocities, may also 

be constructed. Finally, spectra and maps can be annotated to result in a plot that 

is suitable for publication. 
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B.3 Installing GILDAS software 

GILDAS, the Grenoble Image and Line Data Analysis Software, is a set of soft

ware tools that facilitate the processing of astronomical data h:om single-dish 

radio telescopes and millimeter-wave interferometers. GILDAS is a product of 

IRAM, an international institute for research in millimeter-wavelength astron

omy and is used at the Plateau de Bure interferometer, the IRAM 30-meter tele

scope, the KOSMA telescope on Koemergrat, the Heinrich Hertz Telescope on 

Mt. Graham (Arizona), among others. 

The software is composed of several packages: 

• CLASS (Continuiun and Line Analysis Simple Software) is a software pack

age that contains the basic functionality to process single-dish data, for sin

gle pointings as well as for regularly sampled mapping data. 

• GRAPHIC/GREG: The GREnoble Graphics package provides plotting ca

pabilities and is accessible to most other packages during operation, as well 

as on its own as a standalone package. GRAPHIC supplements GreG by 

including tasks for reading GILDAS images (.Imv/.gtf), rurming GILDAS 

tasks, and connectivity to the GSC and IRAS catalogs, among others. 

• CFITS/GFITS provide the ability to convert between CLASS and FITS, and 

GILDAS and FITS data formats. They provide a means by which data can 

be exported to a format that is widely accepted and understood by most 

scientific and graphics software. 

• GILDAS Tasks are standalone programs that perform specific functions rel

evant to the analysis of processed data. Tasks include basic functionality, 

like making chaimel and moment maps, mosaidng, interferometer tasks 
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for UV plane statistics and marupulations, and Gaussian convolution and 

image reconstruction. 

• ASTRO is software that allows astronomers to plan an observing run more 

efficiently. A common use of ASTRO is to make horizon plots of scientific 

targets. 

• NIC is used to process bolometer data, particularly when multipixel bolome

ter arrays are used (such as those in operation at the 30-meter and at the 

HHT). 

• CLIC/MAPPING/POINT are packages designed for the processing of in

terferometer data. These packages are designed for use with the Plateau 

de Bure interferometer. It is also possible to export data in FITS format for 

processing with AIPS, if desired. 

How do I install it? 

If you are using a conmierdal Unix, you can download binary tarballs via 

anon5mious FTP to iraux2.iram.fr and install, following the instructions. This can 

be a bit tedious if you're not used to installing software from tar files. 

If however, you are using Linux, I have packaged GILDAS software into RPM 

packages that are used by most major Linux distributions (Redhat, SuSE, Man

drake). You can download the RPM packages from bobafett.as.arizona.edu; just 

follow the GILDAS link. There is a base package, and add-on packages that pro

vide more functionality. The splitting-up of the software is done to minimize 

disk usage if full functionality is not needed. For example, the basic operation of 

CLASS, GREG, GRAPHIC, CFITS, GFITS, and online help require 19 MB of disk 

space. This constitutes the basic package upon which other packages may be op

tionally added. GILDAS tasks add 30 MB, interferometry adds 20 MB, Postscript 
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manuals add 23 MB, ASTRO adds 6 MB, development libraries and include files 

add 23 MB, and NIC (bolometer) adds 2 MB. 

To install the RPM packages: 

rpm -Uvh —nodeps gildas-2001-2.i386.rpm 

Do the same for any add-on packages you want. That's it! The —nodeps option 

is needed for the base package (and the tasks package) because a few GILDAS 

binaries are strangely linked to lesstif. I have disabled MOTIF support at runtime, 

so this is an irrelevant dependency. A future RPM packaging of GILDAS will 

circumvent this annoyance, if necessary. 

These packages were made under Redhat 7.1, but the binaries should run from 

Redhat 6.1 onwards. These packages are in RPM version 4 format. If you have 

RPM version 3, you should upgrade (see the Redhat Errata & Updates Page to 

download an RPM v4 compatible version). 

B.4 Basic Reduction of Data from a Single Pointing 

Data acquired from the telecope is flux-calibrated using the hot-cold-sky chop

per techiuque and is frequency calibrated. However, a few instrumental artifacts 

must be dealt with before proper analysis is possible. This description of basic 

data processing applies to all data, even though the example highlighted here is 

of data collected of a single pointing of the telescope. 

B.4.1 Step 1: Loading CLASS and accessing your data file 

Let's explore data collected towards an exfragalactic source, as this data reduction 

is relatively sfraight-forward. In particular, we will investigate ^^CO J = 3 — 2 

emission from the Arp 299 system of merging galaxies, located 42 Mpc distant 

(140 million light years). First, let's load CLASS: 

$ cd data 
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Figure B.2: A digital sky survey image of the Arp 299 system of mergirig galaxies 

(also knowrt as NGC 3690 or Markarian 171). The data we will analyze comes 

from the pointing labeled by the black circle. 

$ class 

I-SIC, Normal keyboard mode 

Default macro extension is .class 

LAS> 

The LAS prompt tells us that CLASS is ready to accept our commands. First, let's 

load a data file using the file in command, find all observations in the file using 

find and listing them to the screen with list: 

LAS> file in. april2001.sinc 

I-CONVERT, File is [VAX Co lEEEl 

I-INPUT, apr2001-l.smt successfully opened 

LAS> find 

t-FIMD, 8309 observations found 

LAS> lisc 

8307; 1 ZETAOPH CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B71 0.0 0.0 Eq 2036 
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8308; 1 ZETAOPH CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B72 0.0 0.0 Eq 2036 

8309; 1 ZETAOPH CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B73 0.0 0.0 Eq 2036 

[....ecc...ecc....etc—.] 

LAS> 

So far so good. The data file contains 8309 observations (including calibration 

data). The list results provide a tabulation of CLASS observation number, object 

name, name of spectral line, name of telescope and spectrometer, angular offsets 

in RA and DEC, and telescope observation number, respectively. 

B.4.2 Step 2: Extracting Relevant Spectra 

As you can see, a CHEF-processed data file typically consists of a night (or an 

entire run) of data, so the first task is filtering the (potentially) thousands of spec

tra in the file to yield only the ones we are interested in. There are a number of 

methods of filtering that one will typically employ: 

• Filter by object name: [set source 'name'JThis is effective if you can parse 

the list of spectra and find the name you used for your object. Logfiles work 

wonders here. :) 

• Filter by backend spectrometer: [set tel 'name'] Many observations are for 

calibration purposes, or perhaps you had many additional backends en

abled during your observations that you are not interested in now. 

• Filter by offset: [set offset X Y] For mapping purposes, you can select data 

within epsilon arcseconds of a particular offset position. To set epsilon, 'set 

align epsilon'. 

• Filter by observation number: [set num N M] If you observed the same 

object several nights in a row, but want to filter each night separately, you 

can set a range of observing numbers to scan. 
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• Filter by spectral lir\e: [set line 'name'] If you observed the same object in 

several spectral lines, you san separate them by the identifying line name 

you used in the observations. 

Let's use all of these in an example. Our observations of Arp 299 were made 

on two different rughts, with different offsets, with two backend spectrometers, 

buried in a file with data of other objects and spectral lines and receivers. Let's 

try to just extract the data we want! 

First, let's set the spectral line to CO(3-2), the object to ARP299A, and the spec

trometer to the 1 MHz AOS (named SMT-10M-B30): 

LAS> sec source arp299a 

LAS> sec line co(3-2) 

LAS> sec tel smc-10m-b30 

LAS> find 

I-PIND, 14 observacions found 

LAS> lisc 

I-LISTE, Currenc index t 

49; 1 ARP299A CO{3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0 .0 0 .0 Eq 1828 

51; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0 .0 0 .0 Eq 1829 

59; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-lOM-330 0 .0 0 .0 Eq 1832 

67; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0 .0 0 .0 Eq 1835 

75; 1 ARP299A CO{3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0 .0 0 .0 Eq 1838 

83; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0 .0 0 .0 Eq 1841 

85; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0 .0 0 .0 Eq 1842 

8181; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0 .0 0 .0 Eq 2004 

8189; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0 .0 0 .0 Eq 2007 

8197; 1 ARP299A CO{3-2) SMT-10M-B30 -21 .000 -6 .000 Eq 2010 

8205; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 -21 .000 -6 .000 Eq 2013 

8211; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 -21 .000 -6 .000 Eq 2016 

8219; 1 ARP299A CO{3-2) SMT-10M-B30 -23 .000 +5 .000 Eq 2019 

8227; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 -23 .000 +5 .000 Eq 2022 

LAS> 

Notice that our list of applicable observations went from 8000 to only 14. Even 

now, notice that we took data at the on source (0,0) position, as well as data at 
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(-21",-6") and (-23",+5"). These data correspond to other nuclei in the galaxy 

merger system; let's remove them for now and concentrate on the (0,0) position: 

LAS> sec o£fsec 0 0 

LAS> find 

I-FIND, 9 observacions £ound 

LAS> lisc 

I-LISTE, Current index : 

49; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 
o
 
o
 

o
 

O Eq 1828 

51; 1 ARP299A CO{3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0.0 0.0 Eq 1829 

S9; 1 ARP299A COt3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0.0 0.0 Eq 1832 

67; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0.0 0.0 Eq 1835 

75; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0.0 0.0 Eq 1838 

83; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0.0 0.0 Eq 1841 

85; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0.0 0.0 Eq 1842 

8181; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0.0 0.0 Eq 2004 

8189; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0.0 0.0 Eq 2007 

LAS> 

Good! Now we have data from two nights (notice the discontinuity in observa

tion numbers?) of the same object, same spectral line, same offset in our list Let's 

look at one of the spectra; first open up a graphics window, get one of the spectra, 

and then type plot: 

LAS> dev xland black 

I-X, X-Window default version $Revlsion: 4.49 S SDace: 1997/10/22 13:23:46 S 

I-X, Device DISPLAY :0.0 

I-X, Screen characteristics 16 planes, TrueColor 

I-X, Backing Store NOT supported 

I-X, Vendor The XFree86 Project, Inc; release 4003 

I-X, Protocol Xll rrevision: 0 

I-X, Screen size (mm) : height: 241, width: 333 

I-X, Screen pixels : height: 864, width; 1152 

W-X, B&W Window, dithering used for images 

Graphics device /dev/tcy successfxilly defined as a XIjANDSCAPE BLACK 

LAS> get 51 

LAS> plot 
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[ |̂<GREG 0 
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Figure B.3: A quick look at two subscans of HHT data. 

The resulting spectrum is plotted in Figure B.3. 

The header is plotted verbosely as well, which is enabled by typing set format 

long and disabled by set format brief. The important information labeled 

is: 

• The information from list: observation number, object name, telescope, 

spectrometer, offsets 

• Date, RA, DEC 

• tau: opacity of the atmosphere at the sky frequency 

• Tsyg: System noise temperature 

• Time: On-source integration time, in minutes 

• El: Elevation of source 

\ ' • • ' ' I 

I i I I 1 . I • I I I 
2600 3000 3200 3400 

Vatocfty (km/t) 
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• Dv: Velocity resolution per pixel 

Well, there might be something in the spectrum, but this is a scant 2 minutes of 

on-source integration time. We need to coadd the other frames: 

LAS> sum 

! •  -GET, Entry 49 Observation 4 9 ;  1 Scan 1828 

! •  -GET, Entry 51 Observation 5 1 ;  1 Scan 1829 

! •  -GET, Entry 59 Observation 5 9 ;  1 Scan 1832 

I -GET, Entry 67 Observation 6 7 ;  1 Scan 1 8 3 5  

!• -GET, Entry 75 Observation 7 5 ;  1 Scan 1 8 3 8  

!• -GET, Entry 83 Observation 8 3 ;  1 Scan 1841 

! •  -GET, Entry 85 Observation 8 5 ;  1 Scan 1842 

I-GET, Entry 8181 Observation 8181; 1 Scan 2004 

I - G E T ,  E n t r y  8 1 8 9  O b s e r v a t i o n  8 1 8 9 ;  1  S c a n  2 0 0 7  

LAS> plot 

Uh oh. What happened? One of the contributing scax\s must be bad. Looking 

at a few of them, we see that observation 83 is bogus (and the logs show an AOS 

read error in that scan). Let's drop that observation from our list: 

LAS> drop 83 

LAS> list 

t-LISTE, Current index : 

49; 1 ARF299A. CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 

o
 
o
 0.0 Eq 1828 

51; 1 ARP299A. CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0.0 0.0 Eq 1829 

59; 1 ARP299A. CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0.0 0.0 Eq 1832 

67; 1 ARP299A. CO{3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0.0 0.0 Eq 1835 

75; 1 ARP299A. CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0.0 0.0 Eq 1838 

85; 1 ARP299A CO(3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0.0 0.0 Eq 1842 

8181; 1 ARP299A. CO{3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0.0 0-0 Eq 2004 

8189; 1 ARP299A CO{3-2) SMT-10M-B30 0.0 0.0 Eq 2007 
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jai<6RE6 0 1 >: 
40; t ARP29SA CO(3-3) SUT-10M-B30 0 14-APR-2001 R: 13~4PR~2001 

RA: 11:29:44.099 KC: 50*^17.99 0 9^0.0] Offt: Oi3 0^ Eq 
umtnowR Tau: 0.ZS99 rayK 61Tirnv 23»18 Q: WhM 

N: 2040 10: 1028 VO: 3030. Ov 0 4161 LSR 
FD; 345795.975 Of: -0.4800 Fi: 348826.706 
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Figure B.4: An example of a bad scan averaged into the accumulated data. 

Since the line width is huge, our spectral resolution of 1 km/s is excessive. 

Let's smooth the spectrum to a coarser resolution with smooth. Each applica

tion of smooth halves the spectral resolution. We then will fit a Gaussian to the 

spectrum (gauss) and then show the fit on the screen (fit): 

LAS> smo 

LAS> smo 

LAS> smo 

LAS> plot 

LAS> gauss 

Guesses: 32.4 a.iaSE-i-OB 278. 

SIMPLEX Minimization has converged 

RMS of Residuals : Base = I.OOE-02 Line = l.lOE-02 

HESSE Second derivative matrix inverted 

MIGRAD Minimization has converged 

RMS o£ Residuals : Base = 1.02E-02 Line = l.IOE-02 

LAS> sum 

LAS> plot 
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[ |̂<GREG 0 

40; 1 ARP2S8A C0<3-2) SUT-I0M-B30 0 U-APR-2001 R: 13-i«PR-2001 
RA: 11:35:44.099 DEC: SB:50:17.S9 Cl 990.0] OfiR 0.0 0.0 Eq 

Urtaiown Tou: 0.zn« Tsyr. e08.7 Ttm*; 21.92 EI; 93^3 
N: 2Ma 10; 1028 VO: 3030. I>« 0 4181 LSR 
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Figure B.5; Summed, unsmoothed data with bad scan dropped. 

PIT Resulcs 

Line Area Position Width Incensicy 

1 33.195 ( 0.490) 3114.124 ( 2.286) 313.235 ( 5.254) 9.95556E-02 

LAS> fit 

The final spectrum is plotted in Figure B.6. 

Cool! The data now has a 2-pixel resolution of 6.6 km/s. The data provided 

by gauss is very useful indeed; we see that the integrated intensity of our CO 

7 = 3 -> 2 line is 33.2 K km/s, centered at 3114 km/s VLSR/ and has a linewidth 

(measured at half-maximum) of 313 km s~K Formal uncertainties are provided 

in parentheses. This yields an estimate of the H2 mass, redshift (and distance) to 

the galaxy, and kinematics of the gas in the galaxy. An extremely simple-minded 

but illustrative analysis might look like the following: 
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Figure B.6: The fiiiai, smoothed spectrum of Arp 299 A in the CO J = 3 -> 2 line. 

Distance to Arp 299: 

D(Mpc) = V/ f fo  = 3114/75 = 41.5Mpc (B.l) 

Projected size of the 23" beam on the galaxy: 

<7 = ( B 2 )  
206265 ^ 

(B.3) 

41.5Mpc.23" 
= 206265 

(B.5) 

= 4600 pc (B.6) 

Enclosed Dynamical Mass: 

This involves all sorts of assumptions (virial equilibrium, centrally condensed 

mass distribution, spherical symmetry, the gas is accurately tracing the dynami
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cal mass, etc...). Nevertheless, let's just see what happeiw: 

Y2 J .  
M = — (B.7) 

(3132 kin/s)2 • 2300 pc 

6.67 X 10-8 
(3.13 X 10^ cm/s)^ • 6.9 x 10^^ cm 

(B.8) 

6.67 X 10-8 

= 10'*'* g (B.IO) 

= 5 X 10'° MSUN in the central 23" (B.ll) 

Mass of H2: 

The traditional method of estimating H2 mass steii\s from the linewidth-cloud 

size relation of Galactic Giant Molecular Clouds established in the 1980's. As

sumptions: clouds are in virial equilibrium, gravitationally bound, same metal-

lidty, temperature and density as Milky Way clouds. Thusly, there is good reason 

to believe that this conversion factor is NOT universal, so keep that in mind. Fur

thermore, we assume that the gas is warm, because we explicitly assume that the 

integrated intercity of the 7 = 3 -> 2 line is similar to the l->0 line. Nevertheless, 

with no other analysis, let's just see what we get: 

iV(H2)(cm-2) = 2xl02°/(CO/=l->'0)(Kkin/s) (B.12) 

= 2 X 10^° 33 Kkm/s (B.13) 

= 6.6 X 10^1 cm-2 (B.14) 

(B.15) 

This is the mean NCHQ) over the whole beam. What is the surface area of the 

beam? Assuming the beam is the projection of a sphere: 
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TT beam — radius^ = 3.14159 * (6.9 x lO^^cm)^ 

= 1.5 X 10 " cm^ 

(B.16) 

(B.17) 

So the number of H2 molecules is N(H2)*area: 

6.6 X 10^^ cm-2 .1.5 X 10'"' cm^ 

9.9 X 10®® molecules 

9.9 X 10®® • 12 X 10"^'' g/molecule 

1.1 X lO**^ g 

6 X 10^ Msun 

(B.18) 

(B.19) 

(B.20) 

(B.21) 

(B.22) 

About 10% of the dynamical mass. Vaguely sensible.:) 

B.5 Processing of Regularly-Sampled Spectral Line Maps 

Spectral line maps acquired using position-switching or beam-switching result 

in a grid of data that is uniformly-sampled in angle on the sky. This allows for 

a streamlined data reduction process. In this example, we will process a 20'x20' 

map of the 492 GHz fine structure line of atomic carbon in the rho Ophiuchus 

molecular cloud, taken in position-switching mode with the AST/RO telescope 

at the South Pole. The reduction of position-switched HHT data is identical. 

First, all spectra must have their baselines, and any other instrumental arti

facts, removed. This can be done routinely using a loop function in CLASS. We 

will first load the data file, filtering just the applicable observations, setting an 

output file, and defining the window in which the spectral line lies (and not to be 

included in the baseline calculation): 
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LAS> find 

I-FIND 1691 observations found 

LAS> set win 0 6 

LAS> file out reduced.dat new 

LAS> for i 1 to found 

LAS: get next 

LAS: base 1 

LAS: plot 

LAS; write 

LAS: next 

At this point, all 1691 spectra found by find will be operated upon by the loop. In 

this example, we load the next spectrum, remove a linear baseline, plot the result 

to the screen, write the data to the output file reduced.dat, and then increment 

the observation nim\ber and repeat the process for the next spectrum. The loop 

will terminate when the last spectrum is processed. 

Now we can load the processed data file in: 

LAS> file in reduced.dat 

I-INPUT, reduced.dat successfully opened 

LAS> find 

I-FIND 1691 observations found 

We can get a first look at the data using the map command. Map will attempt to 

plot all 1691 spectra on the screen simultaneously, with each spectrum at the ap

propriate offset. First, the X and Y axis scales must be fixed, the plotting window 

cleared, and then map can be invoked: 

LAS> set mode x -4 9 
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LAS> set mode y -2 10 

LAS> map 

Here's what the resulting image looks like for our 20' x 2(y map. Although tightly 

crammed, the overall structure of the [C I] lines is apparent in this map. Clearly, 

we have good data to work with! 

20 H 

10 -

0 -

-10 -

-20 

•xT'^irMnr^uniyi •^•li**^ i 

20 10 0 -10 -20 

Figure B.7: Spectral line map of p Oph in the 492 GHz fine structure J = 1 0 

line of atomic carbon. 

We are now interested in extracting important information from this data cube. 

Making moment maps of the data are perhaps the most illustrative method of 
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representing data. The print moment conunand will extract this iixformation: 

LAS> print moment 0 6 /output moments. txt 

The output of print moment looks like this: 

213 -10.000 -15.000 5.9763 5.6309 1.6945 

214 -9.000 -15.000 6.1831 5.1198 1.8751 

[ e t c . . . e t c . . . e t c . . . ]  

The columns are, observation number, X and Y offsets, integrated intensity, cen-

troid velocity, and linewidth. Now all that remains is to plot the results! We are 

done with CLASS; let's close it and open GREG. Let's also open up a color image 

plotting window, and set the plot to be square (since our map is the same size in 

RA and DEC): 

LAS> exit 

$ greg 

I-SIC, Normal keyboard mode 

Default macro extension is .greg 

GreG> dev image white 

GreG> set box square 

We will now utilize the colvimn command to parse the various columns of the 

moments.txt file produced by print moment into X, Y, and Z arrays. X and Y 

are the RA and DEC offsets, and Z is the quantity we wish to plot. Let's first 

examine the integrated intensity (column 4). 

GreG> colxamn x 2 y 3 2 4 /file moments.txt 
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Mow, we'll load the column data into a regularly-spaced grid using rgdata, define 

the plotting limits from the data itself, resample the image to a 100x100 pixel 

image, draw everything to the plotting screen, redefine a better (AlPS-like) color 

palette, and then render a color Postscript file for printing: 

GreG> rgdata /blank 0 

GreG> limits /rgd 

GreG> resample 100 100 /blank 0 

GreG> box 

GreG> plot 

GreG> wedge 

GreG> let hue[i] = 256--2*i 

GreG> lut 

GreG> hardcopy plot.ps /dev ps 

The resulting image is shown in Figure B.8. 

B.6 Reduction of Randomly-Sampled On-The-Fly Maps 

On-the-fly maps generate readouts of the spectrometers at typically fixed time 

intervals, rather than fixed positions on the sky. Slight acceleration or decelera

tion of the antenna makes for an irregularly-sampled map, although often only 

slightly. This map must be gridded and convolved before proper analysis can be 

performed upon it. 

Let's look at a HCO"*' J = 4 — 3 (356 GHz) map of the p Oph dark cloud, in 

the vicinity of the p Oph A core. The data are sampled every 3 seconds, as the 

telescope moves 80 arcseconds per minute. Only one pass over the map is made. 

This leads to l/6th beam sampling, which eliminates blurring in the scan direc-
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Figure B.8: Publishable color image of [CII toward p Oph. 

tion. Faster scanning, up to l/4th beam per sample, is also routinely performed 

at the HHT. 

First, we perform basic processing as we did with the regularly sampled data 

(removal of low-order fits to the baseline). Operung the new processed file, we 

now utilize the grid command in CLASS to regrid and convolve the data to the 

beam size (which is 22" at 356 GHz), storing the charmels between -20 and 30 

km s~^ VLSR to the data cube: 

LAS> file in hcop43.smt 

LAS> find 

I-FIND, 1503 observations foi.tnd 
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LAS> grid hcop43.gtf new /channel v -20 30 /image beam 22 

I-GET, Entry 1299 Observation 5976; 2 Scan 2262 

I-GET, Entry 1300 Observation 5979; 2 Scan 2262 

I-GET, Entry 1301 Observation 5982; 2 Scan 2262 

[ e t c . . . e t c . . . e t c . . . ]  

I-GRID, Beam size 22.00" 

I-DOSOR, Sorting input table 

I-SUB_GRID, Creating a cube with 21 by 31 pixels; pixel -11.0" x 11.0" 

I - G R D F L T ,  X  C o n v o l u t i o n  E x p o n e n t i a l  P a r . =  1 . 8 0 0 0  0 . 3 6 0 3  2 . 0 0 0 0  

I - G R D F L T ,  Y  C o n v o l u t i o n  E x p o n e n t i a l  P a r . =  1 . 8 0 0 0  0 . 3 6 0 3  2 . 0 0 0 0  

I-SUB_GRID, Creating map file test.lmv 

I-SUB_GRID, Updating map 

LAS> 

Now we are done with CLASS. Let's move to GRAPHIC for the rest of the reduc

tion process. We'll also open a color graphics window for plotting. 

$ graphic 

I-SIC, Normal keyboard mode 

Default macro extension is .graphic 

GRAPHIC> dev image white 

I-X, X-Window def a u l t  v e r s i o n  $ R e v i s i o n :  4 . 4 9  $  

I-X, Device DISPLAY :0.0 

I-X, Screen characteristics 16 planes, TrueColor 

I-X, Backing Store NOT supported 

I-X, Vendor The XFree86 Project, Inc; release 4003 

I-X, Protocol Xll ;revision: 0 

I-X, Screen size (mm) : height: 241, width: 333 

I-X, Screen, pixels : height: 864, width: 1152 

Graphics device /dev/tty successfully defined as a IMAGE WHITE 

GRAPHIC> 

So far, this looks uncannily like CLASS. Most GILDAS programs act fundamen
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tally the same way, for better or worse. Now we will run a GILDAS task called 

'moments'. It performs a similar task to the 'print' command (see regularly sam

pled maps), for inhomogenously-sampled data gridded by CLASS and stored in 

aGTFor LMV fUe. 

GRAPHIC> run momenCs 

Input file name 

FILE IN$ = hcop43.Imv 

Output files name (no extension) 

FILE OUT$ = hcop43 

Velocity range 

REAL VEL0CITY$[2] =06 

Detection threshold 

REAL THRESHOLD$ = 0 

Smooth before detetction ? 

LOGICAL SMOOTHS = no 

I-RUN, Task moments running, logfile is 

/home/ckulesa/moments.gildas 

We have asked it to take the LMV file created by CLASS'S grid command 

and create the first three moment maps for us, given that the line window is 

between 0 and 6 km s"^ Visr. Moments has written three files: hcop43 . mean, an 

image containing the integrated intensities; hcop43 .velo, an image containing 

the centroid velocities; and hcop43 .width, an image containing the line width 

map. 

Let's plot the integrated intensity, take the X-Y-intensity plotting limits firom 

the actual data, plot a color wedge, resample to a 100x100 pixel image, and set an 

AlPS-like color scheme, set contour spacing to 4 K km/s (starting at 4 K km/s), 

plot the contours, and generate a color Postscript file for printing: 

GRAPHIC> image hcop43.mean 
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W-GDF_RHSEC, Absent section EXTREMA 

W-GDF_RHSEC, Absent section RESOLUTION 

W-GDF_RHSEC. Absent section NOISE 

GRAPHIC> limits /rgd 

GRAPHIC> set box square 

G R A P H I O  b o x  / u s  

S-CHAR, Fonts loaded 

GRAPHIO plot 

GRAPHIO wedge 

GRAPHIC> resample 100 100 /bl 0 

I-RESAMPLE, Got 79 pages of virtual memory 

GRAPHIO let hue[i] = 256-2*i 

GRAPHIO lut 

GRAPHIO plot 

GRAPHIO wed 

GRAPHIC> levels 4 to 30 by 4 

I-LEVELS, Contour levels are : 

4 . 0 0 0  8 . 0 0 0  1 2 . 0 0  1 6 . 0 0  

2 4 . 0 0  2 8 . 0 0  

GRAPHIC> rgmap 

I-RGMAP, Contouring checks the b l a n k i n g  v a l u e  0 . 0 0 0 0 0  

I-RGMAP, Pens 0 & 15 used for positive & negative levels 

I - R G M A P .  C o n t o u r  1  4 . 0 0 0 0 0  

I - R G M A P ,  C o n t o u r  2  8 . 0 0 0 0 0  

I - R G M A P .  C o n t o u r  3  1 2 . 0 0 0 0  

I - R G M A P ,  C o n t o u r  4  1 6 . 0 0 0 0  

I - R G M A P .  C o n t o u r  5  2 0 . 0 0 0 0  

I - R G M A P ,  C o n t o u r  6  2 4 . 0 0 0 0  

I - R G M A P ,  C o n t o u r  7  2 8 . 0 0 0 0  

GRAPHIC> hardcopy hcop43.ps /dev ps color 

2 0 . 0 0  

Figure B.9 shows the resulting on-the-fly map. 
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Figure B.9: On-the-fly HCO"^ J = 4 -> 3 map of p Oph 

B.7 Making Journal-Ready Plots 

A few additional steps are necessary to clean up plots for publication. GREG 

already creates good enough mapping plots that only a few modifications are 

necessary for the final plot. 

• Image Aspect Ratio: The default box in which maps are plotted is typically 

landscape mode; i.e. the shape of the window. This distorts the map and 

is not acceptable for publication. A square map can be set as such with set 

box square, or the aspect ratio can be computed automatically using set box 

match. 

• Line thickness: The default pen weight is too light to endure the image 

shrinking that occurs on the journal's printe page. Thusly, it is advisable to 
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increase the thickness of the pen. For example, to double the pen thickness 

pen /weight 2. 

• Axis labels: X and Y axes need to be labeled, and additional text may be 

needed to label color wedges, etc. Axis labels may be added like this: 

label "Offset RA " /x 

label "Offset Dec ( '  ' )  "  / y  

Additional text can be added using the draw text command, although it is 

perhaps easier to do this interactively: type draw, move the cursor to the 

place where the text is to go, and hit t and enter the text. Hit e to exit the 

drawing mode. For more help on the draw command, help draw. 

• Additional Annotations: It is customary to draw the beam size and shape 

on the plot, for reference. This can be done with the ellipse command. For 

example, the following example puts a 22" filled ellipse at the (-75",330") 

offset in the rho Oph map from the OTF mapping section. 

ellipse 0.000052 /user -75 330 seconds /fill 0 

After the following details have been attended to, the HCO"^ J = 4 3 map of 

the p Oph A cloud core now looks like Figure B.IO. 

Plotting of single spectral scans in CLASS is not polished enough (IMHO) for 

publishable plots, so it is not uncommon to export the desired spectrum in FITS 

format, where other packages can be used to plot it (like IDL, Perl/PDL/PGPLOT, 

etc...). Let's explore this in the next section. 
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Figure B.IO: Publishable, armotated on-the-fly map of HCO"^ in p Oph. 

B.8 Exporting Data in FITS Format for other Programs 

It is not uncommon to want to export spectra for use by other programs. A typical 

application may be the plotting of single spectra for journal-quality plots, such as 

the example shown in Figure B.ll. 

The CFITS program provides the ability to convert between FITS and CLASS 

format. GFITS provides the same functionality for GILD AS format images. The 

following example shows a CLASS file being read by CFITS, a single spectrum is 

selected from the file, plotted, and written to a FITS file: 

S cEits 

I-SIC, Normal keyboard mode 
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NGC 2024 
in Orion Sompie CO lines towards NGC 2024 IRS 2 

/ I 
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Figure B.ll: Example of a PGPLOT figure made by exporting CLASS data as 

ASCn text or in FITS format. 

Default macro extension is .class 

CFITS> file in vifll6-cl8o2-l-dac 

CFITS> find 

I-FIND, 738 observations found 

CFITS> lasMist 

553; 4 RHOOPH C180t2-1) SMT-10M-B71 -24.000 -120.000 Eq 8885 

[etc etc etc.... I 

CFITS> dev xland blacic 

I-X, X-Window default version SRevision: 4.49 $ SDate: 1997/10/22 13t23:46 

I--X, Device DISPLAY tO.O 

I--X, Screen cheuracteristics 16 planes, TrueColor 

X--X, Backing Store NOT supported 

r--X, Vendor The XFree86 Project, Inc; release 4003 

I--X, Protocol Xll ;revision: 0 

r--X, Screen size (nun) : height: 241, width: 333 

r--X, Screen pixels : height: 864, width: 1152 

w--X. B&M Window, dithering used for images 

Graphics device /dev/tty successfully defined as a XLANDSCAPE BLACK 
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CFITS> get 553 

I-GET, Entry 748 Observation 553; 4 Scan 8885 

CFITS> plot 

CFITS> write rho-oph.£its 

CPITS> exit 

S 
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